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An Analysis on the Aqua-Architecture

and Its Internal Dynamics

Water has always been an undeniable element of the settlement, nature and continuity. At

the beginning water has seen as a need for living organisms, (i.e. drinking, heating, worshipping,

washing, etc.) later on with the urbanization the importance and necessity of the water has

increased and has started to carry more social meanings. In the course of time, people wanted to

use all the gadgets and functions to make their lives much more comfortable. Human

settlements next to the water resources are a basic example for the importance of water in our

lives. The connection between water and people has shown varieties from society to society and

culture to culture. But it has always got the priority in our lives. Even different professions saw

the water in a different perspective and used in their occupations. The designers and architects

who are not denying all those different point of views have been taken water as an element into

the world of design.

In architectural designs sometimes water can be used as a design tool and sometimes as

one of the components, which constructs the concept. Also water has the potential to effect its

environment. So those features have made water an important element in design.

The concern of this thesis is about; How the alterations in water utilization is effecting the

architecture discipline and; How can water element be used in the course of periods and

cultures? In this study the internal dynamics of water element have been introduced and those

internal dynamics have been discussed and categorized. At the mean time proposed conclusions

of this study are that the importance of water element in architecture should be underlined and

increased. And water element should take its place in the architectural design literature more

actively.



Su Mimarhgl ve

Suyun t~sel Dinamikleri Uzerine Bir Analiz

Su elemam, ya~am boyu hayatm, sillekliligin, yerle~imlerin ve dogamn vazgec;:ilmez bit

elemam olmu~tur. Tarihsel dangu ic;:erisinde su ilk ba~larda bit gereklilik olarak hayatm ic;:indeyer

ahrken - ic;:me,lsmma, armma, ibadet etme, y1k:anma, yerle~me vb. - nufusun artmaslyla beraber

suyun anemi ve gerekliligi artml~ fakat giderek daha buytik sosyal degerler ta~tmaya ba~larm~tlr.

C;:unkU, insanlar suyun hayatl kolayla~tlrlCl her tilliu fonksiyonlanndan faydalanabilmek

istemi~lerdir. Su kenarlannda yerle~imlerin ba~lamaslda farkh pek c;:ok etkenle beraber suyun

)nemli etkisinin bit kamtldlr. Su elemam ile insanlar ve kara parc;:alan arasmda kurulan bu bag,

layat boyu dl~andan veyahut ic;:eriden gelen etkilerle sillekli bit degi~ime ugrarm~tlr. Farkh

ciilttirler, farkh su kullammlan ve anlamlan ta~ld1lar. Farkh meslek gruplan farkh bak1~ ac;:l1anill

~etirdiler. TUrn bu farkhhklan gazardl etmeyen tasartmcl1ar, min1arlar su elemarurn tasartm

lunyasillill ic;:inealrm~lardlr.

Bu tez, bu degi~ilnler ic;:erisinde su elemarumn min1arhk dunyasmda nasl1 ~ekillendigine

aneliktir. Yani, kUltilller ve danelnler boyunca su elemarumn ustlendigi garevler

egerlendirilecek, ve sonuc;:ta su elemarumn dogasmda barmdlrdlgl azellikler - ic;:seldinamikler

lrumlanacaktlr. Su elemarumn bunyesinde barmdlrdlgt bu ic;:seldinamikler ameklerle tartl~l1arak

it sllliflandlrmaya gidilecektir. Anlatllmak istenen ise, suyun min1ari tasanmda bazen bit tasartm

:aCl bazen konsepti olu~turan ana arterlerden biti, bazende ortaya c;:1karl1acakmunun anlall11lli

it ~ekilde etkileme azelligine sahip oldugudur. Ve suyun min1ari tasartm literatillUnde daha etkin

illamlmasl gerektigidir.
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Mankind has been tried to change the environment since the beginning of his being.

Primitive man started to live in the natural caves to give him a shelter and later on started to

construct a place for protecting himself from the climate and the wild life. And everyday gave a

challenge to modify the natural environment for his needs.

At the early times, water has been used only for the basic physical needs, such as; drinking,

cleaning, heating, worshipping, and others. Later on with the increasing of their population, the

settlements have been chosen mostly next to a big water resource. (i.e. rivers, seas, springs, lakes,

and etc.) People have tried to benefit from all of the functions of water to make their lives

better. In towns and cities water has been used as a landmark (i.e. fountains, canals, etc) and in

the buildings water has been used interiorly and exteriorly as an architectural element.

Water, the ingredient of life is one of the basic elements of architecture. Over and above

water has also played a vital role in the process of location of settlements. People have been

utilized and effected from water since the beginning of their appearance. They have seen water

as a resorce of life and located their settlements next to it, because of making their lives easier.

Different cultures and societies used water in different ways in their life. (i.e. religion,

climate, etc.) The designers which do not neglect those facts, used water in their designs, and

accept water as an element, which affects the space directly, determinates the space, changes the

qualityof the space and is a component of architecture and space. Because of the important role

of water (i.e. its positive effects on the built environment) in architecture, it is called as an

element of architecture. By the reason of the internal dynamics that water carries inside effects

the dynamism of the architecture directly. What we call here as the dynamism of the architecture

is the component that keeps the architecture stand still, makes the movements, excites, natural

or manmade, effects positively or negatively with some features (i.e. light, color, water, etc). That

is causing space dynamism, which affects the space and people in many ways and aspects, such

asvisual, audial, physiological, semiological, and intuitive aspects.



One of the elements that affect the space dynamism is water and it realizes the dynamism

withits internal dynamism. Besides that water is the most amazing in the nature that is the most

dynamicand transparent element. We can categorize those internal dynamics into groups that

some are reflection, additional meanings, dynamism, softening, transparency, and interaction

with the nature and many more. The reason of water being that important, comes from its

internaldynamics.Architects, have often been atracted by the effects of natural sources of water

and emulated this effect in their design schemes. This is obviously the outcome of the

andeavourto blend the builtform with the natural environment. In this thesis, aqua-architecture

willtry to be clarified by using internal dynamics of water. The aqua-architecture is the product

that comes out from the designs, architects and designers by using water as an integral element

in theirspatialorganizations.

Water is one of the most important architectural elements, and it distinctively transfoms

the substantial nature of water and interrelationship between water and space. When water is

includedas a design element, it becomes an essential ingredient and even the quality of the water

must be taken into account. The term aqua-texture is adopted for architecture associated with

thewater element, either in the utilitarian, symbolic, therapeutic, leisure, or visual context. Water

providesa dynamic, reflective or experimental element for the built environment. It is a pity for

an element, which has that high potential in the design disciplines, for being used not

consciouslyenough.

Parallelto Modern Movements, water element has started to transform into an aesthetical

valueloaded element from traditionally utilized element. There had been many technological

andaestheticalchanges in the second half of the nineteenth centw:y by the industrial revolution.

As a result of this era new drawing techniques and materials had been developed, so new

professionshave appeared and a planed process of design has been realized. The development

of the utilization of water techniques and sources had done important changes in spatial design

alsoin the meaning of the term space quality. In this manner, and in the new era, architectural

designsobtain more scientific approaches than intuitive approaches. After this transformation,

theroleof water element did not define enough.



Through it has always been an important element of design in the architectural literature

water has not been given the due importance in theoretical studies.

The reasons for preparing this thesis study are; After literature survey study it has been

seen that until now there are not enough studies in this topic and there is an urgent need for

describing where the aqua-architecture in the modern architecture.

Today we cannot deny the role that water handles as an element in architecture. Water

meant for contact should, through its architecture, send out messages of invitation. It is essential

that a fountain's pipes, lights and wires be safely concealed. As it is understood from that simple

example, water takes an important place in the contemporary architecture in many ways. The

aim of this study is, exploring and understanding the effectiveness and the efficiency of water in

contemporary architecture.

Briefly, the goals are analysing the usage of water in the contemporary architecture and

preparing a work which might be a basement for further studies and guidelines for architects

and designers that they can use water elements in their projects more efficiendy and conciously

so that will direcdy improve the quality of their projects. Also encouraging more people to use

water element in their projects is another aim of this study.

This study mainly covers the following reasons; Water is the part of the natural

environment and in the modern architecture. It has a very important place that affects the spatial

qualitydirecdy. In this study, the process, which starts from the necessity of the water element

and goes to the aesthetical impacts, "viti be evaluated. The question of how the changes in the

modern architecture do have reflections on this process, will try to be answered. Its necessary

that the usage of water should be classified for its effects on the building environment, users,

and society.

By examining the sample cases, the quality-improving feature of the water on the space

will be discussed. The classification of the effects of water elements on building and

environment, its environment and users is very necessary to built better buildings, environment

and society.



This theme has been choosen with the aim of making designers to understand water's

features and its importance in the design concept. The question that in what degree is the

importance of the water element that serves many new features in the architecture will be held

and for the water usage in the architecture a design guideline will be prepared for designers and

architects.

To underscore the value of water design as a vital element in our built environment, I

want to increase people's understanding and appreciation of the circumstances and

characteristics that utilize water successfully in enlivening public and private spaces. It is my

hope that readers would be prompted to look at the urban and architectural projects containing

water; they encounter in their own communities or on their travels, and thus help promote

interest in preserving existing water designs and developing new ones.

Water unites the physical and inspirational aspects of nature to playa fundamental role in

enhancing the human environment. Architects, designers, and hydraulic expertise often push the

limitsof water's physical properties. When using water in their projects architects, and designers

consider how the water should move (with gentle insistence or raging force); how the water

should sound (as a soothing trickle or as a surging splash); and how the water should look (dear

and smooth or frothy and white). This study discusses the design, functions and meanings of

water utilization in the architecture from the Renaissance to the present, with examples selected

from the many glorious projects all around the world. Rather than approach the subject in a

strictlychronological or geographical manner, the chapters are treated thematically.

The following questions are going to be answered in the following chapters of this thesis.

Why has water, nature's most abundant resource, become such an important design element in

the creation of gardens and public spaces? How have designers harmonized water with static

materials to create compositions with texture, color, pattern, movement and spatial dimension?

What stylistic and iconographic traditions have developed over the centuries to make water

designs such distinctive sources of aesthetic and sensory delight, as well as generators of

symbolicand social meanings?

In this thesis, water element will be evaluated in a wide spectrum or process that starts

from the necessity of our lives and ends at the determinative element of space. Also the internal
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dynamics of water that affects the space in the architecture will be discussed in the samples and

will be defined. Those discussions will be evaluated in the transition period of traditional

architecture to modern architecture; that is; the historical context of discussions of transition

from functionality to aesthetics, in other words; in what way form and its development effects

architecture, how architecture and form relation changed in periods, and what are the effects of

new thought systems and improving resources on the societies.

And also the transformation of functionality of water usages in the architectural designs to

aesthetical care and improving space quality will be examined. The evaluation of formation of

design tools that determines the form and their applications will be inspected. The differences of

the goal of designers for using water element in their designs in the past and recent periods will

be studied. Consequently, the utilization of water elements, tools, understandings and potentials

in the architecture at the modern period will be analyzed. The next steps will be discussed after

defining the differences between traditional and designed forms.

While establishing the methodology of the study, following steps have been constituted

for this study:

./ Comparison of the samples;

./ Classification of the water sources and utilization;

./

./

Diagnosis of the dynamics of the water;

Interpretation of diagnosis and implementation.

The water concept that takes a very important place in human life and architecture, is a

verywide spread concept. This concept can be analysed in a very different scales (from an urban

waterfront project scale to a street furniture design scale to interior design scale).

This study will be viewed all scales briefly but will be focused especially on the

architectural scales, such as the internal dynamics that the usage of water causes, effects and

impacts of the location of the buildings next to a natural or man-made water resources, etc.

Especially on the spatial inputs of the water and quality-improving feature of the water in the

20th Century will be considered. For getting some results out of this study, the historical

background of water usage and the features of the water will be analyzed and in the context of

form and architecture relations, the reflections of the findings will be reviewed.



The second chapter of this thesis deals with an overview of the historical usage of the

waterand the water context will be discussed. And then the importance of the water in different

cultures,periods and settlements will be introduced in the historical stage.

In the third chapter, water resources will be classified and the cities and samples that are in

relation to the water resources will be evaluated. Also the connection between water, land and

people will try to be explained. Water resources are categorized into two seperate groups, that

are natural and man-made water resources. Their relations with their surroundings, settlements,

and people will be explored. Natural water resources are rivers, canals, natural ponds, lakes,

oceans and seas. They have an important power to strenght the relation between nature, cities,

and people. Man-made water structures are fountains and other contemporary water elements.

In this part fountains will be discussed, and especially their importance as being the origin of the

modern water structures will be underpinned. The factors of water that turns into design

elementwill be discussed.

In the fourth chapter, sample cases of the water utilization in the modern architecture will

be discussed. The spatial quality of the water will be interpretted. And water and its features or

in another name the internal dynamics of the water will be studied. And also aqua-architecture

concept will be introduced.

In the final fifth chapter, the outcome of this study and the concluding remarks of this

studywill be underlined.



In this chapter the ongms of the water utilization will be dealt with. In the historical

context, it can be obselved that the effects of water on different cultures, shapes the societies.

The role of water varies from time-to-time and from one culture to another. In the course of

time, water has transformed from being a basic necessity into an aesthetical means of

expression. In this chapter the impacts of water on architecture will be analyzed. The

connections between water and societies will be examined for determining and underlining the

relationsbetween, societies, cultures, and way of lives, different styles, and architecture. Also the

formations of water that have been used as an architectural element will be discussed. Historical

reviews will be carried out during the study, instead of chronological classifications and

important historical points, events and cases will be considered. Consequently, water utilization

in architecture will be the focal point of the study and thus they will be considered in their basic

forms.

Every study of architecture and water has at its disposal a rich history of meaning and

tradition as well as a foundation in fascinating physical and natural wonders. Actually, the

creativityopportunities of water are countless. When the fusion of architecture and water is

treated carefully and creatively, the potential for meaningful expression is practically limitless.

Culture is a fact that constructs the existence of the society and provides the continuum of the

society's identity. Consequently, water utilization in the different cultures and societies differ

from one another that will explain us the diversities and opportunities. In the following chapters

the important roles of the water in tlle different cultures based on sample buildings will be

mentioned. But, it can be said that while water has been the main source of our life, it also

mirrors our life styles, and space, thus takes us to the architecture.

By saying water context it is not meant the dictionaty meamng, but its metaphysical

utilizationand formation of the space. With tlUs formation, water was introduced in the human



lifein many aspects. In this part the relation between water and mankind will be discussed in the

historicalorder. Water not only provides a basis for man's existence and continuous challenge to

secure its use, but it is considered to be a source of metaphysical symbolism, aesthetic pleasure

and therapeutic value. Water gives expression to nature's moods and provides substance to

seasonal change. According to Wylson, (Wylson 1986), landscape is fashioned by water, which

as cascades, resurgent sea or reflective calm, bears witness to a beneficial universe. Water acts as

amirror with its reflectibility feature and reflects seasonal panorama.

The Yellow River of China, the Tigris, Euphrates in Anatolia, and Mesopotamia, Indus

and Nile in Africa, each created the refreshment to the skills inherent in man, awakening there

capabilitiesfor survival. As the fruitfulness of the land was dependent upon complete systems of

irrigationand flood control, the construction of dikes, embankments and canals were the earliest

forms of engineering. The social stlucture necessaty to achieve these measures meant that the

familyor clan unit gave way to the city-state. (Wylson 1986), (Whately 1982)

The planning of the great river cities, such as Babylon, utilized waterways to provide for

defense and river transport. The location of the river corridor through the city with the

surrounding canal system constituted a form similar to the armed cities of Western Europe. In

addition to the utilitarian needs that in certain cultures gained expression in great engineering

achievements, rivers developed metaphysical significance.

Ancient city-states were joined to each other to form the great empires of Greece, Persia

and China. Each established a cultural identity with its own attitude towards city beautification

that included the utilitarian, metaphysical and aesthetic appreciation of water, values that have

continued through the modern world. The environmental, architectural and civic values of the

Greek-inspired classical world, the Muslim belief of the Persian tradition, and the Japanese

originof Chinese aesthetic values have provided cultural contexts for aquatecture.

The classical tradition respects for landscape and topography, with the engrneenng

disciplinethat regulates urban space into an interrelated framework. The Persian tradition aimed

to achieve the magnificent earthly paradise. The cosmological perspective of Chinese Taoism

conveyed a respect for both the aesthetics and beneficence of the natural world, in which water

was a prime component. These attitudes have found expression in landscaping and architecture



associated with water, from the water feature and the urban waterfront to the complete water

environment of water parks and resorts. (Treib 1987), (Wylson 1986)

However the utilization of the water element shows similarities and differences 111

different periods, for example in the classical period water was used as an indicator of

magnificence and wealthiness, in the Middle Ages. In the Islamic period water was an indicator

of purity and a tool for worshiping. As a result of that religious thought has considered water

with its symbolic side. But in Chinese and Japanese cultures water has considered in both ways,

symbolic, such as religious, purifying, physical, such as visual, and functional. But for them water

always stayed a connector between heaven and earth. These periods will be analyzed and the

similarityand differences will be determined.

Classical Water Context

The sacred springs as the source of water were not only inspired by mythology for the

Greeks, but also embellished with grove settings. The water was released into carved basins, and

these often incorporated sculptured figures or animals to form a decorative feature, thus

combining a legendary theme with a cascade or fountain.

Both the Greeks and the Romans had a metaphysical appreciation of a certain natural

landscape and water elements. This influenced the position of temples in the landscape, and was

expressed in the layout of the country villas of wealthy Romans. Water is an element that shows

the definitions and descriptive feature of the temples. The respect for seaside and lakeside

topography led to imaginative planning in order to gain the advantages of scenic views, morning

sun, protective moorings, terraced gardens, bathing pools, constructed walkways, colonnades

and porticos. All of this provided a context for leisure activities and relaxation. The Roman

architect Vitrivius, justified the benefit of open colonnades for walking to allow the air to suck

out the humors from the frame "as misty vapors never rise from springs of water which are

covered", and emphasized that cities should also be provided with the "roomiest and most

ornamental walks laid under the free and open sky". (Wylson 1986)

The topography and the strong Greek tradition led not only to a close relationship

between buildings, natural landscape and water scenery, but also to the integration of water-

based leisure and non-utilitarian uses within the building complex. Greek water technology had

provided a range of innovative applications, such as pressurized water, aqueducts, fountains to



enrich public squares, and more playful devices such as water organs and simulated sounds for

the sculptured figures. The therapeutic use of water was part of the Hellenistic gymnasium, the

educational center in Greek life.

This utilization of water developed on a vast scale for the cities and private establishments

of the Roman world. The aqueducts of imperial Rome provided the immense supplies of water

necessary for their 121 public fountains, 11 imperial thermae, 926 public baths and many private

establishments. Each aqueduct was ended with a massive fountain enriched with statues, and

water temples, which were used to memorialize great men and noble acts. (Wylson 1986)

The environmental advantages of water were also appreciated in the urban residential

context. The cohesive architectural and engineering language of the classical world brought

dignity and grandeur to the urban waterfront. In both the small patio gardens of Pompeii and

the large villa gardens of Rome, water was used for fountains and channels to provide an

atmosphere conductive to leisure. Also Greek and Roman ports were closely associated with

public areas and were lined "vith significant public buildings. (Toy 1995), (Wylson 1986), (Moore

1995)

The classical world established architectural values and planning forms that were to be

revived in the Renaissance, when aspirations were released from the protective layer of the

middle ages. Water regained an architectural significance, both as a feature within civic spaces, as

an element of pleasure in the landscaped gardens and as a context for urban maritime activity.

(Toy 1995), (Wylson 1986) In the classical period, water is mainly used for its visual and physical

features. Further developments and cultural transitions are shaped the roots of the further

architectural new styles and applications.

Islamic Water Context

In the Muslim religion water has served as a tool for purity, health and worship and also

water has been perceived as an indicator of the ostentation. The Islamic view of "paradise"

includes a garden of pleasure with cool springs and fountains. The traditional Persian gardens

have utilized water for irrigation, display and sound effects. The basic form of the courtyard

garden was an enclosed quadrangle, divided into four sections by channels symbolic of four

rivers branching from a common source, dividing the Earth. Gardens were places for

contemplation, meditation and pleasure for the Persians.



Persian culture was absorbed by Islam and spread through the Muslim world. Perhaps the

Islamicunderstanding on water like its purifying property gave water a special place in Islamic

architecture.The architecture took on a religious symbolism with water representing the source

of life into a harsh landscape. A city's water supply was synonymous with its wealth and spiritual

strength.Water in architecture in the Islam world provided both spiritual meaning and amenity.

Water was displayed in fountains, cascades, channels and pools to cool, humidify and

achievedynamic and tranquil visual effects. The fluidity of water was reflected in the planning of

palacesand enclosed gardens in which interior and exterior spaces were closely interwoven with

the flow of water. In India and Spain, Islamic design was adapted to a great quantity of water in

the local topography and scenery. aones 1995)

In the Greek and Roman world, painting and sculpture were complementary to

architecture,in the Asian tradition architecture was not considered one of the major arts, nor did

it convey the same immediate expression as poetry, theatre, dance and music. This led to a

frequentrecourse to elemental symbolism within architectural design.

Muslim influence was also established in Mediterranean countries. The secular pleasure

gardens first appeared in medieval Italy through the Saracen occupation of Sicily. Although the

great pleasure gardens and palaces of the Muslim Emirs were restored or recaptured by the

Norman conquerors in the early eleventh century, the impressive architecture and landscaping-

utilizingwater-achieved during the Saracen occupation have been obscured.

In Turkey the character of fifteenth century Constantinople was transformed from that of

an enclosed and fortified city into one of a free and wealthy capital, enhanced by water courts

andgardens of the Golden Horn.

The known oldest water complex of Istanbul is from the Roman Empire period. Romans

gave a special importance for their cities and their water resources. Romans had built very

complex water infrastructures in Istanbul. They had built column structured and statue

ornamented aqueducts, Roman baths, nympheums, and fountains that are adding dynamism and

monumentarism to the city. The Roman water elements in Istanbul; aqueducts, water



complexes, water collection pools, wells, cisterns, and fountains are generally built for the

functionalityof the water requirement.

After Turks conquered Istanbul, the next day Fatih ordered to repair the damaged water

infrastructure and for solving the water inadequacy in the city, constructed new infrastructure

additionalto the existing ones. But the water problem of Istanbul only could be solved in the

Kanuniperiod by constlUction of the new water complexes.

The Muslim occupation of southern Spain, which lasted from the eighth to the fifteenth

centuries,provided a non-desert setting for Islamic architecture. The valley of the Guadalquivir

in Spain became rich in palaces, houses and gardens, achieving an urban environment of high

quality.The structures had a human scale and the sound of water mitigated the excessive

summer heat. Buildings and water were united through weaving spatial patterns, punctuated by

water channels and fountains. The textured ceilings of courtyard pavilions were animated by

reflectedlight. (Moore 1994)

Although the spiritual, poetic and secluded nature of the Islamic garden was in contrast

with the social and ceremonial character of the Renaissance, the Islamic world assimilated the

tradition of the classical thermae. Hammam is the given name for Islamic baths. The Islamic

baths, the harnmam, discarded the active elements of the Roman establishments (the

gymnasium,swimming pool, exedra and library), and retained the sequence of hot rooms. To

Islamicculture regeneration was a religious matter. Bathing was enjoyed in an atmosphere of

relaxation.The buildings and technical equipment were a significant simplification of those used

in the Roman thermae. The hammam became a social institution in the Islamic world, reaching

its peak of importance in the fifteenth century, and in Cordova in Spain, alone there were 900

hammams. (Moore 1994) It must be understand as the given importance for hamrnams in

Islamiccultures. It can be said that Islamic world gave water a special meaning that is mostly

symbolic.And with the changing conditions in the course of time, such as relation with the

other cultures Islamic understanding for water will be changed.

Water has a special place in the Chinese and Japanese cultures quite different than the

Westerncultures. Water is very important to them, since people worship it.



Indian Water Context

Stupas are the memorial cemeteries for to keep Buciha and its fortunes and containing

mostly a big Dom. This dom presents the globe, and it meant that the control of the whole

universe. The stupa of the haibak complex in the Khulm Valley of Afghanistan (forth and fifth

centuries) consisted of a cupola form surrounded by a ring of water, symbolizing the earth and

ocean; the stupa itself was a structure without interior space representing the universe from

outside. Also within the Hindu tradition, the significance of water is exemplified in the sacred

waters of the Ganges (a celestial stream flowing upon earth) and the use of water in the

performance of religious titual. (Wylson 1986), Gones 1995) In Indian culture water gain

importance not as atchitectute but ptesentation.

During the fourth century the atchitecture of Afghanistan and North India with its

tradition of gardens utilizing itrigation fot pools, channels, fountains and lily ponds, was

significantly influenced by the creation of a Mogul Islamic Empite, and also by Petsian-style

garden design. Cities of the Empite included Samatkand, Akbar, Delhi and Agta, in which

palaces and shrines wete built with watet-embellished courtyards. (Watabe 1981), (Wylson 1986)

The given impottance for watet has statted to be shown. As an evidence for that countless watet

features in the impottant capital city palaces can be mentioned.

The first space whete the Emperor sat in audience was open to the public. The next space

would be a ptivate garden. Another space would be the isolated Zenana for the women. It is in a

place called Zenana and built only for women. In the lakeside gardens, descending tenaces

formed the ateas, and the gatden was approached from the lowest tenace. The focus of the

garden would be a central pavilion and watet would be ditected around or undet the pavilion to

achieve a cooling effect. At Shalamar Bagh in Afghanistan, watet flows through stepping-stones

and under the seating platform befote it falls ovet a cascade and into a pool. Here also the

refreshing feature of water is impottant as much as its visual beauty.

The gatden's enclosing walls ate in the form of comet pavilions, which petmit views of

the surwunding countryside the walls also provided protection. The Red Fort at Delhi in Indian

capital was originally planned as an extensive watet palace with courtyards, gardens and rooms

permeated with channels, cascades and pools and the tectangular marble pools of the bath.

(Watabe 1981), (Wylson 1986)



Chinese and Japanese Water Contexts

A naturalistic philosophy was the basis of the historic Chinese tradition in landscape

design.The Chinese regarded mankind as part of nature, and the laws of nature were orderly,

peaceful and helpful to humanity. Chinese people think of water as the provider of the

continuityof life.

Chinese Taoism showed sensitivity towards ecology and this was reflected in the close

associationbetween the buildings and naturalistic landscape in traditional Chinese architecture.

In the Lao-tzu, father of Taoism, the natural way is compared with the ways of water: "there is

nothing softer and weaker than water, and yet there is nothing better for attacking hard and

strong things". The teachings were designed to promote tranquility and oneness with nature, a

respect for natural co-existence and for the transforming forces of nature. Accordance with

nature was emphasized as opposed to egotism and self-respect. The Taoist spirit of harmony,

simplicityand peace is evident in Chinese art and landscaping. (Wylson 1986) The respect that

human felt for the nature is higher that the one he felt for himself and others. Actually, this

shows the traditions of Chinese lifestyles. Nature is above everything and water is a component

of the nature, so understanding the importance of water for Chinese should not be difficult.

The early Japanese religion was a polytheistic form of worship, and emphasized the

beneficent forces of nature. Spirit and matter co-existed as equals. The ordinary people who had

a sense of respect for natural forces sustained the traditional religious teaching of Japan. By

livingclose to nature the mythical world and natural world were interrelated. The reasons of

Japanese people relations with nature take its roots from the Chinese traditions. Besides that the

geographyof Japan is strengthen the ties of water and Japanese.

The Chinese approach to landscape, visually displayed in distinctive paintings was further

developed in Japan. Landscapes represented the natural coastal scenely. Favorite coastal scenes

were utilized as a model for composition and layout. Natural patterns were closely studied,

conventionaliZedand reconstructed as hills, rocks, lakes, and cascades located close to garden

bridges, pavilions, and temples. A display of wealth was considered very lUde. Pleasure was

provided by the conventions and associations and the garden provided a retreat for leisure and

meditation.



There are many settlements located along to a river or a canal. The geographic location of

thesesettlements effects the relation of water and people directly in different ways.

Urban Water Context

Until now the relation between water and cultures has tried to be explained, but another

aspectis the urban context. Urban context is a place where different cultures, societies, and

stylesare living together. The importance of water can be used as a connector of all those

differences.

The Pre-Hellenistic respect to the water element was a powerful stimulant to the

appreciationof the visual qualities of water in the urban context. Later, Greek and Roman civic

enlargement,a pre-occupation of the various emperors, conveyed architectural importance to

the secularurban waterfront. The transshipment of the food to the imperial city promoted the

warehousesand ports in North Africa. An essential place for water in urban complex is the city

ports.City ports are the important transition zones. The classical architectural language applied

to the citiesincluded the waterfront and water crossings, serving to enclose the water element in

acohesivearchitectural language.

The river settlements, which were to become great European clt1es, had originated in

harmonywith the water's edge, and the simple junction of river crossing and water corridor has

beenpreserved in many small historic towns and villages in Europe such as Eynsford, Kent.

(Wylson1986)

Within the mral economy of the medieval world, the necessity for regional security

resultedin urban enclosure and reinforcement, separating the immediate natural surroundings

from city life and providing protection from the sea. When the cities were enclosed with

fortifications,essential access to the waterfront was maintained and water space was used to

provide a defensible zone. Where the river or canal extended within the protective walls, tlle

pointsof ent1ywere additionally fortified. For the water-based community water was a means of

transportation, refuge disposal and protection. The moat or river made fortifications more

effective and, in some cities, canals extended the water transportation system into the city

complex. For the successful trading cities such as Bmges, in Belgium, the maritime traffic

enteringthe city through the river estual)Tand system was fundamental to its economic vitality.

The waterways provided access and defense as well as their role in the economics of the cities.



(Wylson1986) Of course the sea trade of Bruge has increased the econ01ll1Cactivities and

welfarein the city.

Within the protective walls, unplanned development of medieval cities was to make many

of them, such as Paris and London, easy victims of fire and disease. For many, the standard of

living (with open drains, wandering animals, congestion of horse-drawn vehicles, foul air,

overcrowded and few public spaces culminating in the industrial slums of the nineteenth

century)represented an inadequacy of the urban structure to cope with the changing needs of

the community. Apart from neighborhoods developed for the wealthy, the urban environment

becameseparated from natural landscape until the promotion of pleasure gardens and public

parksof the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and the eventual development of garden cities

andresort towns. (Wylson 1986)

In a few cities the process of extending favor and power beyond the nobility and the

growthof mercantile wealth were expressed in limited civic enhancement. Where the residential

areasof the wealthy and politically powerful were related to the waterfront or river corridor, the

prestigevalue had a significant bearing upon its architectural character.

In the Netherlands and Venice, the waterfront houses started as trading establishments

combiningbusiness and residence. In Venice these businesses prospered and "palaces" to be

subjectto generous artistic investment. The zoned structure of Venice permitted its continued

development and adaptation without losing the contact between magnificent historic buildings

andthe waterfront.

In contrast to the new canal towns, the Renaissance enlargement of the Seine in Paris and

the Neva in St. Petersburg (Leningrad), both at royal initiative, enabled the waterfront to gain

aristocratic patronage and at the same time gave civic importance to the river basin.

Furthermore, in Paris the classical tradition of axial planning and civic spaces found particular

expression in the restructuring of certain areas to extend the river space visually into the

expandingcity. (Moore 1994)

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the European city emerged from its medieval

limitations.The eighteenth centuty saw significant European urban development. An increase in

urban population led to the extension of existing cities. In France, frontier towns remained



fortifiedbut elsewhere fortifications were removed and the spaces were used for promenades

andparks.

The spatial articulation of Le Notre's Versailles provided the inspiration for ClVlC

magnificence of the new centers of government being established in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries. In particular, the planning of Washington utilized the axis and the

transverseaxis format, which was also related to the river. In the development of St Petersburg,

the axial format relating to the facades of principal buildings was arranged to embrace the river

basin.(Cavalie 1978)

During the eighteenth century, Britain enjoyed a period of freedom from wars, and

prosperitywas expressed in improvements of the urban structure and living standards. Time was

availablefor a wide section of the population to cultivate the social graces and cultural arts. In

Georgian England architecture achieved a restrained elegance. The spa towns developed a

cohesivearchitectural character, which in the case of Bath embraced the river and river crossing.

Dublin attained a peak of congruity as a Georgian city with an elegant river corridor. (Davey

1988)

The eighteenth-century elegance was superseded by the richer promenade structures of the

popular Victorian seaside resort, and the resort waterfront achieved a comprehensive

architecturalcharacter geared to entertainment and leisure.

With the need for warehouse security, commercial docks also lost the character of an

open quay. From a tradition of simple, utilitarian architecture, the nineteenth century engineer

designedcommercial docks, which included protective walls and gateways on the landward side,

in order to achieve security.

The trading settlements established in the colonies and new territories developed into

significant port cities. Unfettered by historic limitations, they were able to accommodate the

increase in the scale of maritime transportation, the magnitude of bulk commodities and

expanding industrialized production. The "gateway" image of cities such as New York, Rio de

Janeiro, Capetown, Sydney and San Francisco provided the symbol of national prestige,

opportunity and economic substance that the eighteenth century port cities of Europe had, in

certainrespects, endeavored to achieve. (Davey 1988)



Twentieth-centul'Y developments such as the Eumpmt at Rotterdam pmvide a radical

new solution to the industrialized waterfront, leaving the old pmts with a legacy of redundant

structures. Some historic waterfmnts justify and are the subject of successful rehabilitation, such

as the historic docks at Baltimore, San Francisco, and at London.

Water Features and Activities

How different periods, styles, people and city life brought water activities? And how can

they enter into our lives? By answering these questions more information will be introduced

aboutwater.

The Renaissance saw the revival of classical learning and humanistic values. The arts and

scientificcreativity were recharged. Architecture and landscape became concerned after the

theologicalaspirations of the medieval world. In Rome the restoration of the aqueducts revived

interest in the city's fountains and public spaces. Antique sculpture, salvaged from derelict

historic sites, was reused both in fountain construction and in the simple geometric garden

layouts.

The new confidence of sixteenth-century Europe was expressed within the formalized

order of the great Renaissance gardens of Florence, Rome and Tivoli. It was the Baroque

gardens,with expansive symmetrical vistas, utilizing complex hyffiaulics to provide the massive

quantitiesof water for the water feature that achieved a new scale for water landscape.

Fountains,which comprised volumes of gushing water and monumental cascades, were a

particularcreation of the period.

The capacity to rmpose a comprehensive ordered structure over nature reached its

primaryplace in the grand scale of Versailles, where man's supremacy appeared to know no

bounds,and where water was used both as a pleasurable background to entertainment and to

producegenerous architectural effect. Water utilization in the Versailles palace is very important.

In the following chapters water and Versailles will be discussed, but it can be said that now

whenVersaillesname pronounced, the first thing that comes to the mind is water.

These aquatic devices were used extensively in the gardens of Versailles. The Renaissance

revivedthe Greek interest in some devices using compressed air and water jets fm water organs,



to simulate animal noises and to create water theatrical displays, such as the delightful water

gardensof Northern Italy.

This extreme autocratic expression of man's command over nature was in contrast to

both Islamic tradition and naturalistic "language" of Chinese landscaping. For Islam the

injunction to nurture the garden of nature led to the correlation of paradise with the created

garden,while the Chinese reconstlucted those examples of natural scenery, which they revered.

Eighteenth-century England to some extent responded to the oriental view of man's respect for

nature.Then English landscape designers understood that nature itself produced an "aesthetic",

and that an appreciation of natural scenery could provide a productive working landscape, an

attitude that anticipated the present-day interest in ecological values. In the recaptured

naturalisticenvironment, constructed lakes and pools are re-established, where water was an

essentialcomponent. The move to create urban parks also brought nature back into city life with

water again being utilized as an elemental component. While the real waterfront became

dominated by industrial development, naturalistic and formalized waterscapes were

reconstructedin parks and private gardens. (Wylson 1986)

The nineteenth century saw the interest in the seaside environment as an escape from

industrialsurroundings and social restraints. The seaside resort superseded the exclusiveness of

the "spas" and provided ordinary people with a place for relaxation and enjoyment. The

waterfront promenade was a place for parading and entertainment; the pier extended the

promenade facility out across the sea, and buildings such as the "winter gardens" and grand

hotelsprovided for leisure, entertainment and accommodation. The popular resort promenade

adoptedthe character and role of eighteenth century pleasure gardens and took advantage of the

naturallittoral setting. (Wylson 1986)

Over the last century the capacity to entertain with water has been widely used in trade

fairs and world expositions. Visually exciting features have been utilized for amusements,

commercialprestige and architectural effect. At the same time the water content or location of

expositions,such as the 1908 Chicago World Fair, have had a significant effect upon shoreline

development.Features such as the Seattle Center, originally part of an exposition, have been

retainedto provide a more elaborate setting for public buildings that may not otherwise have

beenjustified. (Wylson 1986), (Moore 1994)



Ecology and Marine Life Contexts

Towards the end of the nineteenth century interest in shore life declined and the

became more important than observation of them. It had become

could disturb the fragile balance of seashore life, and ecology, and

. ulatedby the discoveries of new and interesting aspects resulting from deep dredging,

Accessto water or awareness of the waterfront allows visual and tactile appreciation of

teras achievedat the beach, marina and water park and by water spaces and water features.

tecture,the awareness of the architectonic qualities that water provides, can lead to the

tetrichnessof civic life and leisure. (Wylson 1986)

Whereurban life has exploited the water utility (coastline or river corridor) the problem of

.. g its amenity value is more complex. The changing pattern of urban life, both in the

of transportation and the emphasis on leisure, has put new demands on the use of the

dineand has drawn attention to the amenity potential of redundant quays and watelways.

. tiveplanning solutions have been prepared for historic American and European cities to

The amenity value of disused waterways and

. tedbuildingsis also recognized. Within urban infrastructure, the water element fulfils an

t function.The mini-parks of America provide visual, audible and experimental aspects

water;the adaptation of utility water engineering to provide water features also reinforces a

forwaterresources. (Wylson 1986)

Watermust be conserved, retain its natural identity, sustain natural processes, and be free

pollution.The appreciation of its fundamental role provides an awareness of ecological

environmentalvalues that requires continual assessment, examining and protection.

Aquatecture,the appreciation of the water element in its architectural context whether as a

space,urban waterfront, or by the diversity of expressions associated with water activities,

emphasizethe experimental, spatial, static and dynamic qualities of water. It is very

riveto effort to identify some of the historic and contemporary situations in which the

tonicand environmental qualities of water have been given particular importance.



Variety of Water Utilization in History

Water and architecture relation lays in the history of the societies. The world of water

embracesevery culture; each has its own way of designing with water and including it in

architecture.Epics of water and architecture stretch from misty Suzhou to the green Amazon.

Japanesegardens, Texas parks, and English landscapes rely on water, as do Hong Kong

skyscrapers,Venetian neighborhoods, and French chateaus. One of the examples is Rome that a

trueunderstandingof the phenomenal beauty of water and architecture had begun.

People need to build space to protect them from the tough environmental conditions.

Thisiswhy they have started to construct walls around them. In these circumstances, the human

divorcedhimself from nature, kept himself in a cold, and removed ambiance. Water plays a

sensualrole for reconnecting us to the nature.

The visual and atmospheric qualities of water can be observed in both the metaphysical

and architectural context. The metaphysical context transposed religious meaning to water

sources,and waterways. The elemental nature of water was represented in abstract dynamic

displayand naturalistic symbolism.

In Greece, sprmgs and groves of trees were dedicated to the Gods. The Greeks also

embellishedsprings as sacred temples, the water emerging into artificial basins. The Chinese

capturedan idealized natural world with water playing a regenerative and visually important role.

The idea of the sacred landscape and appreciation of natural scenery influenced attitudes

towardslandscaping and the context of buildings. The layout of classical gardens was also

influencedby expeditions to Persia. The Persian "parridaeza" consisted of large enclosures

embellishedwith running water and landscaped with flowers, trees and aromatic shrubs.

(Wylson1986)

The Hellenistic pleasure gardens were extensive. Fountains were activated by ingenious

hydraulics,waterpower being used to animate figures or animals and to play organs. As

identifiedby architect Vitrivius, both gardens and the monumental fountains borrowed from the

theatre,a stage-like composition with trees, caves, and mountains to imitate natural landscape.

(Wylson1986)



The Roman approach to secular gardens was appreciative of natural water-orientated

phyof the sacred gardens. Since the Roman times, water was a life-enhancing adjunct to

intensifyingtheir meaning and impact. The Roman emperor Nero was one of the first

!datewaterto architecture on a large scale, and he did not make himself popular by doing so.

gardensof the Golden House (also called as Domus Aurea, the palace of Nero) is described

havingan enormous pool, more like a sea than a pool, which was surrounded by buildings

to resemblecities. The lake was dearly regarded as the most exaggerated feature of the

US Aurea,built in the middle of Rome after the great fire, and the pool is reputed to have

the site and shape of the Colosseum. The whole enterprise was so much disliked that

Nero's suicide,his successors quickly destroyed obvious signs of his odious reign. (Davey

As well as the reflecting and reflective lake, Nero's garden contained of canals and

, for much of it was given over to "fake msticity - woods here, open spaces and views

n. Tacituswas cutting about the "cunning impudent artificialities of Nero's architects and

, Severns and Celer, who did not balk at effects which Nature herself had ruled out as

Impossible".In fact, even the next Roman emperor Tacitus had to admit that Nero (who mayor

may not have ordered the fire to be started) was ostentatiously generous to the victims. He

rebuiltmuch of the city at his own expense, with planning regulations intended to promote

healthand reduce fire hazards. The Domus Aurea and its parks may have been demolished by

ero'ssuccessorsbecause they saw a chance to make a fortune in real estate. (Davey 1998)

The Romans invented the landscaped garden, and took pleasure in the relationship of

orderedarchitecture to real or man-made nature. Grand Roman buildings were associated with

water,stillor lUShingunlike the work of the Classical Greeks, who lacked the engineering skills

to command the elements in architecture. Water became an undeniable component of the

Romanbuildings.

Waterand engineering were integral to Roman culture: the chief priest was called Pontifex

Maximus,greatest bridge builder, and the man who made links over water. Roman aqueducts

broughtwater to the cities, where its arrival was celebrated in ceremonial fountains. The baths

withtheir huge volumes of water were a focus of public life. Wealthy Romans almost always

includeda nymphaeum in the villa: a fountain and basins dedicated to the Gods of water and

springs(nymphs).In even relatively modest Roman houses, water played an integral part, for the



trium;with its central impluvium (rain-water pool) was the first space to be encountered on

tering.Under the compluvium (the opening that let the rain in), the impluvium was more than

t acontainer,for the image of the sky was caught in it, and light was reflected upwards to the

f and surrounding rooms, as well as reaching them from above. Water, luminosity, volume

dstructurewere all intimately related. (Davey 1998)

In the Classical Period we observe that fountains and the gardens has become very

portantand valuable. The samples that are used water in their designs will be introduced.

en introducing the samples, it is necessary to analyze them according to their periods.

auseof that water utilization must be analyzed in their periods.

Classical Tradition

The embellishment of water sources in urban public spaces gained importance and water

turesin urban gardens became an integral part of a comprehensive architectural environment.

or exampleGreek Corinth was particularly well planned with fountains.

The urban gardens utilized water's capacity to create a cool atmosphere. The atrium

ousesofPompeii and Herculaneum were inward looking and the atrium courtyard consisted of

centralpool to collect rainwater. Water element has been used in the interior design for its

Withinthe context of the Roman world the full potential of water in architecture, both in

eutilitarianuses, as water display and as an architectonic element, is evident in the magnificent



Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli, Italy: The Emperor Hadrian built the extensive Roman Palace

atTivoliover a period of 20 years; starting in AD 118 the original complex housed the Emperor's

entourageand court, and extended over an area of 750 acres. Hadrian had visited many

impressivemonuments and palaces in Greece and Egypt, and these influenced the design of the

complex.The palace of Tivoli also derived its form from Roman planning, Roman building

techniquesand the imaginative capabilities of Hadrian with his passion for novelty and variety.

Waterwas one of the main architectural elements to link the diversity of buildings. The remains

of the great villa complex included distinctive structures, many of which incorporate a water

element.The Pecile space, the circular "Maritime Theatre", the fish pool, the Piazza d'Oro, the

majesticcanopus, and several nymphaea include pools, cascades and fountains. (Wylson 1986)

Waterelement transformed the palace into a unique place by its visual, audial and functional

aspects.And this is quite a successful sample that shows perfect integration of water and
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Figure2.2 Plan of Maritime Theater with Arcades, Til}oii, ItalY Oblson 1986)

The plan of Island Nymphanewn or Maritime Theater with Arcade Circular Canal and

Island with Central Fountain and Intricate Colonna ding, Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli: l.Circular

Colonnade2. Circular Channel 3. Island.

As it is nodded before, in the Islam religion water has always been used as magnificence.

IslamicArchitecture gave a great importance for the water utilization and they built very

importantpiece of arts. Water utilization was very important for Islamic Architecture, and many

importantpieces of art were built.

Whereas the Persian gardens used water for irrigation, the Islamic VIew of Paradise

includeda garden of delight, complete with cool springs and fountains. The public drinking



fountainsof Islamic communities consisted of a simple spout and basin, enclosed within a

gracefulniche. The decorated pavilions of the palaces, such as the Generalife and Alhambra,

Granada,incorporate more elaborate fountains achieving a unique architectural setting within

enclosedand landscaped spaces, using the minimum of water. Fountains, pools, jets and water

sprayslinked the gardens and pavilions to provide sounds, reflections and light patterns of

higWydecorated surfaces, also conveying the cool associations of fresh water. The architectonic

qualities.of water channels, fountains, the sound of water splashing or trickling through plants,

combinedwith the smell and color of flowers, ornate structures and decorative surfaces all

The plan of Alhambra in Granada is shows the sequence of courts within Moorish

Palace.The Court of the Arrayanes with Central Pool, and the Quadripartite Court of Lions

with the Central Fountain and Channels Extanding into Surrounding Pavilions, shows the

interweavingof interior and exterior spaces punctuated by water. Alhambra: 1.Court of the

Arrayanes2. Hall of the Ambassadors 3. Court of the Lions 4. Hall of the Two Sisters 5. Hall of

theKings6. Gardens of the Partal, (Wylson 1986)

Alhambra and Generalife, Granada, Spain: The building of the Alhambra (Red Castle)

startedin 1238 as a fortress in the Sierra Nevada. Probably, one of the most important cases of

waterutilization in architecture is Alhambra. There are a variety of pools, fountains and

irrigationchannels enchaining the delicacies of architecture in a network of connections,

reflectionsand elaborations that come close to bridging the separations created by architecture.

Thesewater elements (pools, fountains, jets, channels, etc.) were designed for the purpose of

collectingand directing the visitors at the central space successfully.



In the Alhambra which was built in the earlier half of the thirteenth century, stands on a

hillsoutheast of the city of Granada, and the gardens of the Generalife stands on the Hill of the

Sun,across a valley and to the east of the Alhambra Palace. The heat is softened by something

temporary,rather than being cut out by walls. A new Eden surrounds people with trees, bushes

and flowers whose presence flows from the water. In the entry court, a small burble of water

heightensthe clean serenity of cool stone paves. The directing feature of the water has been

realizedin this sample, and by using the cascades the directing axe had been determined.

Power and place center in the Court of the Lions is one of the two famous patios in the

AlhambraPalace, and distribute their beneficence to define the edges of the courtyard. Gravity

turnsinto a narrative of connecting channels and pools that guide you through space. The pool's

surfacein the Court of Myrtles is the other famous patio in the Alhambra Palace, has doubles

forms.The first form is, its stable form that reflects the view of its surrounding. That reflection

addspresence, calmness, and quietness features to the environment. Second form is a dynamic

formthat this dynamism comes from the external effects (wind, rain, etc.) and the waves give

theplace a decorative motion; at the same time with its sound becomes mystical. It is not just

theeye that is delighted; the coolness of the air, the scents of fresh water and even the implied

touchof water on the skin convert the buildings from something seen by expert eyes - the judge

ofallarchitecturein Western culture - into something sensed by the body.



The Generalife was the summer palace of the Sultans of Granada. It maintains the original

relationship between spatial planning and water. Water runs through the patios of the palace and

into the surrounding pavilions. The main court has a long central pool, lined with water jets. As

one walks along the side arcades, the sound of water and jets appearing above the foliage adds a

dimension of mystery until the length of the pool becomes evident. The element of surprise is

alsoutilized by hidden taps that could turn water spray onto the unsuspecting. On each side of

the staircase, the balustrade has a narrow channel for cascading water, providing a fascinating

effect whereby light is reflected into the surrounding foliage, a welcoming sound in the heat of

summer and a refreshing point of physical contact with the water. (Watabe 1981)

Turks always gave more importance for water that just excepting it as a part of the

environment. With the religious and traditional understanding in Shamanism and Islam in Turks

beliefwater has always considered as a noble concept and shaped cultural lives. Also all those

powerhad reflections on the Turkish architecture.



After the nomadic lifestyle, Turkish architecture started to show new forms containing

waterelement in its design. And using water especially in the interior designs has become a

tIadition.In the spatial design, water has been one of the dominant and determinator and with

the local cultures architecture has been colored and earn uniquity. Water has become the

symbolicsign of the cultural profile in architecture. For comprehending the uniquity of water

usagein Turkish architecture it is better to mention some successful samples.

Pools are the typical and wide spread of water utilization in Turkish architecture. Lesker-I

BazarPalace is one of the first Turk- Islam buildings, and in its design pools are located in the

intersectionof the main axes, and is one of the pioneers of water utilization. These pools are

alsounique because of their capability of containing resting platform in the center. Also in the

throneroom and in the rooms next to it are having water elements in their sofas. (Aykut 1995)

These kinds of water samples have many applications in the Anatolian buildings, such as

thecourtyard of Harran Diu Mosque. The pool is located at the intersection of the axis of the

mosque,and is supporting a meeting place, relieving place, and adding to the courtyard a calm

and cool atmosphere. Already in the Islam architecture, water has been used as the cleaning and

worshipingceremony in the buildings. (Aykut 1995)

Another pool type is the one just built in front of the building, so the large pool can be

viewedfrom the building. The combination of outer pool and building can be on the same axe

IS wellas coincidence locations. At the central space of the buildings pools and at the inner

spacewater usage was a common tradition for the Ottoman period. Another reflection of this

lDditionto Safranbolu houses is the larger forms of pools at the gardens, because of serving

waterto the gardening as well. (Aykut 1995)



Another water element is the selsebile. Selsebiles are the elements that change the stabile

water to the dynamic one and causing different visual effects and edding phonetic dimension to

the space. Se1sebiles have been used single, or plural, even at the Yildiz Palaces Big Mabeyn

Villa, six se1sebiles used as an audial curtain. Selsebiles have been used with the other water

elements,mostly with the pools. Selsebiles maybe connected to the pools with the tiny countless

canals,like the one in the Alhambra Palace.

At Edirne Palace Aynali Villa there is a very special application that selsebiles are placed

between two volumes or rooms on the wall. From the marble selsebile water is flowing down to

the ground and water is serving as a half transparent wall, and next volume can be seen. Also

there is another type of selsebile, that selsebiles are being used with the window fountains. This

is a sample of interior water usage in Turkish architecture. At the Topkapl Palace Yall Villa, this

kindof se1sebiles can be seen. (Aykut 1995)
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In the interior water utilization fountains were frequently being used. Functionally very

IIDpOrtant fountains were generally used in the rich buildings' important rooms. Their usages in

the ofas are considered with its decorative property. They have become the space defining

objects. Sometimes by constructing next to the entrance they served as an audial curtain. There

a belief for Turks that mankind had been created from water and fire. According to this belief,

III manyhouses fountains and stoves are placed next to each other in many compositions, and

their symbolismhad been continued.

Wide spreading decorative water usage has placed at the center of the space. Beylerbeyi

Palace Sofa fountain is a good sample for this kind. In living room and sofa designs water usage

ere generally placed in the center parts of the rooms. And this has become one of the

characteristicsof the Turkish architecture. (Aykut 1995)
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A different application style is that the space containing water element is only being used

with the decorative reasons and is an independent place, and works an autonomously in the

general system of the building. IZlbnsll and Zarif Mustafa Pasa Villas are the characteristic

samplesof this style. (Aykut 1995)



The interior spaces that are defined specially with the water elements are not indoor places

only.There are some remarkable outdoor samples as well. The sample for this kind of water

utilization,Topkapl Palace Murat III Villa can be given. (Aykut 1995)

The water utilized samples are not only limited with those. Also for benefiting from the

coolnessand relaxing features of water in many traditional Turkish houses courtyards pools can

be seen.

Of course the settlement on the shores should not be forgotten. But in Turkish coasts the

cityand water relation is not matured enough like the European cities. Actually it used to be

better in the old Turkish cities. For instance in Istanbul, city used to be fully integrated with the

sea,and this integration even had played important role on the formation of the city plans. But,

day-by-day,the benefiting understanding from the sea turned opposite with the unorganized

settlementsin Istanbul.



Cityof Izmir is also located parallel to the Izmir Bay. But the main axes parallel to the sea

aremosdy the traffic circulation axes, and the relation of city dwellers and water is limited with

the visual aspects only. But decades ago, before the rapid urbanization, the relation between

peopleand sea were quite different. Because historical Aegean Mediterranean Villas were located

next to the water and their reflections and sound of waves were creating a hevenly place on

earth.And most of the houses in Karsiyaka were built by considering those effects.

Moghul India and Hindu Tradition

The Moghul invasion spread the Persian style of garden design to Afghanistan and North

India,as is evident in the fine gardens in the Vale of Kashmir in India. The gardens, planned for

leisure,include a series of spaces such as courtyards and terraces, each with particular uses. In

somecases, one side of the garden opens to a river or lake.

Taj Mahal has an important place in the Indian architecture. Water had been used in the

entrancepath of the palace and served as the reflector and space-directing element of the palace,

in a mystic way. Tomb gardens such as the Taj Mahal also utilizes the water element as an effect.

The temple is located near the expansive river on one side, and has the formal layout of

reflective pools on the approach side. If instead of the pools of Taj Mahal glass had been



planted, there would be no space directing effect. And of course no reflecting effects could be

supported as well, and no mysticism.

Since water had great importance and religious significance to the Hindus, water wells

gainedimportance architecturally. Deep wells were embellished with a simple pavilion leading to

impressive stairs descending several storeys underground to the water. Each storey had

individualchambers and there were galleries surrounding the central steps. For example, the

Baoliwell at Dada Hari at Almabad descends three levels and has finely carved galleries above

anoctagonal well. (Wylson 1986)

The Hindu respects for water encouraged the location of temples near rivers, streams or

ponds.A high site with a natural source of water was considered a sacred site. Pools for bathing

wereconstructed within Hindu temples such as the Great Temple at Madurai. In this building,

thepool is linked to a peristyle at a higher level by a series of steps. The Golden Temple of the

Sikhsat Amristar is the principal place of worship of the Sikhs. The temple was built on an

islandin the sacred lake Amrita Saras. It has a golden foil covered shrine built on an island in the



enclosedpool. The island makes use of the water surface for separating and sanctifying religious

buildings,which is particularly effective. (Wylson 1986)

The relationship between enclosed and outdoor space ill Japan had a particular

connectionwith the maritime landscape. The initial inspiration for Japanese gardens was not

onlyChinese culture but also the rocky scenery of the shoreline. By the eighth century, journeys

to and from the mainland drew attention to the coastal scenery, which became a subject to be

recreatedin the landscaped gardens. Through the period when Nara was the capital of Japan,

the seascape elements were developed and during the Heian (I<:.yoto)period, the aesthetical

elementswas established. The basic elements transposed from the coastal scenery were artificial

mountains bordered by a spring fed pond or lake. Rocks and boulders were used to create a

varietyof pleasant inlets and promontories. (Wylson 1986), (Watabe 1981), (I<:.urokawa1993)

Respect for natural landscape was very important for the Japanese, and was harmonious

withtheir religion the Shinto belief in the inherent Godhead in all-natural objects. The Buddhist

imageof a "Pure land" paradise reinforced a sympathy and admiration for the natural landscape

and familiar landscape features. The location of Kyoto, with the surrounding tree-covered

mountains and abundance of springs, streams and rivers, was particularly suited to the

development of gardens. The historic buildings and gardens in Kyoto are representative of the

developingattitudes to landscapes and their water content. (Kurokawa 1993), (Watabe 1981)

Initially gardens were created as pleasure parks with springs, streams and ponds, creating a

naturalistic atmosphere of wild life, running water, groves of trees, carefully designed rock

formations and pavilions. The garden of "borrowed scenelY" was the real heart of a residential

complex, with the residence little more than a plain shelter from the elements. A total effect was
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achievedby using natural features and topographical variations on the site, within the context of

distantscenery.

In terms of water landscape, the Itsukushima Shrine incorporated the sea with the sacred

compositionas expressing doctrine of the J odo division in which paradise is separated from this

worldby fire and water. (Wylson 1986)

Within the urban context, canals and rivers were directed to flow through the Japan

gardensto mitigate the heat of the summer, creating a cool atmosphere and refreshing sound.

Themain building was orientated to the south, facing a broad garden which included running

water,starting from the north of the site, passing under the raised verandah corridor, taking a

meanderingcourse past the main building and pouring into the spacious pond. Waterfalls were

animportant landscape element.

The Buddhist influence during the Heian period endeavored to reassure the devout of a

paradisecomposed of beautiful pavilions overlooking spacious lakes filled with lotus blossom.

In the Jodo Mandara paintings, this idea of paradise can be observed today. The gardens

includedelements that represented the "seven treasure ponds" filled with lotus blossom and

bridges,as would be used by the blessed souls when they passed over into paradise. For

example,in the garden of Shomyo-ji in Yokohama, when entering the gate, the visitor would

crossover an arched bt-idge to an island and then along a level bridge to a far shore and the

templestructure; each of the five elements being continuous lines. (Wylson 1986)



The Jodo ideas were evident in the garden of the fourteenth-century Kinkaju-ji Golden

Pavilion.Built as an official residence as part of the Kitayama Palace, the Golden Pavilion

expressedboth Chinese and Japanese elements in its use of location with the background of the

tree-coveredMount Kinugasa. It also conveyed the Buddhist image of paradise, in its location in

relationto the one-time lotus-covered lake. (Watabe 1981)

In contrast to the rich profusion of the Heian period gardens, Zen Buddhism (a religion

thatappealed to the thirteenth-centuq warriors who responded to its ascetism, reliance on inner

mastery and emphasis on silent meditation) encouraged a sense of metaphysical space,

sparsenessand a new concept of beauty. The landscaping was designed to convey "nothingness"

asan expression of attaining a state of enlightment. Materials were used in a restrained way and

naturewas represented in a symbolic fashion. Gardens became the places of meditation, dq

gardenswith stones symbolizing waterfalls, bridges and islands and sand representing water. It

wasimportant to penetrate the exterior surface of things and to see straight into the spiritual

essenceor core. (Watabe 1981)

The development of the Tea Ceremony retrieved a harmony between man, nature and the

universe,an attitude of respect in human relations, cleanliness and order in the surroundings, in

addition to a calm mind in a serene environment. The gardens acted as a prelude to the

teahouse,providing the guests with the opportunity to disassociate them from the outer world.

The gardens were conducive to a reposeful state of mind necessaq for the complete

appreciationof the ceremony. (Watabe 1981)

Generally the Japanese tradition included a concern for the location and aspect of

individualrooms resulting in the dispersed and non-symmetrical layout of pavilions. Groups of



stonessignifiedreligious or moral attributes and water provided a cool and refreshing

The arrangement of the lakes, rivers and cascades was such that the flow of water

both with artistic conventions and the logic of the water landscape, with the inflow

or waterfall forming a prominent feature. Certain methods were used to give the

'on of greater scale. Sections of a waterfall would be concealed in order to give the

of a cascadeof indeftnite height and, by interrupting the water surface by plants, small

md rocks,thewater would never be seen as a whole.

Renaissance and Baroque Traditions

Duringthe Renaissance, the use of sculpture in fountain design developed. The classical

of circularor polygonal basins on a vertical support was topped by a fountain figure or

fromwhich water emerged the earlier geometric forms gave way to the animated and

. tic drama of artists such as Bernini in the design of the Triton and the Four Rivers

The Baroqueworld extended the decorative use of water to complex compositions of

sculpturesand water display. The fountains of Rome caused the rebuilding of the city



and enriched the new piazzas with animated drama. The Trevi Fountain, according to the

sculptor'sexplanation, is a reflection on the nature of water. The Fountain of the Four Rivers, a

Berninimasterpiece, collects four river Gods with the water cascading from rocks between the

figuresinto a circular basin. One of the most important properties of the Baroque is equating

waterwith the fountains. Water became the indicator of the Baroque periods, social, visual and

economicdevelopments. Also water had been appeared with its aesthetical values. And water

mostlycomposited well with the buildings, environment and city.

The Baroque search for spatial infinity and the fascination with movement was expressed

in the lavish use of water, fountains, the powerful jets, the falling cascades continued by troughs

and basins, the reflection of light, and the pervasive mist spray that settled on foliage or was

blownby the wind these water techniques were used to create an exclusive atmosphere around

the fountain and an impression of brilliance and amusement. Water fulfilled the same function

(of achieving visual and emotional excitement) as mirrors did within the intel1.0rs. "The

reflectivesurfaces broke through the restricting boundaries of solid enclosure." (Wylson 1986)

For urban spaces the restrained Renaissance designs were not enough. Baroque fountains

introduced elements of movement, surprise, excitement and the competing contours of ever-

changingcolors and shapes. The noise of falling water, the drama expressed in sculptured

figures,the sunny spray refracting and separating the light into spectral colors, all served to

createanimations within space.

The Baroque spirit is particularly evident in the water displays developed in the gardens of

many Italian and later European palaces and villas. The utilization of complex hydraulics

controlled and directed vast quantities of water gushing through fountains such as at Villa

Garzoni,Collodi, Villa d'Este, Tivoli, Villa Lante, Bagnaia, and Villa Reale, Marlia.



The appreciation of water both as a dynamic and reflective element was expressed in

,canals, fishponds and water games. Water was used architecturally, shaped in fountains,

ring statutory, as reflective surfaces, as impressive cascades and as part of the symbolism

to mythologyand topography. Water was also used to provide devices for amusement in

foDn ofwater organs and concealed jets that sUlprised the people.

successIve samples for this period IS Villa d'Este. By using various

of the water, gardens had been designed.

ilia d'Este, Tivoli, Italy: The Villa d'Este expressed this desire to achieve harmony

Daturethrough the spatial articulation of the site, through the symbolism of sculpture, and

theuse of water as an architectural element. The paintings inside the villa referred to the

logicaland topographical themes of the garden design, and emphasized the water element.

The initialviewpoint of the d'Este garden and villa was from the entrance at the lower

Fromthis entrance the main axis was directed towards the Fountains of the Dragons. The
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four transverse axes each terminated in water features such as the impressive Hundred

Fountainspath that extended from the Fountain of Rome to the Oval Fountain. (Wylson 1986),

(Symmes1998)

The full architectural quality of the garden space starts with the line of fishponds and the

Organ Fountain. The latter, based on the water mechanics of antiquity, operates by water

forcingair through the organ pipes while another water-driven device moves the keys. Water

wasutilized as a significant architectural element (as important as the structural forms or wall

decorationwithin a villa) to define axes, characterize spaces, and animate the mythological and

symboliclanguage of the sculpture and to provide a unique visual effect. The various forms in

whichwater appears are embellished by the changing impact of sunlight, dramatized artificial

lightingand conditioned by seasonal effects. (Wylson 1986)

place of French gardens in garden designs that are using water .

. y in French gardens water had been used differently. Water had been used in the



Frenchchateaus for creating a visual perfectness, perhaps trying to be more attractive than the

palaces.For that reason analyzing those magnificent gardens would be important to understand

the water related city Paris. And Le Notre that magnificent gardens architect has a very

importantplace in the architecture.

The use of water in landscape was particularly notable in two periods when architecture

andlandscape achieved a distinctive unity of expression. During the reign of Francis I the river

sceneryof the Loire consciously restored the romance of the middle ages. The protective use of

thewater is expressed in the Chateau of Chenonceaux.

The French Court moved from the Loire to Paris. Louis XIV became the leader of

Europeanpolitics and constructed palaces and parks that provided lavish entertainment for the

Courtas realized in the distinctive landscape projects of Le Notre. These parks introduced both

amonumental scale of axial planning that was articulated by the water element, and a variety of

smallenclosures in which the water element provided decorative and visually dominate features.

Existingwater features such as inlets and lakes were restructured into a unified setting.

Not only were the principal and transverse axes extending from palace or castle

emphasized by canals and pools, but fountains, cascades and jets were used to animate the

sculptureand the water landscape. The use of levels extending from a castle's principal terrace,

theapplication of skilful optical illusions and the enclosed bosquets with decorative and intricate

waterfeatures, provided an element of surprise and delight. Water fulfilled a significant aesthetic

functionin Bernard Forest de Belidor's Architecture Hydralique. (Wylson 1986)

Bernard Forest de Belidor wrote the Architecture Hydralique, which is an extraordinary

encyclopediaof water and architecture and published in four volumes between 1737 and 1753.



Lighthouses,naval war machines, port scooters, water mills, pwnps, and hydraulic organs were

onlya few of the topics he explained and lavishly illustrated. In his last chapter, "De la

Decorationdes Jardins", De Belidor suggested ways architects could use moving water in the

gardensof chateau clients. De Belidor listed the following principal water shapes: "jets d'eau",

"berceaux", "nappes", "cascades", "grottes", "basins", "grebes", "arbres d' eau", "grilles",

"champignons", "buffets", "fontaines", and "theatres". (Belidor 1739) Many of the fountain

formswere derived from nature and are standard shapes still used today.

The fountains' watelwheel and pipes are hidden by a pwnphouse in the style of a classical

temple,which harmonizes with the balustrades and chateau beyond.

"Jets d'eau" shoots up vertically from the ground, forcing water out of its natural

horizontalplane. They appear in nature as geysers, (such as the Yellowstone National Park)

whosewater is sprayed into the air with a regularity that endlessly delights the visitors.

When jets d'eau are tilted out of plwnb, the resulting parabolic shapes are called

"berceaux",whose streams have trajectories manipulable by increasing or decreasing the water



pressureand direction. Powerful berceaux with four-inch calibers can be shot by water artillery,

suchas the blasting cannons near the base of the Eiffel Tower.

When water flows in thin sheets over smooth ledges, the streams are called "nappes". A

nappecan free-fall over an edge (as its English equivalent, "table-cloth", suggests) or can slide

overa weir, or dam, in a smooth, rounded glaze.

"Cascades" imitate splashy waterfalls. Their surfaces are not smooth and glassy like

nappes but are broken up into fractured streams, white foam, and wild squirts. The ultimate

cascadeis at Niagara, where millions of gallons of water dangerously careen over the broad

Americanand Canadian falls, once a symbol of courage for those willing to ride in a barrel over

the edge.



contain mythical water sources. They are

ybuilt underground with stone vaults to synthesize moss-covered caverns, sometimes

by earthy water gods, nymphs, or goblins that trickle water from their mouths or

sins" (or basins) are pools that collect and contain the water from jets, nappes, or

Theyare sized to harmonize with the available space and positioned carefully to take

of theirreflective surfaces.

wonder of fountains is that they are limitlessly variable: all of De Belidor's basic

be mixed and improvised on to generate new fountain forms as illustrated in one of

water gardens. For instance, a "gerbe" is made by grouping several small jets in a

loan a pyramid of water. When air is pumped in, the noise of thunder and rain is

~res d'eau" are tree forms with branches and leaves of water. A stately fleur-de-lis in

za Faroese sends out a shower of liquid diamonds sparkling in the morning light.



· t of many little jets lined up in a row below a landing. Champignons of water are

jets sprouting in the shapes of mushrooms. "Buffets" and "fontaines" include a

all kinds of water shapes, making a "montagne

landscapedesigns by Le Notre display a mastery of formal axial planning which

nineteenth-century urban aggrandizement and the concept of civic spaces. The

the TuileriesGardens laid the foundation for the axial form of the Champs Elysees

erse axes that encompass the river corridor. L'Enfant's grand proposals for

(withits diagonal avenues imposed upon a gridiron pattern of streets, with squares

to punctuate intersections and the use of the river landscape as an extension of

axialspatialvista) reflected the spatial planning of Le Notre.

sequenceof development at Versailles indicates the variety of ways water was used in

context, both in monumental water structures and small intimate amusement

bosquets.The enclosed bosquets displayed the imaginative and decorative use of



The plan shows the principal features (The Great Canal, The Basin of Apollo, Garden

Spaces,Parterres and Bosquets Around The Latone Fountains and in front of The Palace, The

Lakeof The Swiss Guards and The Basin of Neptune). Water was a principal element in the

spatialplanning, landscaping and entertainment.

The Chateau at Chantilly consisted of a complex of medieval architectural forms and the

grandterrace was used to relate axial planning to the existing asymmetrical building forms. The

palaceor castle would form the focal point of a principal axis. The building was exposed and

surroundedby low planting. Trees and shrubs, linking the monumental vista and the intimate

enclosedspaces, defined more distant spaces. Le Notre used geometric forms (to enclose water)
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andclassicalimages in the staircases, cascades, fountains and grotto stlUctures. He was skilful in

hisunderstanding of optical illusions and in achieving the element of surprise in the location of

waterfeatures. (Wylson 1986), (Cavalie 1978)

The context for water was an expression of man's ability to dominate the natural

surroundings.Water, in geometric forms, animated by skilful hydraulics, and as imaginative jets,

fountainsand cascades in fInely detailed fantasies, provided an environment for courtly

entertainmentand a large extension of the classical symmetry in Renaissance and Baroque

architecture.

By analyzing different societies and their water utilization and designs have shown us that

waterhas always been an important element for human and their settlements. In the course of

time, hydraulic engineering, architectural techniques, and design principles have been

transformedand developed, as a result of these opportunities for water utilization have been

increased.But the nature and effects of water stay same. The visual water effects in Alhambra or

inVillad'Este are similar. In that period parallel to the engineering opportunities designers had

triedto use every kind of thing in their water designs with their creativity.

There are other monuments to the connective capabilities of water, such as the gardens of

theVillad'Este in Tivoli or of the Taj Mahal in Agra, but the function of water in architecture

doesnot need such showplaces to work its wonders. For example, in Taj Mahal, while water is

addingthe building magnifIcence at the same time, it provides all the attention to be collected on

thebuilding. Because all canals, pools, arcs, and walk paths meet at the same point. In some

cases,water is so integrated into the built fabric that it cannot be distinguished from the built

form.Such is certainly the case in that other reference point of aquatic form Venice, but it is also

truein the more mundane forms of The Netherlands. There, the presence of water has shaped

thewhole character of the environment.

Because of the sea level problem in the Netherlands, this country has been loosing its

most important usable soil by the rivers, which are carrying the soil to the sea, so the soil fades

away.The continuous battle against the sea and the need to create irrigation projects created

politicaltradition of localized cooperation and entrepreneurship that allowed Holland to avoid

the excesses of feudalism and nationalism. This economic logic evidenced itself in the grids of
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irrigationcanals and the labyrinthine appearance of the concentric canals built around the dam

thatgaveAmsterdam its name.

There are two poles of an aquatic architecture. On the one hand, architecture is a sensual

elementadded to the act of construction that heals the irreparable wounds created by the very

actof building, while on the other hand it is a necessary element that develops the character of

thebuilt environment in economically logical ways. Beyond these fundamental functions, there

areonlymyths; water as the continuum of the universe made real, water as the source of life and

rebil"th,water as the mirror that creates a heterotopic alternative to lived experience. These

mythicdimensions inform the uses of water in the architecture, but are not contained by them.

(Betsky1995)

The mythic meanings of architecture are countless. It is first and foremost another world,

bothpurer and inaccessible. Atlantis exists undelwater, and when Christians are baptized they

arereborn as a pure Christian. It is also the crossing place to another world where the body

cannotfollow; the Styx, Ganges and Nile all take one to the world of the dead. Floating within

it,thereis continuity: water is the Christian symbol of bounty and the Cretan sign for life itself.

It is the water that, per Heraclitus, is never the same. Once contained, it gives life, by providing

somethingto drink, by washing wounds, by bringing to life a barren dessert and by becoming

thefocalpoint of our activities. (Moore 1994)

Within the realm of the man-made environment, water removes itself from the

speculativerealm and becomes both sensual and economic. It becomes a representative and

structuringelement. How the beauty of the Alhambra or the logic of Amsterdam reveals them,

however,helps to set the tone for that environment. Water interconnects with its environment

soperfectlythat it defines the places.

It is not wrong to say that very early water utilization in architecture and planning has

beenstarted after the nomadic cultures have settled down. Mankind accepted without any doubt

thatwater is the source of life and it is necessary for the continuity. Later on it had been turned

intoa social fact as well as its physical necessity. And people have started to use water more and

mmein their civilized lives. Day by day designers and architects have started to use water in

theirdesigns more and more. Especially in wealthy societies like Renaissance Europe water has

turnedinto a piece of art in city squares, palaces and villas.



Designersand architects have impressed from the internal dynamics of the water so much

that theyhave used it in many projects to show the hidden beauty of water to the people. Also

apartfromthe artistic issues, water has been used for transportation, drinking, and so on.

In this chapter it has attempted to explain with the sample projects that water has shown

differencesin different cultures, societies, and geographies. But it can be easily said that the

chemistrybetween water and people, and water and architecture are shown marvelous

appropriateness,and this has created many masterpieces in the history. The important aim in

historicalresearch about water and architecture is to determine and show the effects and

reflectionsof that successful water utilization on the contemporary projects, and architecture.



Chapter Three

In this chapter, water resources will be analyzed by a classification that has been done

throughtheir relations with the cities and buildings. Water resources will be considered in two

categories,which are man-made water structures and natural resources. While those resources

havebeing introduced at the same time resources also will be explored with their existence on

theearthand their flow characteristics. And those two features will be overlaid and evaluated.

Natural water sources are grouped as linear element such as rivers and canals, and

coveringelement such as still waters, and boundary element such as seas and islands. This

classificationgives us some clue about how water effects the setdements with its nature. Here,

theaim is, to investigate the connection and relations of the water in different scales, which is

froma city scale to the building scale. Therefore the relation of water with architecture will be

studied.

Man made water structures are mainly fountains and others. From its first appearance till

ourtime fountains is one of the very important landmarks in history. They give us the clues and

hintsabout the civilizations and give us information about people had been used water in their

designsin the course of time. The other man-made stlUctures will be introduced in the following

chapters.They are basically the designs that are reconnecting buildings with nature by water and

addingthe benefits of water usage in our space. Sometimes water is a component of a building

andsometimes is one of its concepts.

Natural Sources

What meant by Natural Water Resources are the water sources and the land parts, which

are in a strong relation with the water. For instance rivers, ponds, lakes, seas, oceans, natural

pools,shores, lagoons and islands are from some of the natural resources. The life forms and

cultures that are grown from the land parts, which are interconnected with water are more



. parallelto each river extend into the city and become the streets and blocks. In the

the city, the grids come together at an angle, resulting in superimposed city blocks and

In contrast,Beijing's in China snakelike river establishes a winding counterpoint to the

grid likearrangement of orthogonal palaces and courts of the Imperial Palace.

can divide metropolitan regions in half, as the Mississippi does when it flows

Minneapolisand Saint Paul, or the Danube as it waltzes through Budapest. Manhattan

of grids squeezed between the East and Hudson rivers; the same is hue of

. between the Delaware and the Schuylkill. Charleston, South Carolina, lies at the

of two rivers, the Cooper and the AsWey. Proud residents have deemed their city the

"theAsWeyand the Coopah meet to form the Atlantic". (Moore 1994)



A major factor in river cities is the way the city forms an edge to the water. In other words

thewater in linear form, which is surrounding the city or dividing it into parts, is a power on

determiningthe city settlement zones and location of the city center. The areas close to the

waterare mostly the prestige centers of the cities and aims to benefit from the water. The

combinationof land and water is always charged with potential drama since the transition

betweenthem can be immediate and riddled with psychological contrasts. In some cases, the

citymaykeep the river at bay. Walls may elevate the street level above the river's surface, dams

mayalteror block its flow into the city, or barriers may prevent pedestrians from getting close to

thewaterway's edge. Rome is locked in the elbow of the Tiber, whose opaque sludge indicates

the Roman street level of antiquity; the modern streets are now elevated forty feet above.

Lower Slaughter in the English Cotswolds has a narrow river passing through the village

that comes very close to houses, with bits of open space and trees along its course. Not only



doesthe river physically connect the landlocked town with outlying parts of England, but is also

psychologicallyconnects the villagers with the distant sea. London has more formal and regal

edgeswith its river. The Thames is lined with Georgian buildings, the Houses of Parliament, and

acountlessof bridges and towers, all leading to the mouth and port.

San Antonio, Texas, is vel)' near the source of its namesake river. As the river cuts

through the city, a loop breaks off near the Alamo, passes under a series of bridges, and

reconnectswith the straight path eight hundred yards farther along. Earlier in this centul)', the

riverhad been twenty feet below the level of the city, useless for commerce and a menace during

floods.

Paris is a premier river city that has not lost its close connection with its water away, so

fullof connections both intangible and tangible. Artists have tried for generations to capture the



water features and display in the tradition of eighteenth-centw:y Versailles and served to

rechargethe civic importance of the river corridor in the center of the city. (Cavalie 1978)

Over the centuries riverside quays were transformed into public esplanades and the august

riversideproperties conveyed an architectural value to the river space. Today, public buildings

andcivic spaces form a sequence of transverse axes across the river that encompass the water

corridorand utilize the river space as an active and prepossessing central area. It provides for

leisurebut is not isolated: provides for water transportation but is not dominated by traffic; is

subdivided by bridges but maintains its overall unity; and the bridges retain a pedestrian

character to accord with the riverside gardens and cafes. The Seine has been threatened by

motorwaydevelopment but riverside Paris still remains pedestrian.

The river space in Paris is structured on three levels. First are the terraces, walks, and boat

landingsat water level. Some of these remain as spaces for relaxation intimately linked "vith the

riverand protected from urban traffic by high retaining walls. The spaces at water level are

definedby the bridges; spaces for the spectator, promenades, sunbathers and escape from the

rush of city life. The second level includes the tree-lined streets, bustling with traffic and

punctuated by pavement kiosks, cafes and restaurants. The streets are defined by building

frontagesof a grand scale and large open areas roundabout by trees. The extensive civic space of

thissecond level stretches from the new public terraces adjoining many historical Paris sights.

The third space is the peripheral backcloth of towers; domes, spires and building forms that not

only create an enclosing panorama, but also identify surrounding locations with their own

particularcharacter and significance. Paris, as the third largest river port in France, has relocated

the port activities away from the city center. The canal system that extended north from the

Seinehas an extensive section covered over and remaining open sections of the canal have been

thesubjectof environmental improvement, to form an amenity corridor. (Wylson 1986)

The Seine, cUlv111gthrough central Paris, has been saved from nineteenth century

buildings and railway systems, twentieth-century tower blocks and insidious highway

development that in other cities have separated city life from the river and have destroyed the

amenity.Also, as in the case of aristocracy, has been preselved despite changes in its use.

The Seine in central Paris provides a unique civic space, an urban park accommodating

activeriver traffic without being dominated by the size of vessels. Buildings enclose it and



landscapingon the grand scale but also provides intimate waterside terraces. Although, some

quayshave been used for new highway routes, new relaxation areas are being designed and

constmcted along the waterfront. The strong humane and urban character of Paris is

predominantand the underlying magic of the river space is most noticeable at twilight when the

watersurfaces are animated by reflected lights and silhouetted forms.

Set against wide bodies of water or tlvers as empty backdrops, bridges often have

prominenturban positions in river cities. Impressive ones frequently become civic symbols: the

BrooklynBridge in New York, the London Bridge, the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, or

theRialtoin Venice. Bridges are mediators. Rivers often segregate ideals, life-styles, or economic

classes,and bridges help to foster connections between communities. As an example, the Pont

Neuflinksbureaucratic Paris with the intellectual Latin Quarter.

The aims of the canals of man-made rivers, which are shaped and aligned by the people,

areeffecting the ambiance of the city positively, providing the atmosphere for people to live

withthe water, moreover these, bringing different the sides. Hence people get involve with the

waterand then water (canal, stream, or river) turns into a communicative, connective, and

transportativetools. Therefore canal, or man-made river, is also an important connector and

communicator. Canals can physically connect cities to bodies of water, lace together

neighborhoods or districts, or link several cities in one line. Many canal cities began as towns

ringedwith circular moats, walls, and towers to defend against invasion. Medieval Bruges in

Belgiumwas once within the confmes of a canal-moat.



Over time, canals were excavated from the main moat to allow access to the inner parts

of the town, so that today the city is an interlocking puzzle of streets and narrow watelways.

Nowhere on the earth have the canal and the world that it creates more magnificent than

in Venice's magical, mysterious city on water. Venice's amazing but surprisingly harmonious

mixtureof contradictions and anomalies would have been grounds enough for a remarkable city;

thatthe entire city is tiled together with a web of water arteries instead of streets makes it all the

moreextraordinary.



A lagoon location, maritime trading and cultural independence have fashioned Venice as a

uniquehistorical record of aquatecture. Venice has confronted the sequence of urban problems

facedby other European cities such as plagues, fires, hostilities and threats to its economic

structure, but it is in recent decades that the mainland port and industry necessary to its

existence are creating conditions that could jeopardize its priceless architectural heritage.

Whereasmany European ports that have continued to function as such by adapting to new

conditions and destroying historic quays, Venice placed the most valuable properties along the

waterfront to enjoy the open space and amenities of the Grand Canal, and the new port facilities

hadto be located elsewhere. The reliance on vehicular traffic of European cities has resulted in

trafficdominance but, for Venice, water transportation within the city has been maintained as

theonly alternative to walking. (Dwyer 1984)

In contrast to the "ideal city" plans of the Renaissance, which were unrelated to

topography,Venice developed in relation to its unique maritime environment. The locations of

functionswithin the city were rationalized. The commercial center developed on the island of

Rialtoand the political life centered on the Piazza San Marco; the Arsenal shipyard was located

closeto the deep natural channel of the Guidecca; the island cemetery was offshore from the

city'shospital; the glass industry was developed on Murano island; the house was located to gain

advantageof the prevailing winds. (Wylson 1986)

The main artery of Venice, the Grand Canal, follows the line of the original Rivo Alto and

thewider Guidecca Canal follows the outflow of the Brienta River. Early Venetians adopted the

nameLa Serenissima "the most peaceful" for their city, as a token of its isolated strength and of

theharmony between man and nature. (Wylson 1986), (Meyers 1995) The basic form of the city
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consisted of the two principal canals, the network of secondary canals, the pattern of small civic

spaces and the pedestrian streets and alleyways. The layout of the pedestrian streets and

alleywayswere unorganized. There had been no previous Roman settlement to provide a grid

structure and no vehicular traffic to demand easy bends and wide caniageways. (Wylson 1986)

The first canals in Venice were carefully designed to can-y away filth and garbage by

drawing water through the city to the sea. Over time, an organic network of interconnecting

capillaries evolved. Buildings were packed in between the waterways, creating litde islands,

overlaidwith a labyrinth of passages, squares, bridges, and sidewalks. The water pelvades every

settingin Venice; every district, every church, and every garden absorbs some hint or memory of

thewater-reflected light. Venice is a decaying city - its beauty hides within its imperfections. The

water in its canals is like arsenic in arteries. (Moore 1994)

Today Venice is sinking into the mud of the lagoon due to the changing conditions

imposed by the industrial and urban development. Lagoon marshes have been filled in, deep

channels have been dredged in the lagoon to provide access to new industrialized ports, and

there has been the hazardous pumping of water from wells in the nearby mainland. In no other

cityis it possible to have urban spaces so accessible to the pedestrian, even though the gradual

linking up of islands resulted in a seemingly coincidence pattern of alleyways, punctuated by

bridgesover the nan-ow canals and small public spaces.

The aesthetic appeal of Venice is undeniable, the crisp modulation of the buildings; the

dynamic of light reflected from animated water surfaces; the pattern of uprights from the

heraldic columns of the Piazzetta to the window mullions of the palaces and the mooring posts

rising above the water of the canals. The water forms the base of the urban pattern. The

buildingsrise up into space and are reflected down into the water. Even during overcast and wet

weather, the surfaces relate to the more dirty color of the sea, and wet paving provide a

reflective surface compatible with still water. At night, the water animates lights and reflections,

and sounds are channeled down the nan-ow canals. The water of the sea penetrates the confines

of an urban setting, first in the wider expanses of the lagoon and the two principal canals, and

then in the more confined spaces of the secondary canals conveying a unique relationship. In

Venice the canal system arose from the conversion of lagoon islands into a composite and urban

structure. For the Dutch towns, drainage and dykes reclaimed coastal land, and the canal system

extended the usable waterfront into the urban infrastructure.



u is a world of steamy ancient waterways lined with stairs leading to the water,

await.The old and vernacular village houses of plaster and wood with newer, mixed

Ie bridges ascending and descending with geometric precision, their half-moon

full circle in the reflective water. It is a universe related to Venice through its

utterlyforeign in terms of custom and architecture. Unlike the Renaissance marble

greetvisitors who travel on Venice's canals, Suzhou's canals are lined with derelict

aged facades and blank walls. Inside though, the doors lead to magical interiors and

ens, all carefully composed and tended, which offer enclosed, private settings

the public world on the canals.

is located into the south of the Yang Zi River on the Jiang Nan plain of rivers.

relativelylevel within its walls, a little high on the northwest side and sloping off to

Accordingly,water flows from north to south or from west to east. Tai Hu Lake

unding rivers are the major source of water for the city, from which the water

YangZi River or out to the eastern sea. As the water, which enters the city walls,

source,it is not slow or muddy and is favorable for household use. Canals flow in

with roads alongside, and buildings facing the canal. This organization is

of the Jiang Nan water countly The relationship of buildings, canal and roads

here: buildings face the canal as well as the road, or only the backs of buildings

Within the walls of Suzhou the roads and canals are always built side by side. In

two roads border one canal. There are many canals behind the main streets, but

bappensinlets and plazas are provided for access to the canal. Residences, which

canal,have some steps leading down to the water and the residents use it for their



Suzhou is also famed as a city of gardens, and several parks of various sizes are scattered

throughoutthe city. Nearly all gardens have ponds meant to feature the element of water. As the

watertable is high, construction of the pond is simple; it is also possible to take water in from

thecanals.The region receives much rain and these ponds are also used to collect rainwater and

supplyplantswith moisture.

At the side of South Gate of Suzhou's southern city wall is a mooring place for passenger

boats,called the South Gate Dock Station. The canal network, which starts from this point, is

quiteclose to the bus lines, which go to the distant cities of Hang Zhou, Wu Xi, and Chang Shu.

Even today the watelway between the cities of the Jiang Nan is of great importance to the





enteenth century development of Amsterdam represents the boldest and most

of canal-town planning. Amsterdam was only a small fishing village during the

century.A dam was constructed across the Amstel, to form an inner and outer

the main stream was divided into two channels leading to the sea. The original

provided routes for the first long streets of the future city. The narrow lanes that

were formerly field paths. Buildings on either side of the inner and outer harbors

ted directlyonto the water to permit easier handling of goods from ships.

end of the sixteenth century the plan of the three canals was put forward as a

tUrther extension. The scheme was put into operation early in the seventeenth

the three wide concentric canals and streets and an extensive five-mile ring of

incorporating bastions and gates. The plan included sites for public buildings and a

The scheme was instigated and included zoning control. The frontage along the

canalswas allocated to large business houses and town houses for merchants; the

funned by raclial and circumferential canals was zoned for lower-middle-class and

; frontages to the principal harbors were reserved mainly for warehouses; and an

tionJordaan was reserved for industry. (Wylson 1986)

regulated the flow of the Amstel River, redirecting it into the encircling canal

protected the land from the high tides of the Zuyder Zee. Windmill pumps released

water during low tide. The canals provided a means of city transportation and the

standards, achieving a good urban environment while also allowing for urban

municipal responsibility for the aesthetics as well as for the functional urban

wasimplicit in the seventeenth century planning and building controls.

Park was designed in 1860s and the water landscape extended beyond the

parkland below sea level, utilizing the water element in sports and leisure

ding an Olympic rowing basin. The prosperity of the "Golden Age" of Holland

need for town development and saw high standards achieved in the urban



The growth plan for Dutch cities required careful preparation and control. A high degree

of homogeneityin building style and street architecture was achieved even though private

individualsor small groups accomplished the majority of the buildings. The cohesion of cities

suchas Amsterdam was achieved by bold, competent and effectively administrated urban

development.The contrasting spaces created by canal and street, use of private grounds forms

forprivacyand relaxation, solid street facades, lines of trees along the water's edge and the

distinctseparation between town and countryside, are the civic design qualities that distinguish

theDutch towns. From the sixteenth centilly, town planning was an accepted discipline

necessaryfor the comprehensive technical operations involved in securing land suitable for

urbandevelopment. This included a confrontation with the water element, the capacity to

overcomethe problems of land reclamation and flood control, and the need to take advantage

The relation between water and Istanbul is nothing like the canal cities such as Venice

andAmsterdam or river cities that are settled at the both sides of the rivers such as London,

Parisand Frankfurt. Canal cities such as Venice and Amsterdam are settled with very complex

andstrong relations with water from their very early settlements. In Venice and Amsterdam

streets,quarters, building blocks, and walk paths are parallel to the canals. In the river cities

wateracts as a line that divides the city into the two parts. Whether water acts as the veins of

theurban pattern or acts as the main arteries to direct the patterns of the city to itself, both

canalsand rivers are having the same relation with the city from its ftrst appearance.



differenceof Istanbul comes from the dynamic relation of water and urban form.

and grooving of the city, its composition with the water shows differences. In

the history of Istanbul can be called as the surrounding and capturing history of

uniquenessfirst came from the heteronomy of the surrounding city walls. Golden-

) is not wide and shallow for being a bay, is not narrow enough for being a canal,

long enough for being a river. Bosphorous is wide and short for being a sea. Even

whichis more describable for being an inner sea, is big for a lake and small for

asif it is an un-linear Bosphorous for connecting Aegean and Black Seas.

uncertain geographical positions are causing stress, anxiety and tension over the

e. The water elements that are mentioned earlier are big enough to separate the

arepositioned in between. But also they are attractive enough to make people think

of integration with the other side.

topography caused and encouraged land parts to feel that surrounding and

the water could be possible. The fast increasing and decreasing topography keep on

e panoramic view with the western Marmara shore, northern parts of Asia and

parts, and eastern Marmara shore. The rising sun behind of the high hills is making

e habitants' feelings to meet with the other side of the Bosphorous.

is a historical problematique for this kind of complex water forms. That is how

atercaused an integrated civilization around itself, while the size of Golden-horn,



horous, and Marmara shores are huge? It is very difficult to keep and provide the

ents into one cultural and social integrated form, in this kind of situation. With this

perty Istanbul differs herself from other river and canal cities.

Golden-horn had become the center of Istanbul between 15th and 19th centuries, and the

had started to expand on the shores of Bosphorous and Marmara. Until the 1950s the

portanceof Golden-horn for the city kept alive, it was the economic, cultural, and even

eationalcenter. But after that period with the rapid urbanization and wrong development

ticiesIstanbul had a giant population with an unsatisfactory urban form, and as a result of

with air and water pollution. However all those unpleasant situations are continuing,

lden-hornand Bosphorous still are the biggest recreative elements of the Istanbul city.

In addition to linking geographical regions, architects can use tiny canals to conduct water

undgardens or imply symbolic connections. Like the axial canal at the Villa Lante, these

alsare dramatically different in scale from the ones in Venice, Suzhou, or Bmges. In Seville,

ain,small canals laid out in grid conduct water through the orchard in the Patio of the

ges. Small canals are turned into the elements of this garden and water turns into the

minantstructure of the garden with its linearity and steerability.

At the mountain top fortress of the Alhambra in Granada, miniature water canals are an

tegralelement of the gardens and courts. In the famous Court of the Lions, four water canals

nvergeat the center, where a pride of lions surround a fountain. These narrow canals, only a

centimeters deep, are sunken in the patio's smooth pavement. As they enter the court from

e adjacentrooms, the canals flow through arcades of thin columns that support pergolas of

rnplicatedplaster plants to fill jets that squirt in the air.



TheAlhambra Palace, which is explained in previous chapters, is a good sample for using

smallcanals in the architectural design. Above the Alhambra, an exquisite garden complex

namedGeneralife (Garden of the Architect) also uses canals within its courts. In its south

parilion,the canal makes an axis for a garden arranged in narrow strips along the water's edge.

Twentieth-century architects also have included figural canals ill architectural

compositions.Carlo Scarpa's Brion Cemetery of 1969, in San Vito d'Altivole, Italy, employs

canalsand water to suggest the connection between life and death. The cemetery is an amusing

complexof mixed geomeu-ies, centering on a chapel with a geode interior of sculpted concrete,

bronzefixtures, oriental moon gates, and mechanical connections of clever details.



Water that moves from the known to the unknown is central to Louis Kahn's Salk

Institute in La Jolla, California, completed in 1965. Water enters the complex near a small

garden orchard, where it pours from a block in a double vein. The water travels through a

groove in the smooth travertine pavement, bisecting the court laid out between the twin

laboratorybuildings. (K.ahn 1986)

bJis I. Kahn. Salk Institute for Biological
Stud'es, LaJolla, California. 1959-65

As the blue canal cuts through the court in the morrung, it creates a momentary

impedimentto crossing scientists; in the evening it becomes a trough of molten gold as its water

catcheslight from the setting sun. At the edge of the court, the pavement drops off toward the

ocean;the canal seems to blend with infinity. According to Kahn, the idea that what Salk wanted

wasaplaceof the measurable, which is a laboratory, and a place of the immeasurable, this would

bethemeeting place. (Moore 1994)



connects the known to the unknown results and hopeful goals of their research

he heroic Pacific horizon. A kind of modern-day Trevi, the courtyard and canal

,logical cycle by incorporating the liquid cycle in the design, connecting a tiny

to the rest of the world's liquids.

t, the linear flow of water in the forms of large rivers, canals, and arteries has a

in changing the architectural characteristics and identity of the cities next to it.

the cities that are sited parallel to the water line take their character from water.

ength and effects positively, social, cultural, economic relations in the cities.

s, landscape architects and architects have been impressed from these natural

and have resembled canals, rivers and water context in their projects and

r using water in the designs, the living patterns of the neighborhoods can be

cally,aesthetically and socially.

ering Element

ld lakes can be specified as the covering potential of the water element. Ponds

usually smaller basins that can be seen entirely from one viewpoint and easily

. Lakes, traditionally, are larger bodies of water that can have shores stretching for

Ice areas extending beyond the horizon. The ocean-like breadth of Lake Superior

the small Boston Common pool or tiny goldfish ponds in Tibetan monasteries.

lch as the Dead Sea or the Great Salt Lake, are leftovers of ancient oceans and

It long after their outlets have dried up. Lakes can be seasonal. In the Serengeti

lma, some lakes collect only after weeks of the annual rains, sustaining entire

ltil the African sun dries the water back to fields of baked mud. Lakes can be

human intervention: Owens Valley at the base of Mount Whitney in California

:d a large lake, but it was drained and the water canled to Los Angeles by modern

Jers always attracted artists. The great painter Monet would spend his final years

'essions of the amazing water pond, his laboratory of color and light. Monet began

lrge-scale water-lily series in 1914 with the intention of dedicating his last peaceful

war-tired people of France. Just as Beethoven had struggled to compose his last

with failing ears, Monet labored to paint his water lilies with eyes clouded with



Monet'spainted world, the still water reflects impressions of the bridge that hangs over

iWthat descends to it, and the irises that surround it. Water lilies are sometimes green

es red and purple whitIs, float weightlessly on the surface. His paintings have an

depth and an indeterminate surface. Since the reflection covers the pond with a

solidcolor, what hides beneath is elusive. Like Leonardo's water drawings, Monet's

areliquidseductions. They do not rely, however, on the great persuasions of fear and

tead of containing violent waters, Monet created at Givemy a placid pool of

and collectionin it stirs the still waters of dreams. (Whately 1982)

their calm stillness and silent collection, still waters have traditionally represented the

. e and coveting "indwelling spirit" of nature residing in the forest. This was true for

iWellasEastern minds, both ancient and modem. It is in the Orient that the concept

ellingspirit of nature has received the fullest attention. Ponds and lakes in Oriental

meant to be the souls of the world. Since the world was too large to be fitted

aroundthe perimeter of a small lake, gardeners selected miniature components of

Chineselandscapes and attanged them around the watery stages. The lakes often

risingand falling edges with paths and trails carefully planned for visitors to leisurely

iWondersof nature. Stable water like lakes, ponds and pools have started to be used

designsfor the aim of construction of visual brilliancy. With the recognition of its

such as aural, symbolic and physiologic, it has started to be used in architecture

and in the course of time water turned into an undeniable element in the

KatsutaPalace in Kyoto, begun in the first half of the seventeenth century retreat for

'to, is a masterpiece of this type of garden design. Fed by a river flowing through
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Kyoto,the garden's pond has a complex winding bank, with many depressions, peninsulas, and

islands.Gardeners were careful to develop several types of edges to the water to create the

iding of swamps, cliffs, or beaches. (I'Cw'okawa 1993), (Moore 1994)

Chinesegardens in the canal city of Suzhou use central ponds as ordering devices. In

Yuan (The Humble Administrator's Garden), a comparatively small pond seems

it actuallyis because its body is divided into several sections and its edges are built up

own detail. Begun during the early years of the Tang family, the garden pond was

enlargedinto its present shape by developments and additions made up to the

century. (Watabe 1981), (K.urokawa 1993)
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Zhouzheng Yuan, Suzhou, Chno Ecriy
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The garden is a complicated world and meant to be explored along paths that wind

aroundthe shores, through pavilions, and over the water on footbridges. Several large islands

dividethe rectangular lake into smaller zones, so that each pavilion has its own private reserve of

pond,allowingthe gardeners to create secret views for visitors to discover as they walk along the

sequencedpaths.

In the middle of the twe~fth centul)', Shi Zhenghong built the garden of Wangshi Yuan,

hiddenbehind high walls and an unassuming gate in the middle of crowded Suzhou. The pond

inthe center of the composition is one of the smallest in Suzhou, and its plan and details are

muchsimpler than those of the Humble Administrator's Garden. A complex of interlocking

hallssurrounds the square pool, which has two small inlets extending from opposite corners. Its

bankismade of large rocks stacked about three feet high, planted with bonsais, whose tortured,

benttrunks frame the backdrop of white walls and centering roofs over little temples. Even

thoughthe garden is tiny, and enclosed behind high walls, the reflective depth of the pool helps

torelievethe claustrophobia of the densely packed city. The passive collection of the still water

bringsthe mind back to a contemplative state, away from the hustle and bustle of life in the

exteriorworld of streets, markets, and canals. (Wylson 1986), (Watabe 1981), (Kurokawa 1993)



The notion of lakes as sanctuaries and repositories for the indwelling spirit extended to

Easternvision of heaven. In Japan, the Phoenix Hall of the eleventh-century Byodo-in

lexwas built to signify such a palace and provide a place to meditate and worship. The

isused not only to reflect the building but also to isolate physically the heavenly mansion

theordinaryworld, symbolically segregating the mortal from the immortal.

Stational}'waters are natural reflectors; their mirrored surfaces absorb, keep away, and

ct their surroundings. Mirrored images of landscapes or buildings expand space by

dingthe foreground in a silver shine or repeating the infinite depth of blue skies. Mirror

in the Sierra seems especially emotional for the stillness of its water. In Costa Mesa,

pool that is divided by circular tracks of empty canals,

Another example is in Costa Mesa as called "California Scenario". A similar meandering

crackthreads its way; through Isamu Naguchi's more abstract garden at the Southcoast Plaza in

SouthernCalifornia. Enclosed by two glass high-rise buildings and the two blank walls of the

adjacentparking garage, the garden taps both the roots of the sculptor's Japanese heritage and

thesensibilityof Western Modernism. Noguchi's design places its various features upon the

plazaas objects on a field "like chess pieces on an ungt-idded board" rather than making a

landscapein which the elements significantly define the space. To induce the feeling the

movementwithout a great volume of moving water, small bubblers animate the surface and add

asoftbubbling to the static calm that informs the space. Incised deep in the stone paving the

streamis the quietest element of the plaza, its power deriving neither from bulk nor central



'rion.This illustrates the power of understatement and the Japanese saying, "A whisper can

heardwhen a shout cannot." (Treib 1987)

Convincing liquid-bound rrurages at the Kinkaku-ji (Golden Temple) in Kyoto ate

betrayedonly by the last minute ripples that flutter a roof space or vibrate a column. The water

reflectslight off the gold-leaf walls and the undersides of the roof space, causing the whole

buildingto glow.
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Iativewaters play an important role in mythology. Narcissus is perhaps the most

.When the dreamy youth sees his reflection for the first time in a forest pool, he

in love with himself. Trying to hug his own image in the water, he falls into the

own desires. Ever since, the Greeks have regarded

ut history lakes have been settings for cities and towns where people could live

The Aztec capital, Tenochtitlan, now buried beneath Mexico City, was built in

lakewith an elaborate system of walls, dams, and dikes to protect the floating city

, in the absence of lakes or ponds, designers and builders have made pools to

ones. Artificial pools can mimic nature closely or even decorate it by

, shapes, or surroundings. The chief elements for naturalistic pools are

with soft and untrained banks that connect harmoniously to the neighboring

as it is to reproduce the random quality of nature's hand, the artificial pond

f Shugaku-in outside Kyoto in 1652 is astonishingly convincing. Because the

on a hillside, the lower edges had to be built up with earthen walls to create a

collectingwater could find its horizontal equilibrium. The space afforded by the

as the panoramas of the distant peaks provide a visual outlet for the enclosed

s on three levels. The upper garden is the largest and the most spectacular,

that curves gently uphill. The upper garden centers on a large pond created by

aatural seepage from the slopes of Higashiyama. Typical of the stroll gardens of



the 17th century, the route keeps the pond to the right as one greets the architectural features

that structuremovement: the boathouse, the Chinese bridge, and the pavilion. But these features

alwaysremainsubsidiaty to the pond itself. (Treib 1987), (Watabe 1981)

The sheet of water bonds the skies to the Earth, the heavens to the surface of the water.

Reflectiondoubles or completes the islands, the trees, the bridges, and the banks. Leaves

floatingon the surface of the pond create filter through which image and subject blend. As one

changesposition the virtual world of reflection changes accordingly and space varies with shifts

inweatherand cloud cover.

Of the maSSIve amount of possible images at Shugaku-in one remams particularly

impossibleto remove. Looking across the pond from the hillside, one sees only a thin spit of

landdividing the sky and the trees from their double. So thin is this line that the relative

physicalityof the scene may alternate or even reverse: sky turns liquid; water vaporizes into

reflection.The trees that line the path or puncture the mass of the dam supporting the pond

houldground us and fix our position. But they, too, are a part of this theater of illusion; the

waterthat should distinguish instead disguises. In the pond at Shugaku-in there are no true

reflections,no true images. It is not an image of sky that dances lifelessly upon the water but the

skyitself.(Treib 1987), (Moore 1994)

The importance of natural-water features in English gardens was expressively emphasized

by Thomas Whately (1772): "water accommodates itself to every situation; is the most

interestingobject in a landscape, and the happiest circumstance in a retired recess; captivates the

eyeat a distance, invites approach, and is delightful when near; it refreshes an open exposure; it
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animatesa shade; cheers the dreariness of a waste, and enriches the most crowded view: in form,

m tyle,andin extent, it may be made equal to the greatest compositions, or adapted to the least:

It mayspreadin a calm expanse, to ease the calmness of a peaceful scene; or hurrying along a

tricky course,and extravagance to a romantic, situation." (Whately 1982)

Water achieves no less at the estate of Stourhead in Wiltshire, where an artificial lake

becamethe setting for a compelling storybook landscape. In the mid-eighteenth century, Henry

Hoare,the garden's first owner, blocked off the river Stour with a land dam. Collecting water

swampedthe valley and formed a pond in the shape of a three-pointed star, as if giant fingers

fromthree sides had pinched it. Intent on creating a well-mannered landscape, the English

gardenersset out to give nature a manicure, using the lake as the center of the composition of

greenslopes,twisting banks, and backdrops of deciduous forests and meadows rising to meet

t·~e!l!~.''1'XJroe:. SIQi~lnf'O<JG(ild·~;l~.
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Like rivers and canals, artificial pools and lakes are not limited to natural shapes with

picturesqueintentions. To distinguish their pools from natural forms, some designers select for
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suddentransitions from ground to water. The shapes are usually geometrically regular. Squares,

rectangles,circles, and, in twentieth-century California, kidney beans are popular. Though some

poolsare not meant for contact, artificial pools are used most often for swimming. One of the

most striking is Arquitectonica's Pink House pool, which is a tropical composition of Miami

palms,azure blues, glass blocks, and neon-pink walls.

In its capacity to reflect, the artificial pool can be a compelling compositional device, such

as the famous pool at the Taj Mahal, which establishes its important linear axis. Some of the

mostremarkable pools were designed by French landscapers to create an illusion of infinite

distancestretching through the formal gardens into the landscape.

Pools can also create magical effects of a different kind. The 1984 World's Fair in New

Orleans featured an artificial pond inhabited by an enormous alligator, which watched as

reptilianassociates chased a group of pelicans up the Wonder Wall to the center of the world's

largestFerris wheel. At nightfall, the scene was made still more exciting by thousands of blinking

coloredlights, instantly multiplied by the reflective water.

Both naturally and geometrically shaped pools and lakes are integral elements in the

designof Washington D.C. Two early plans for the city used Tyber Stream and the Potomac

River,in very different ways, as the organizing spine of open space. Thomas Jefferson's sketchy

plansuggested a public area open to the water, with bays of land facing the water for the

presidentialmansion and the Capitol. Pierre L'Enfant's famous 1791 plan for the city-combining

Versailles'sroyal spectacle with the fancy diagonal avenues of Sistine Rome - was much

magnificence.(Doubilet 1987)



t's scheme was selected for the design of the nation's capital, but the canal and

neverbuilt. Nevertheless, as the city developed over the next two hundred years,

corporated into the design, based on the idea of water as a spatial organizer. Of

rtance is the core of the city, the central Mall where the Capitol gazes from its

over a quadrilateral-reflecting pond. Over time, monumental landmarks and

built to decorate the public green. The formal water arrangement begins with a pool

ends situated at the base of the white obelisk of the Washington Monument.

rectangularreflecting pool stretches two thousand feet toward Henry Bacon's

. and is bordered by double rows of elms. The flat plane of water leads to a

flight of marble stairs that ascends to the figure of Abraham Lincoln, who observes

111 the nation's collective backyard, his back turned to the Potomac River.



The Mall crouches in the arm of the Potomac, where a small canal feeds the Tidal Basin

duesouth of the White House. The water extends to the Jefferson Memorial, whose marble

facade,shallow pediment, and smooth dome repeat in the water. The soft curves of the

naturalisticshoreline complement John Russel Pope's round structure, as the rectangular pools

cometogether in straight lines to the blocker Lincoln Memorial. Apart from the occasional

paddleboat,the Tidal Basin presents a wide-open space with an unimpeded view of the distant

memorial.In the springtime, the effect is made still more extraordinary when the famed cherry

treeslining the shores and gentle knolls fill the reflection with forests of pink blossoms.

To consider means to look both back to the past and toward the future. Mythic

proportions and classically heroic aspirations inflate the two swimming pools at William

RandolphHearst's impressive mountaintop retreat. This California acropolis was designed and

builtduring the second quarter of this century by the world's first prominent female architect,

JuliaMorgan, as an elaborate playground for Hearst and his fascinating circle of socialites, movie

stars,and moguls. Underneath the tennis courts, Hearts and Morgan built an indoor pool in the

styleof the ancient Roman baths. Nearly every surface of the cavernous shell, including the

basinof the pool, glints with millions of blue mosaic chips and gilded overlay. Light pours in

throughFrench windows and skylights and, in the evening, alabaster lamps release a warm glow.

(Scully1991) And this panorama can be introduced as a reflection of the combination of past

andfuture. The reflection of the light on the water causes positiye effects on the people and

animatesthe old times.



For water being a stable and covering element (i.e. ponds, still waters and pools) caused its

widespreadusage mostly in the landscape scale. The reflective abilities of the stable waters had

beendiscovered and its strong physiological effects are considered. All these improvements are

realizedfor creating better landscape and city look by architects and designers. Existing lakes

andponds were tried to be used for this pUlpose and in the urban context these places gaining

greaterimportance and tUlned into focal points of the cities.

Water As Boundary Element

Oceans, seas, islands, shores and etc. can be specified as the bounding and surrounding

potentialof the water element. Oceans' and seas' incredible power shows to overwhelm and

amaze.Astronomers inform us that the Earth's fostering oceans may be unique in the unfriendly

universe.Our planetary anomaly underscores the scientific fact that life simply would not exist

withoutwater. In fact, our evolutionary history began in the oceanic soup; for millennia, the seas



haveincubated life in their warm waters. But even as the ocean sustains life, it also drowns life

with its breathtaking power. As it persistently separates continents, swallows ocean liners, and

smashagainst defenseless coasts, the sea exposes the weakness of anything placed in its way.

The seemingly infinite waters confront hwnan mortality and smallness, but their extensive

existence on Earth surrounds us with a feeling of closeness, confidence, and belonging. As it

rhythmicallywaves onto beaches around the world, crashes in white water against deserted cliffs,

orgently ventures into safe harbors, the eternal ocean comes into physical contact with land and

humanity.

Oceans and seas are incredibly huge volwnes of water that move within themselves.

Wavesprovide the most remarkable visual impression of the uncontrolled power of the sea.

Seasons,tides, coastal geography, and atmospheric conditions all affect the action of waves, the

excitingdisorder of water surging forward and then flowing back on itself in an elliptical patl1 of

constantlychanging patterns and rhythms. An important aspect of waves is their sound, which

can range from the crashing of surf into rocks to the murmur of water lapping on sandy

beaches.

Just as the boundless oceans frame our days, they are also the magnificent beginning and

endof the water cycle, international thresholds between water and land. Their endless volwnes

continuallyabsorb fresh water from rains, rivers, and streams. At the same time, their broad

surfaces supply outgoing water through evaporation, sending the water back to land where

spnngs reswne the process down the line. In the bay surrounding the Japanese island of

Miyajima,the Torii Gate represents one such threshold. In traditional Shinto architecture, the

toriiGapanese for "gateway") delineates sacred temple boundaries.

Stepping through the simple gate represents the ritual transition from the irreverent

exteriorto the sacred interior. Instead of being built over a temple entrance, however, this torii

isplaced in the sea; the cross beams frame the inland mountains from one direction and water

from the other. Anchored piers rise out of the salty water and impose something of a

recognizablehwnan scale on the scaleless. (Moore 1994) And moreover, Japanese people had

builtthose small size gates in the entrance of their shrines, for presenting the entrance gate to

theeternal life according to their belief.



A freshwater pool surrounds the entrance to Yoshio Taniguchi's Tokyo Sea Life Park and

seemsto extend to the sea. Unlike in most aquaria, visitors ride escalators down into the fish

galleries,suggesting descent into the mysterious depths. A delicate glass jellyfish hovers above

theentrance and in the evening glows like a phosphorescent deep-sea organism. In the distance,

stationarytents imitate sails on the water while mist machines smokes the fog into the skies,

creatingsurreal marine compositions.

Another form of architecture exclusive to the ocean realm is the lighthouse, whose unique

shapes are recognizable anywhere in the world. From Annapolis to Lisbon, Portsmouth to

Sydney,San Francisco to London, ports and harbors are places that exist by definition at the

edge of continents or islands, thereby in intimate contact with the sea. The nature of this

connection "of the gradual or sudden transition from land to water" affects the ways people

build around the edges to accommodate the activities associated with harbors. Portofino, Italy,

and its harbor are inseparable. Before the advent of modern tourism, the town was a sleepy

fishing port, built literally on the edge of the water around a small harbor in the Ligurian coast.

Taking maximum advantage of the sheltered cove, the town turns its face to the water with a

minimum of separation and distance. The town's central piazza is adjacent to the water as in



Venice,with three sides defined by buildings and the fourth edge gradually sloping into the sea.

Its minimaledge against the water is delineated by a flat strip of stones and is lined with iron

mooringbollards that have been worn to rounded shapes by constant exposure to the elements.

~1oore1994)

Hong Kong has an equally intimate connection with the water, but its scale can be

compared to Porto fino's as that of a whale to a minnow. Portofino's quaint sea facade is

replacedalong Hong Kong's edge with hundreds of financial high rises. Hong Kong is a port of

fascinatingjuxtapositions, old and modern. For all of its smooth banks, towering hotels, and

milesof neon, a more human dimension manages to surface as well. (Moore 1994)

Piers, boardwalks, and decks accommodate this need in several different ways and must

be designed with extreme care. The nature of the pier is to extend the edge of land to a point of

immediate contact with water to provide the exciting nearness of something that is limitless.

(Cullen 1953) Depending on the method of separation, materials, and distance from the water,

each treatment affords the pedestrian different levels of contact with the water.



Rarely expected to .withstand devastatingly violent weather, piers in the open sea are built

simplyso they can be rebuilt quickly after storms, or are built of such permanence as to

challengeattempts by the sea to sweep them away. In the West Indies, or the San Juan Islands,

docksaccommodate yachts and departing scuba divers. The best ones have spaces between the

floorboardsso that one can see the water lapping underneath yet remain suspended safely over

it.

Strong winds from the ocean and dramatic views to the horizon characterize the northern

California coast where the Sea Ranches were built in the mid-1960s. The Sea Ranch was

intended to be a model coastal community. Lawrence Halprin's environmental analysis and

masterplan of the ten-mile stretch of coast was founded on one principle that neither buildings

nor people should dominate the landscape; rather, they should live in harmony with it. Trees,

views,paths, and meadows were not regarded as things to be cut down, destroyed, or bulldozed

indiscriminately to make way for buildings. As the community evolved, strict design codes

mandating the shapes, sitting, and materials of the new houses were established in order to

developa consistent aesthetic based on the vernacular architecture. (Moore 1994)

Another place where architecture is made to confront the sea in coastal conditions similar

to California's is the rocky outcropping of Tanah Lot in Bali. The temple complex, built to

appease the stormy gods of the South Seas, stands on a massive rock that is connected to the

largerisland by low-lying sand flat, most of the time dotted with saltwater pools. The Tanah Lot

temple has been located perfectly on the island that sits as if it is the conqueror of the whole

ocean,and with this position it is remembered as the god of the ocean.



From the earliest written histories, islands have maintained a powerful hold on the

imagination.They represent separation from the familiar world around us. The variety of islands

around the world is extraordinary, ranging from the tiny He de la Cite in Paris to continental

Australia,from uninhabited islands deep in the Pacific to crowded Manhattan. Sometimes an

island's isolation can foster unique forms of life, with appearances, habits, customs, and

dispositions distinct from neighboring landmasses, as seen on Australia, the Galapagos, or

Madagascar.People love to visit island retreats, but isolation and separation imposed by islands

canbe involuntary. (Moore 1994)

Islands are not limited to the ocean. The Barcaccia Fountain in Rome is an island that sits

in its own basin of water and has bridges for people to reach the drinking fountains. Rome's

TiberIsland was a temple to the god of healing; hospitals were built on the river island long ago

to take advantage of the natural quarantine against infectious diseases. The Phoenix Hall at the

Byodo-in in Kyoto distinguishes the Buddha from worldly impurity by means of a lotus-filled

lake.After seasonal rains, Lake Bratan in Bali surrounds a tiny island that is perfectly carpeted in

darkgreen moss. When the rains stop, the lake dries, and the temple with eleven tiers become

accessibleby foot.



One of the most expressive fusions of island and architecture in the world is Mont-Saint-

Michel, the monastic refuge rising out of the Atlantic off France's Normandy coast. The

medieval compound merges so fundamentally with the island that the buildings seem to be

carved from a monolithic mountain of stone.

In the second century AD., the Roman emperor Hadrian had an island built within his villa

compound near Tivoli as a haven from the pressures of overseeing the empire. On this marble

island, the Roman lUler, builder, warrior, and statesman could entertain his special guests with

lavish dinner parties.

Tiny islands are not meant to be inhabited, create emotional tension through their partial

or total inaccessibility. Being separated from the normal, even by the simplest ring of water,

distinguishes them as potent places. The architect Victor Carrasco renovated some medieval

fortifications for his home in Bornos, Spain, where a single lemon tree with a whitewashed trunk

stands on a square island in the center of a pool. White walls surround a basin containing water

that reflects light back through the opening above. The simple channel of water surrounding the

88



treedistinguishes the island spatially from the rest of the house. The water acts as a frame for

thetree, contrasting and highlighting every leaf, edge, and bit of light. Many tiny islands form a

gridin the pool at the Oceanside Civic Center in California, which can also read as a grove since

eachisland hosts a palm tree. (Moore 1994), r.:valkenburgh 1984)

Oceans and islands create conditions of paradox. The infinity of the oceans magnifies the

finitelimits of the island. This principle plays a role in interpreting the incredible stone garden of

Ryoan-jiin Kyoto, which, without a single drop of water, evokes the limitless ocean. A flat bed

of raked white gravel portrays the ocean's flat surface, while fifteen stone islands are grouped in

fiveclusters. Dignities of green moss surround each island, separating the white stones from the

white gravel. Around the peat and moss-covered lands, gardeners carefully collect the gravel in

circularripples that gradually merge with collected longitudinal bands striping the tray. A thin

canal filled with larger chips surrounds the entire bed, separating the composition from the

observer. Shadows thrown by the trees beyond the weathered walls come and go throughout the

day but leave the stone garden unchanged. Like Hadrian's island or Mont-Saint-Michel, these

islands are meant to be physically and spiritually isolated. To step in the gravel would be

equivalent to trespassing, with evidence recorded by footsteps disturbing the precise patterns.
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Oceans and islands are the places that contain huge volwnes of waters. They are the

placesfor eternity and have important symbolic meanings in the human mind.

Man-Made Water Structures

Man-made water structures are the products that aesthetically, visually, audially, or

culturallyinterconnected with water. Especially fountains have been the most important man-

made structures in history. Besides that fountains used to be a need and aesthetical landmark.

Theyhave been show off places, and symbol for the societies to the other cultures. In this part

the fountains will be analyzed. The other man-made water structures will be introduced in the

followingchapter.

WaterAs Pointal Element

One of the most representative elements for the pointal water resource is the fountain.

Fountains are very useful for us to comprehend our past and previous civilizations. Fountain,

which is one of the most important water elements, has been altered in the different cultures

andcivilizations. Originally, the word "fountain" referred to a natural spring or source, but it has

cometo mean an artificial structure designed to contain and move water, providing people with

refreshment, aesthetic pleasure, or both.

Throughout the history, fountains have refreshed, cleansed, satisfied, spiritually nourished,

soothed, inspired, impressed and entertained people while enhancing places. Symbols associated

with fountains convey ideas and messages about human imagination, aspirations or conquest

over nature. For any combination of these reasons, people often seek out fountains as

destinations when celebrating memorable occasions. Whether as sites for weddings, family

gatherings, festive holidays or civic events, fountains often serve as settings for important

human affairs. And it is often the presence of fountains, or their replacement images (whether

drawings, prints, photographs, films, souvenir postcards or snapshots) that remind us of the

promiseof renewal, since water is always the source of new beginnings.

Fountains may have seen as the icons of emotional relation between man and nature,

determinative elements of cultural, economic, and developmental statue of the civilizations. This

is because of the fountains generally constmcted as a result of an event in the historical



perspective. Therefore when analyzing fountains it would be better make a search ill some

historical steps.

Fountains can be considered as the origins of the modern water utilization in architecture.

Hence, one of the first appearances of the man-made water utilization in the architecture can be

addressed as the fountains. Another important point is the different under standings about

fountains between eastern and western cultures. In eastern such as Turkish architecture

fountains are mostly used for providing drinking water. And in western cultures such as Italian

or French architecture it is built mostly from benefiting its visual and symbolic meanings with a

pool full of statues and jets.

For analyzing and explaining the relations between water (fountains), nature, city and

people, more comprehensively, fountains are grouped into three categories. They are in order;

classical fountains, expo fountains and contemporary fountains.

In classical fountains, development and improvements in fountain design, the reasons

behind their constructions and concepts, and their reflection into our time will be discussed.

Expo fountains are probably the most striking and attractive fountains in the

contemporary samples. Parallel to the technological improvements, water has been shaped in

expo fountains into new physical and symbolic look. These developments will be discussed in

the expo fountains.

Contemporary fountains are the samples of the new understandings and visions of the

20th and 21st centuries. The dynamism, attractions, and visual beauty of the water has been

melted and served for societies in those fountains by designers, architects and engineers. And

those visions will be discussed in the contemporary fountains.

Classical Fountains

Cool, refreshing and thirst extinguishing water is not simply a necessity, but one of life's

great pleasures. Throughout history, in countless public places worldwide, drinking fountains

have been designed to provide rich pure water, which can taste and feel wonderful. Nothing

compares to its restorative powers, and children show playful enjoyment in excitedly splashing

faces, hands, feet and clothes when the opportunity arises.



Before water was widely available within private homes, places of work and public

buildings for every domestic, hygienic, practical or recreational use, people had to collect water

daily for their drinking, cooking, bathing and other washing needs. Besides natural sources of

water, there were often wells and public fountains strategically situated in town squares and

marketplaces. Fountains were not only places to get water, but also places to meet and exchange

information or gossip, thereby contributing to a sense of community. Or, in exchange for a few

coins, water sellers provided a cup of water for those in need of a drink. There were also water

carrierswho transported barrels to homes far from a source. Their role was such a vital one for

a community.

From the beginning, fountains have been widespread with symbolic mearungs. All

cultures associate water with sources of spiritual blessing, whether as part of the ritual of

cleansing, purification, ceremonial washing or baptism. In the Bible, God is equated with the

fountain of living waters and "vith light. Thus, fountains are the source of life, goodness and

wisdom. In the Koran, the image of Paradise abounds "with gushing fountains and rivers

flowingbeneath." (Symmes 1998)

Certain commonalities are inherent in the properties of water, but proVlslOns for its

distribution and display are subject to the victims of circwnstance, whether historical, cultural or

technological. By focusing on selected fountains and fountain designs from the Renaissance to

the present, an attempt will be made to provide a rationale for the choice of imagery. Some

fountains incorporate themes of life, wisdom, justice, poetry, inspiration, love and youth; others

show the transformation of classical and Christian motifs in their iconography.

Fountains harmonize water and design to fulfill both practical and aesthetic purposes. In

the past, public fountains served as places to meet while collecting water for drinking or

washing, but they were also landmarks designed to impress as they refreshed. Then, as now,

fountains embody symbolic, artistic and social ideas as they enliven places and powered people.

As general appearances of stone, metal or concrete, the success of a fountain design is ultimately

determined by its aesthetic mastery of light and water. While water is a familiar substance,

understanding its flexible qualities and how best to use them in fountains requites sustained

observation nature, knowledge of technical hydraulics and artistic sensibility. Many glorious

fountains attest to the creative ability of designers to transform a city, solid monwnent into a



vibrantly wet and changeable work of art. The existence of fountains as amenities for people's

use and pleasure, however, depends upon tlle expert integration of rising and falling water,

design elements and hydraulic technology. (Moore 1994)

The key for making successful and attractive fountains is to control the way water moves

to produce whatever effect is desired (animating, enlivening, relaxing, calming, exploding,

dancing, spinning, or splashing) without losing control of the water or tuining the fountain with

tangles of pipes, wires, or gizmos. Nature provides the best models. Water moves tl1rough the

environment in an endless variety of ways: it rushes turbulently in streams, falls in drops or mists

or sheets of rain, rises from springs in trickles, or bubbles up into pools. Water thunders over

falls, rolls onto beaches in waves, crashes against rocks, flurries in winter storm, and condenses

in drops of dew. (Moore 1994), (Symmes 1998)

Since antiquity, artists and architects have strived to work with and imitate nature. In

fountains, water serves as an additional natural material that the designer can mold and

transform into art and ornament. Claudio Tolomei wrote about tlle Roman garden fountains:

"what pleases me more in these fountain is the variety of ways with which they guide, divide,

turn, lead, break, and at one movement cause water to descend and at another time to rise. And

the creative skill rediscovered to make fountains, in which mixing art with nature, one can't

judge if the fountain is the work of the former or the latter; thus, one appears a natural artifact

and another, man-made nature. Thus they strive to assemble a fountain that appears to be made

by nature, not by accident but "vitll masterful art." (Symmes 1998) Actually, what Tolomei

perceived about fountain design is still llue today.

A fountain is comprised of two basic components: the source or genesis of the water flow

or route; and the receiver, basin, or pool capturing and containing the water. Fountains can be

divided into two categories: tllose where the Sllucture dominates, and those where water is the

primary feature. In fountains where the architectural or sculptural framework is foremost, the

water plays a supporting decorative role, animating and enhancing the central structure.

In addition to concerns about water flow and the underlying sculptural or architectural

structure, fountain designers must also consider the placement of a fountain on its site. If the

fountain is to be viewable and accessible from all sides, then it must be placed in the center of its

space, as are many fountains in city plazas and at intersections of garden pathways. Other



fountains are placed against a building, creating monumental and theatncal seLwlg~, ~U\...H,l;' LU'-

Trevi Fountain or the Fontaine des Quatre Saisons in Paris, and are best viewed in their entirety

from a frontal and central position. Practical drinking fountains are often inset into building

walls at street level for the convenience of pedestrians.

Water possesses almost magical qualities. A spraying fire hydrant can transform a boiling

city street into a temporary oasis, offering neighborhood children a showery playground as

welcome relief from the dry, hard pavement their delight is comparable to what the

unsuspecting visitor must have felt when suddenly surprised by squirts from a hidden water joke

fountain in a Renaissance or baroque garden. The sound of moving water- sometimes a roar, at

other times a whisper breaks the stillness and can provide aural refreshment on a warm day.

Even the slightest route of water can transform a place into a watery paradise, as in the Moorish

gardens of the Generalife in Granada, Spain. The thirteenth-century summer place, built for



Nazar dynasty sultans and enlarged in the Renaissance, has a series of delicate, arched water jets

that gently splash into a narrow, rectangular pool, offering both a pleasing vista and a natural

music similar to falling rain.

A universal symbol of water and personification of mythological goddess, the four rivers

in gardens east and west, including those inspired by Islam, represent a microcosm of the four

parts of the world. As it is mentioned earlier, in the Koran, the image of Paradise abounds "with

gushing fountains and rivers flowing beneath." (Symmes 1998) In few places are these more in

evidence than in the waters and gardens of the Alhambra in Granada, Spain. Situated at the

intersection of two water channels in the Court of the Lions, the eleventh-century Fountain of

the Lions features a basin, some ten feet in perimeter, supported by twelve marble lions. In the

gardens of the Alhambra and the Generalife, it is found that the advanced technology required

to display water is necessitated by its scarcity in a dry land. Maximum aesthetic effects are

achieved with the minimum of means.

Religious subjects are relatively rare in contemporary fountains. An exception lS the

Fontaine Saint-Michel in Paris, designed by Gabriel Davioud in 1860 as part of Baron

Haussmann's program of urban embellishments. An architectural wall fountain, this monument

in alignment with the Pont Saint-Michel offers a fine prospect of the Latin Quarter in the

manner of a seventeentl1-century portal. Four figurative statues above the Corinthian columns

depict the cardinal virtues while the curved pediment bears Napoleon's arms between

personifications of Power and Moderation.

From the Renaissance to our own day, public drinking fountains have played a significant

role in the well being of European and American cities, while providing easy access to life's

essential source. In Renaissance Europe, many fountains functioned primarily as reservoirs to

collect chinkable water, but their sculptural or architectural form and decoration also reinforced

their importance as civic monuments designed to impress while they served utilitarian needs.

The Fonte Gaia (1408-19) in Siena, Italy, was the city's first reliable public water supply.

(Symmes 1998) This is the very first sample of the drinking fountain that located in the

communal spaces. The Acqua Felice, or Fountain of Moses, was the first new monumental wall

fountain since antiquity.



Across the Atlantic Ocean, fountains and festivities announced the official introduction of

pure water into American cities in the 1840s, although these fountains feature the soaring power

of water jets as a promising symbol of future wealth, without the accessory of decorative

architecture and sculpture.

Fountains, which use the precision of technology to enliven and define space, have a

legacy harking back to the Renaissance. The majority of European fountains since the

Renaissance, and many American ones are harking back to the European model, showcase

sculpture or architectural mastery. Classic examples include the Fountain of Neptune in

Florence, the Trevi Fountain in Rome, the Bassin d'Apollon at Versailles, the fountain at

London's Piccadilly Circus, and the Prometheus Fountain in New York City's Rockefeller

Center. Such fountains can still be understood and admired for their aesthetic qualities even

without the water running. When flowing water is present, however, the fountains gain added

vitality from the constantly changing kinetic motion, sparkling effects and splashing sounds. In

other fountains, the aesthetic impact depends chiefly, if not exclusively, on the rise and fall of

water, either as a singular feature or as the sequential choreography of various water movements.

(Symmes 1998)



Islamic fountains where figurative sculpture is forbidden and Western ones such as those

at the Trocadero in Paris, at Lincoln Center in New York, and at Fountain Place in Dallas

comprise kinetic sculptures of rising and falling jets. Fountains, which rely on falling water for

dramatic effect, such as the cascades at Caserta, Chatsworth, or in Portland, are far less

enchanting when dry. Without the water, there is only a still pool, or an unsightly puddle or dry

fountain bed revealing its arrangement of pipes and outlets. Some contemporary fountains are



designed with jets recessed into the pavement, or as stepped terraces, so that even without

moving water, their artistic substance is not noticeably compromised.

Unlike the monumental fountains of Rome, where the presence and display of water was

a pronounced, visible element in the urban landscape, early fountains in Paris, constrained by

chronic water shortages and insufficient distribution, emphasized architecture and sculptural

decoration. The Fontaine des Innocents, or Fountain of the Innocents, was designed in the

sixteenth century to be a commemoration monument that happened to supply a bit of water to

inhabitants of the quarter. Yet through subsequent alterations and re-sitting of the fountain in

the eighteenth century, it was resurrected so that its primary purpose was to provide water in a

market square, serving a variety of refreshment needs.

In the 1860s, Gabriel Davioud, an architect to the City of Pat1.sduring the Second Empire

and designer of the Fontaine Saint-Michel, supervised the disassembling and relocation of the

Fontaine des Innocents to another site, a garden square east of the market of Les Halles. There,

the fountain assumed its present-day form. Unlike its original design, water abundantly flows

from the font in the temple structure at the top, and then, on each side, it cascades exuberantly

over newly designed steps to a circular pool at street level. In the twentieth century, some have

praised it as "a pearl among Paris's oldest fountains" and "a precious reliquary from the

Renaissance." Today, within the urban renewal surrounding the Center Georges Pompidou, in

an area filled with shops and cafes, the Fontaine des Innocents resonates with the refreshing

sights and sounds of water. Those who pause for respite from urban cares also experience a

restorative connection with ageless nymphs and the mythic origins of fountains. (Symmes 1998)



In 1739, Edme Bouchardon received the important commission from the City of Paris to

design the Fontaine des Quatre Saisons (Fountain of the Four Seasons) on the Rue de Grenelle,

in order to introduce a water supply to that section of the city. As water supplies were still

unreliable, Bouchardon had to design around the limitations of unpredictable water volwne and

pressure. He adopted the standard, practical solution of making water accessible via faucets at

street level, so that water porters serving the local population could easily fill their containers. He

was to create a grandiose fountain worthy of a monarch declaring to his citizens that he had

contributed to the city's embellishment. It had to be both a supreme expression of art and a

political symbol. (Symmes 1998), (Davey 1998)

With improved technology and a guaranteed steady flow of water, fountains emphasizing

water bursts and shafts as a primal)' element of civic embellishments came into vogue.

Throughout the nineteenth century, French designers conceived a variety of impressive

fountains, some exceedingly grand in concept and scope with spectacular displays of water. One

remarkable but unrealized project was for a fountain tower, designed several decades before the

Eiffel Tower to mark an artesian well at Passy.

Known as the oldest inhabitant of Bmssels, the Manneken-Pis sculpted by Jerome

Duquesnoy in 1618, depicts a little boy emitting an arched jet stream, supposedly based on

legends dating back to the late fourteenth century. Though it may be difficult to believe that this

fountain records a lad extinguishing a local fire and thereby saving the city from destruction,

people can appreciate the statue's many adventures- it has been hidden, stolen, captured and

honored- and wine or beer is often substituted for the fountain's water on festive occasions.



In the second chapter, in French Gardening Traditions part, Versailles palace and its

gardens have been introduced; Versailles palace and its gardens have a very important place in

the French architecture, urban planning, urban design, and landscape design.

The great chateau and gardens of Versailles in France is so famous for their fountains that

pay tribute to Apollo. The Bassin de Neptune occupies a prominent site north of the cross-axis

of the chateau. Begun by Andre Le Notre in 1679, the huge hemicycle is dominated by a dense

group, from which rise Neptune and his bride Amphitrite, each with a large convoy in tow a

chariot drawn by dolphins, tritons, nereids, sea monsters and cupids. But it is the architecture of

the water that dazzles, especially the vertical jet spouting from a dragon's mouth that reaches a

height of nearly ninety feet. (Dwyer 1984)



Fountains enhance the magnificence of the Piazza Navona. Memories of antiquity survive

inthe form of Domitian's circus, reinforced by the three fountains along the central axis. At the

north, the Neptune Fountain (1751-55) shows the god sparing an octopus, with tritons, sea

horsesand mermaids at the base. At the southern end, the fountain known as Ii Mora may be

anotherversion of Neptune; astride a fish on a conch shell, the violent torsion of the figure's

poserecalls the work of Bernini.

The Fountain of the Four Rivers (the Pison, Gehon, Tigris, and Euphrates) at the center

isa scenographic "tour de force". Bernini, supplanting Francesco Borromini as the result of a



competition,reflects temporary festival designs in this fountain. Upon completion the entire

plazawas the site of teasing naval battles and aquatic displays on hot summer evenings, as

GiovanniPaolo Pannini's painting of 1756 and numerous eighteenth-century engravings testify.

In the fountain, the rivers of Paradise are transformed into rivers representing the four great

continents,the Nile, Danube, Plata and Ganges. Each bears appropriate representative figures

andgestures,revealing the competition between the two artists: the Nile implied, referring to its

unknownsource, and the Plata, whose raised hand could be seen to implore or withstand the

fallof the church faucets. (Symmes 1998)

The Fountain of the Four Rivers was designed and built between 1647 and 1651 by

GianlorenzaBernini. The Fountain of the Four Rivers was the center of the ostentation of the

Baroquetheater. At that period both fountain and architect had became the appealing work of

artof the Roman art and society. For Romans, the fountain's obelisk pointed their city as the

centerof the rapidly expanding world, resulting from the cent:u17's groundswell of discovery and

learning.(Symmes 1998), (Moore 1994)

Fountain water can be inspiring like the Four Rivers or threatening like the Fort Worth

WaterGardens, but it can also be life giving and purifying. The combination of fertility of the

"life-givingside" and the notion of "purifying creation" reinforces two important images of the

water source. Before the beginning of modern plumbing, fountains and their networks of

aqueducts and cisterns were essential systems in towns or cities. To emphasize their importance,

people since ancient times have decorated their civic wells and fountains with symbols of their

town's history or the mythology associated with the water source. Although modern showers



bathsalso have replaced the ancient system of public bathing, fountains and baths can still

oke notionsof cleansing and the "purifying creation". (Moore 1994)

Fountains are hypnotic; as psychological outlets they are enduringly charming. Not only

doesthe refreshing play of water attract people, but also water and its stories are a source of

constantfascination for landlocked city dwellers. The Barcaccia Fountain in Rome alludes to an

annadaof boats sunk long ago in a mock naval battle staged in Lake Nerni. Its design was

mspiredby excavation of the decayed skeletons of the ancient ships. aones 1995), (Symmes

The lesson of the Villa d'Este is that water is a natural material, and that, although

controlledby gravity and natural laws, it can be coaxed, shaped, and transformed. People can try

to achieveharmony with nature, and can try to ignore it, or people can try to master it, or can

findthemselves, at the end of the twentieth century, in a confused, ecological attempt to do all

threeat once. As people in our century have steadily removed themselves from the ideals of

naturecelebrated by the Villa d'Este, people have risked losing intimate contact with water. This

isdepressingly obvious in our modern urban environments. (Symmes 1998), (Moore 1994)



Water, in all of its variations, interpretations, and presentations, shares a simple, common

origin. It has inherent, unchallengeable properties that time cannot alter. This fountain, like the

infinitelymore complex and grand Trevi or Four Rivers fountains, celebrates exactly the same

idea,that,with enough care, even a few drops of water can represent the poetic brilliance of the

watersource. In the words of Nicola Salvi, the architect of the Trevi Fountain, fountains and the

waterthey give forth "can be called the only everlasting source of continuous being." (Moore

The extraordinary Fountain of Oceanus (1567) by Giovanni Bologna, called

Giambologna, was originally located in the amphitheater behind the Pitti Palace. This powerful

standingfigure of the personified ocean holds a stick in one hand rests his right foot on the head

ofa dolphin. Three crouching river gods, the Nile, Ganges and Euphrates, representative of the

great ocean tributaries, surround Oceanus and an oversized granite basin supports this entire

group.The play of water is minimal and the fountain is dominated by the colossal central figure.

(Stewart1998)



Fountains can also assert mastery over nature, with stilled water controlled in a geometric

shapeor spouting water jetted against gravity by machinery. While most Oriental gardeners

abstainedfrom shooting and spraying water, 17th and 18th century French architects and

landscapersvery consciously tried to make enthusiastically assembling water devices to produce

dazzlingeffects (some naturally and some mechanically). These designers were not, however,

tryingto stifle or upstage the nature that they were forcing. Instead, they sought to animate and

enrichnature by applying the reason and technology they had developed. (Suzuki 1990), aones

1995)

Since the Renaissance and before, they've teased the imaginations of artists while testing

theknow-how of engineers. Water can not be shaped with a chisel or a mold, but in the hands

of a fountain designer it can be coaxed into an endless number of forms: geysers, cascades,

trickles,tubes, moving sheets, clouds of spray, even ice and steam. Small wonder that fountains

canaffect us in such dramatically different ways thrilling us, calming us, sometimes scaring us.

(Symmes1998) Even water is not available; one can create a sense of nature's flow and fall with

other materials. Sculptural cm-ves can allude to water, or geometrically patterned tile can

substitutefor water seasonally drained from fountains. Many Japanese gardens incorporate dry

cascadesof gravels and stones that act as stand-ins for absent water.

Like the other Pre-Modern societies, ill the Ottoman society, traditional culture had

effectedthe water utilization by a wide range of parameters from identity of the society to

regionalbeliefs. Integration of the architecture and water usage had found its body in many

constructions, but mainly the Istanbul Fountains have a special place in the Ottoman - Tm-k
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Sometimes those fountains symbolized as the power show-off place of the

administrators, and sometimes the architectural indicator of the

ovations,alternations, and improvements of the governments policies, and also sometimes

for theprovision of the water need of the citizens. The Ottoman fountains are also the meeting

placesand places for the daily social relations. Ottoman fountains are the street furniture that

showsus the fashion, technological level, and the taste of their periods. The fountains that

helpedthe determination of the new development zones of the city are the living Ottoman

architecturalhistory monuments. Fountains are maintaining the surprising square focal vistas in

theorganic Ottoman traditional city streets. Also they are describing and putting attention on

theKUlliyes,comers, and facades of the prestige buildings by their location next to them.

Apart from being architectural masterpieces those fountains were mainly supplying

drinkablewater to the citizens. Drinking water has been brought to the fountains from the

differentsources categorized as; Waqfs, Property, Hassa or Miri waters. Fountains are mostly

locatedin the gardens of Ottoman KUlliyes that are open to the public, or in the private

propertiesthat main reason beyond the drinking and usage water are the decoration elements of

of the rich villas with the taste and delicious of the different periods of the

Istanbul fountains are classified under different groups by a variety of architects and

researchers. Fountains can be classified according to their location, and reason of their

construction; they are; wall fountains (located on to a facade of a building or on to a courtyard

wall),comer fountains, square fountains, fountains designed with sebils (kiosks built for the

dispensingof free drinking water), namazgah fountains, room fountains, column fountains, and

selsebils.(pilehvarian 2000)

Wall fountains are located onto a facade of a building or its courtyard wall. Corner

fountainsare generally located onto the corner of the buildings and streets. Some of them are on

the intersection of two streets. Corner fountains were very popular between 15th and 20th

century.(pilehvarian 2000)



Square fountains are constructed as independent buildings in the middle of the squares

andceremony fields. They first appeared in the 18th centuty as a result of the modernization

efforts.They are generally having four facades. (pilehvarian 2000) Fountains designed with

sebils,were the fountain kiosks built for the dispensing of free drinking water. Some of them

weredispensed even fruit juice, and serbet. The oldest sebil fountain that is still extant today has

beenbuilt in the 17th centuty. Its first general characteristic is; containing either one side or both

the KUlliyes entrance door ornamentation with the same design of fountain. The second

characteristicis that it enriches the silhouette and located in the important streets and containing

anarchitectural composition with its environment.

L

Figure3.79 Hamidfye Square Fountain (1906). Istanbul, TurkO'. OJilehvarian 2000)



Namazgah fountains are generally located in the outer clt1es, caravansanes, and

recreationand picnic spots. People in these places use those namazgah fountains for drinking,

abdest(getting clean before worship), and watering the animals. (pilehvarian 2000)

Room fountains are seen in palaces and villas for abdest, drinking, cleaning and relaxing

soundsof water. Also with the architectural fractions of its period, shapes and forms of these

fountainsshow differences from each other. Enriching and enlighten benefits of them have

beenused in the interior designs. (pilehvarian 2000)

Column fountains are the special fountain types that first appeared in the 18th century in

theMosque courtyards, ship quays squares, and different public spaces. These fountains are the

alibisof the new modern technologies that there is no need for the big water tanks and canals to

carrywater anymore with the new contemporary pipes the same process can be handled easier.

amedalso as the 19th century fountains, those are the efforts for making Istanbul similar to the

European cities. In this ideology fountains are constructed as a monumentary statues for

emphasizingthe buildings around them. (pilehvarian 2000)



Se1sebils are the fountains that located on the road of the palaces and villas. Those are

decorativeconstructions that are made of marbles, couple of small fountains and pools

escascades,and water flows through the basin. (pilehvarian 2000)

Expo Fountains

In the International Expositions (Expos) fountains have been seen in many varieties of

nns.One of the most important fact is that most of the fountains in Expos have been carried

e tasksgiven by their designers successfully. Perhaps Expos are the transition periods for the

water beingentered into the interior designs. Particularly in Expos water has been started to be

Inarchitecturalelement, as a result of, being water and fountains a component of design and

environmentand at the same time, containing the concepts of the countries, and also, revealing

the previoustwo facts to the visitors.

Expos of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were a natural outgrowth of

industrialand colonial expansion. A combination of nationalistic propaganda and spectacle,

thesedisplaysfed an ever-increasing middleclass demand for entertainment and the most up-to-

date consumer goods. Along with architecture, and eventually electricity, fountains, in

combinationwith increasingly complex sculptural programs, played a central role in the rise and

evolutionof these events.

The world expositions have been instrumental in promoting important aspects of

aquatecture:the water display aspects, the contribution to civic improvement resulting from

expositionpark construction, and promotion of scientific and ecological research relating to

marinelife.

These expositions were prefigured in scale and character by the first Expo, which opened

in London in 1851, was primarily conceived as a showcase for British manufacturers and
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merchants.Scattered among the exhibits were a variety of fountains, made of iron, zinc, cut

glass,and ceramic. They included cast-iron basins "with all kinds of ornamental jets" for

gardens;smaller fountains for inside the home; devices such as bronzed fountain, complete with

a steamengine to supply it with water; and the revolving "fountain for drawing and dining

rooms."More prominent were a handful of monumental fountains, "suitable for the market

placeof a provincial town," which ornamented the main aisle and transepts of the exhibition

hall.These included the Seeley Fountain, manufactured of "artificial stone"; the bronzed, cast-

ironfountain, with its group of Angel and the Swan forming a water jet cast, and Crystal

Fountain.(Na 1992)

The Glass Fountain of Bi1:mingham is perhaps, the most striking object in the exhibition;

thelightnessand beauty, as well as the perfect novelty of the design, have rendered it the theme

ofadmirationwith all visitors. In addition to their more prominent aesthetic function, the larger

fountainsalso served as a source of drinking water for visitors to the fair. The overwhelming

successof the London Expo inspired similar activities in the other cities. Visitors to all of these

expositionsdiscovered decorative fountains inside and outdoors, as well as on display in the

industrialand manufacturing exhibits. Characteristic of the larger examples were the cast-iron

fountains.Durenne fountain designed by Frederic Augeste Bartholdi, the French sculptor best

knownfor his Statue of Liberty in New York harbor, was placed at the center of the esplanade

neatthe main entrance to the 1876 United States Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia.



With many other freestanding platform fountains of the period, the Durenne Fountain

featureda series of diminishillg water basins supported by antique figures and a variety of

classicalarchitectural elements. (Symmes 1998)

In contrast to the ornamental nature of most of the fountains at the fair, a very different

"exhibitionof waterpower, waterfalls, and scientific and powerful pumping, such, as probably

neverwas made before anywhere" could be found in the Hydraulic Annex of the Machillery

Hall.At the following expositions, these early hydraulic achievements were transformed into

moreexplicit celebrations of industrial and technological wizardry. As a result, water rapidly

becamea central element in the design and iconography of the fairs. (Symmes 1998), (Na 1992)

At the Paris Expo of 1878, the Trocadero Palace and Cascade formed the northern

boundaryof a symmetrical axis that ran south across the River Seine to the Palace of Industry,

themain exhibition hall for the event. In 1889 Paris held to celebrate the French Revolution, the

axisof this iconography and the centrality of water were further extended when the Palace of

Industrywas knocked down to make way for the Eiffel Tower and a grand esplanade. On the

esplanade,between Eiffel's monument and the new hall, stood the great celebration of French

politicaland industrial triumph, the Fountain of Progress. A fountain sculpted and, dominated

the opposite end of the esplanade. Six mythological figures swirled above reclining

personifications of Europe, Asia, Africa, America and Australia. At the top of this elaborate

group,the figure of a woman held up an electric beam to enlighten the peoples of the earth. The

reflectingpond, which united the two sculptural groups, was itself decorated with water jets that

wereilluminated at night by electric beams that were controlled. The fountains and lights were
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constantlychanging in height, intensity and color, which were further animated by powerful

searchlightsand the bright illumination of the exhibition buildings. (Symmes 1998)

In 1893, Chicago planned to celebrate the four-hundredth anniversary of the arrival of

Columbusin the Americas with an international exposition of its own. It was decided that Paris

wouldserve as the model for its fair. At the opposite ends of the central court stood colossal

Statueof the Republic and Colombian Fountain, an elaborate sculptural ensemble that was

considerablygrateful to Fountain of Progress. This exposition was often cited as a primary

influenceon the City Beautiful movement in the United States, and many of its key participants.

The scheme included using reflecting ponds and fountains to redefine the earlier plan, a

suggestion that ultimately led to the placement of monuments such as Dupont Memorial

Fountain.

While the Eiffel Tower survived, a new pageant of architecture, sculpture, water and

electricity was erected in Paris on the esplanade of the Champ de Mars for the Universal

Exposition of 1900 designed, the Chateau d'Eau, or Water Castle, formed the culmination of its

southern axis.



The buildings of the 1915 San Francisco exposition were ornamented in a Moorish-

Spanishstyle and grouped around courtyards that were intended to "reflect in plan, the walled

citiesof the Orient of the Mediterranean, where fountains play in the courts of palaces, and

pools lie by the mosques, and in the gardens." More than a dozen major fountains, all

generouslyilluminated at night like the architecture itself, ornamented this exotic setting. At its

centerstood the Court of the Universe, with the Fountain of the Rising and the Setting Suns.

Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco, in 1915, through the gateway

of the tower laid the South Garden with the Fountain of Energy at its center.



While the style of the architecture and sculpture may have changed, colorful polytechnic

waterdisplays, like the electric water jets of world's fairs in 1889 and in 1893 or the Chateau

d'Eauat the 1900 Paris Expo, continued to playa central role in the layout and organization of

subsequentexpositions. The innovative wedding of technologies pioneered by the architects of

thesetemporary spectacles still influences contemporary fountain designers such as the Los

AngelesFirm WET Design, and can be found at Disney's Epcot Center and in Las Vegas.

Paris 1925 Exposition sought to set aside traditional styles by encouraging the originality

of modern design featuring new materials, such as plastic and chrome plated steel, and new

methods.Fountains were integrated throughout the fair as focal points in front of pavilions and

as part of garden design displays. While some traditional fountains with figurative sculpture

persisted,others used water to enhance abstract sculptures inspired by the groundbreaking art

movements of cubism, fauvism, and futurism. Others were unprecedented in introducing

stunningjewel-like qualities into the medium. Among the most dazzling monumental fountains

at this fair was the glass fountain, entitled The Springs and Rivers of France. (Na 1992),

(Symmes1998)



In Paris 1925 Expo, by using plates of white glass to clothe a central pyramid set on an

octagonalbase, Lalique exploited the transparent material as a shining complement to the

sparklingwater. Like a river casting off tributaries and mns, threads of water spilled from the

fountaincolumn. Colored lighting effects at night transformed fountains into an unearthly

\ision.While Crystal Fountain had impressed visitors in the London Expo with its decorative

useof fragileglass to create an enormous fountain, the crystalline qualities and sounds of water,

Lalique'sfountain raised the integration of glass, water and light to a new level of fountain

fantasy.(SeeFigure 3.83), (Symmes 1998)

1931 Exposition Colonial in Paris was devised to broadcast the influence of French

cultureand commerce worldwide. International admiration of France's skill in fountain design

was deemed further evidence of the superiority of French taste. Grandiose waterworks

spectacularlylit at night. Exotic motifs, totems, and lotuses from French colonies inspired

variousfountain forms and the use of the fluidity of water in architectural ways. (Na 1992),

(Symmes1998)

In the hands of a bold designer, a fountain, like a chair, can look like almost anything.

Alexander Calders first major commission, for the Spanish pavilion at the Paris Exposition of



1937, was a large indoor fountain that used mercury instead of water. The liquid metal darted

acrossa series of shallow, pitch-covered dishes and onto a waterfall. Before spilling into a 1,5

meterswide reservoir, the shiny droplets crashed with the base of a wire mobile 25 meters high,

settingit wiggling. If anyone doubted Calders creation was indeed a fountain, the artist could

offerproof: tourists threw coins into it. (To the artists' delight, the coins always floated, because

of themercury.) (Stewart 1998) 1937 Exposition had made a distinct architectural contribution

tothecharacter of central Paris.

The 1962 Seattle World's Fair launched the space age with a vision of the World of 21st

Centurythe towering Space Needle was its encouragement. International Fountain and the

SpaceNeedle, Seattle Center, Washington, 1962, were renovated by WET Design, in 1995.

Seattle city leaders held an international competition for a monumental fountain that

would dramatize the Pacific's rich water resources being a major contributor to the country's

hydraulic power industry. The fountain was to be a permanent centerpiece, first gracing the

main plaza of the fair, and afterwards, as a civic landmark. The winners were two young

Japanese architects who designed the enormous International Fountain (1962) with parabola like

plwnbs of water in a sloped basin filled with irregular white rocks to suggest the galaxy's

unexplored terrain. (Symmes 1998), (Na 1992)



The fountain symbolized man's effort to ascend to the heavens and to explore the farthest

regionsof outer space. In 1991, the site was adapted to become Seattle Center, a complex of

theaters,museums, exhibition halls, restaurants, and sports arenas attracting almost eight million

visitorsannually, and the fountain plaza is now a popular location for cultural festivals and

concerts.WET Design adapted the fountain dome, replacing its tiles with stainless steel, and

increasingits height and breadth. New jet nozzles were recessed beneath the surface, and

computerizedcontrols replaced the former hand-operated system. The sequence of constantly

changingwater jet choreography is at tUnes synchronized with music and light, but the climatic

featureis a sudden burst of water exploding like a rocket fifty meters into the air. (Symmes

1998)

The space theme was repeated two years later at the 1964-65 New York World's Fair. The

Unisphere,which rose to a height of 45 meters and hovered over a double ring of fountains,

symbolizedMan's Achievements on a Shrinking Globe in an Expanding Universe. When

,~sitorsstood at the edge of the Unisphere's pool, the scale of the earth was shown as it appears

fromfour thousand kilometers in space. Instead of steering at stars in the sky, people gazed at

theUnisphere's world with the position of every national capital marked by a point of light. (Na

1992)



The fair also featured the Fountain of the Planets, which, claiming to be the largest in the

orld.Every evening there was a dramatic twenty-minute fountain program combining light,

water,fireworksand sound, a spectacular type of feature. There were varieties of shows, each

offeringa differentmusical enhancement.

The waters of the Fountain of the Planets (1964-65) had a particular, not unpleasant, salty

aroma.Somehow that added to the charged atmosphere of the nighttirne shows. There was the

senseof watching a glorious act of nature towering breaking ocean waves, glowing with

phosphors.

The Expo '67 at Montreal with the theme "Man and the World" was built on two islands.

HeSte Helene and Ile Notre Dame, of which the latter was purposely made for the exposition.

HeNotre Dame is interfaced with watelways and the expo layout used these to advantage with

pedestrian bridges and a crossing by monorail. The waterside was used for terraces and

individualpavilions were related to the water element. The Ile Ste Helene included the la Ronde

amusement area with marina, massive aquarium and an imaginative use of waterside settings

withthe framed pyramids of the gyrotron and a moored historic ship.



The 1970 Japan World Exposition held in Osaka, Isamu Noguchi was invited to design

twelvefountains in three artificial lakes as a waterscape in the center of the site. The fair's theme

of Harmony and Progress for Mankind balanced the domain of nature with that of technology.

Aswith earlier fairs, Osaka's promoted technology as offering a wonderful future for mankind,

an agenda emphasized by delighted spectacles of light, color, sound, and water. The Pond of

Dreamswith nine of Noguchi's fountains presented an exciting sight. The fountains expressed

thevastness of the cosmos with water serving as the transitional element from the familiar world

of nature on earth to the natural forces in outer space. (Na 1992), (Kmokawa 1993)

Gentle winds had created infinite variations on the fountain such as outpourings and

sprays. The strength of water suggested the cosmic forces that ultimately dictate all natural

phenomena. Noguchi's innovative Osaka fountains, fusing technological form and energy with

water,launched a new style of monumental fountain. (Symmes 1998)

The waterside location of Expo '86 at Vancouver also is an expression of aquatecture.

Expo '86 was constlUcted on reclaimed industrial land and railway yards, and will provide a

legacy of many amenity buildings and the initial phase of a public transport system. Of the



cturesparticularly related to the waterfront, the Canada Host Pavilion (in the established

adaplace complex) and the geodesic dome film theatre possess significant visual impact

Non-stop, open-air entertainment has also played its part at Expo 98 in Lisbon, Portugal,

in the form of huge water machines, fountains, and entertaining multimedia events combining

water,fire, light, and sound. Fountains are still an essential component of the time-honored

fonnulafor international expositions. The latest wizardry in mastering water will continue to

splashand shine its way to the future.



As notable legacies of the great international expositions, fountains have become essential

componentsin contemporary urban design, oases of entertainment, refreshment and distraction

inthearid sprawl of the world's industrial and post-industrial cities and suburbs.

Fountains are the persistent presence in modern expositions, some serving as temporary,

memorable,landmarks, and others providing entertainment as amazing theatrical spectacles of

waterand light. Monumental fountains were often striking focal points along central walkways

or lagoons, or marked building entrances. They also served as unifying design elements in

otherwiseheterogeneous architectural complexes. The waterworks displays at international

expositionsbecame the primary means of demonstrating to the broadest possible audience the

latesttriumphs of hydraulic technology and fountain design, as well as major showcases for the

ambitiousideas of their designers. Ultimately, these temporary fountains became models for

morepermanent monumental ones throughout the urban landscape of Europe and America.

Contemporary Fountains

Today, fountains are often part of urban development schemes and the shift is from

scenographicdisplays to improvisational theater and participatory performance with water as the

leadingrole. The metaphor has become nature the seas, mountain, streams, rivers, cascades and

falls,and the underlying motion inherent in the flow of water.

Many European and American fountains serve as potent instruments of propaganda.

Overthe centuries, the nobility and the system of Roman Catholic Church government as well

asgovernments and corporations have commissioned these works as images of strength, power,

prosperity,and glory. To fulfill such aspirations, designers use their ingenuity to capture water,

thencontrol and mold it into impressive sprays, jets, flows, and cascades, often-complementing

symbolicsculpture or architecture. Classical myths frequently provide sources of inspiration for

subjectsand themes. Situated in city centers, gardens or parks, the prominent locations of

fountainseffectively convey the desired message.

Fountains not only reflect an aesthetic sensibility but also the technological advances in

hydraulicsand engineering, often resulting from the need to bring water from a distance. The

laborand money necessary for such an undertaking can bring as much honor to the patron as

the completed fountain. Some designs for extraordinary fountains exist only as drawings and

printson paper, their colossal scale and ambitious message are a testament to the glory of the



patron.Other designs, pure fantasy and beyond the practical means of execution, celebrate the

designer'sown power of invention.

The role of fountains as vehicles for propaganda has its roots in the ancient world, but it

wasnot until the Renaissance, as various ruling families competed for control, that this idea was

fullyexplored and exploited. In antiquity, the Romans undertook the enormous expense of

buildingaqueducts to provide water for an urban population. Since the primary objective was to

offerpotable water for consumption, water was distributed throughout the city and collected in

simplebasins. Beginning in the Renaissance, rulers rebuilt or constructed aqueducts, and

fountainswere added to act as both a boundary and monument for their patrons. Fountains

couldconvey, through symbol or metaphor, political, dynastic or civic propaganda. The

combinationof water and sculpture became a symbol of power and identity. Fountains possess

an aesthetic and an aural appeal, but the subjects of the sculptures, the dedicatory or

commemorative inscriptions, and the location of these works often suggest a more complex

history.

Tree-like fountains, originating ill Islamic gardens and Renaissance villa water joke

fountains,are also popular and today's version, the Dandelion Fountain, has sprouted up in

citiesaround the world, including Sydney, Minneapolis, New York, and Paris. Australian

architect and fountain designer Robert Woodward is credited with the first modern

reincarnationof the Dandelion Fountain. When he designed the EI Alamein Memorial Fountain

(1959-61)in Sydney, its structure was to be a spherical arrangement of 211 bronze pipes

divergingfrom a central core. At the tips of the pipes are specially designed nozzles which

project fine radiating sprays, so that the resulting fountain looks like a huge fuzzy dandelion.

Woodward believes that if architects and designers do their jobs well, their work should

stimulateothers to do good designs, even if the latter are close imitations of a concept first

realizedelsewhere. With geometry and nature as models and enough innovative designers, the

potentialfor using water to form points, lines or sculptural form is boundless. (Symmes 1998)



Some artists and designers deliberately exploit water in its non-aqueous states to create

uniquestructures that expand the traditional notion of a fountain that surprise and fascinate

\~ewers.For the 1980 Winter Olympics at Lake Placid, the NOlwegian artist Carl Nesjar created

anicefountain in the United States as a memorial to the Norwegian ice-skating champion, Sonja

Heme.He made other innovative ice fountains in Norway, Sweden, and the French Alps. For

theButler Ice Fountain that he designed in 1983, Nesjar devised a nine-armed stainless-steel

sculpture,fifteen meters long and with nozzles creating fan-shaped sprays, in a reflecting pool

withtwenty-five jets. The fountain is most remarkable in winter when it is shrouded in a mass of

iciclesand abstract ice forms. (Symmes 1998)

Stuart Wrede, a con temporal)' American architect, has designed fountains that use two

statesof water simultaneously in all weathers. Some feature geometric shapes of ice that seem to

floaton a calm expanse of water, while others present square pools with water flowing into a

central abyss from which vapor emerges. The water movement is fine, changing slowly in

response to the environmental conditions. He has also designed minimalist fountains with two

rectangularsymmetrical waterfalls falling as water sheets toward each other. (Symmes 1998)

Over the centuries, the collaboration of artists, architects and hydraulic engtneers has

resulted in inventive fountains whose waters can sing and dance, flood and delight. From kings

and popes to ordinal)' citizens, fountains have excited the viewer with their imaginative play of

water,imaginative sculptures, charming sound and refreshing spray.

The fountains at Epcot Center, Walt Disney World in Florida, make just such an

enlivening and entertaining splash. Epcot was the place that first tried out vast collection of

fountain tricks that would later become the style of WET (Water Entertainment Technologies)



Design,the innovative fountain-design. Epcot Center entrance, just beyond the Spaceship Earth

geo-sphere,is the Innovations Plaza, with its large, oval, computer-animated Fountain of

ations.(SeeFigure 3.91), (Symmes 1998)

The most elaborate waterworks feature at Epcot, this fountain sends almost the equivalent

oftwolarge swimming pools water, cascading down tiered walls, while twelve individual Super

Shooterjets propel water into the air. Every fifteen minutes, computer to synchronize each jet

withtunes from movie soundtracks has specially choreographed water ballets. The Fountain of

ationsexemplifies the modern high-tech fountain that utilizes sophisticated engineering and

physicsexpertise to stretch the limits of moving water in order to generate the most exciting

visualand aural effects for the viewer. Epcot's fountains have amused tourists from all over the

world,and they have also attracted the attention of businessman wishing to revitalize city

centers.

Developers employed a team of top architects, landscape designers and WET Design to

createFountain Place in Dallas, in 1986. For what may have been the first time in a public city

plaza,people could directly experience the numerous surprises of water emerging from holes in

thepavement, and, if they chose to, they could walk into the midst of the water action since

thereis no basin or pool wall to hinder them. With the success of Fountain Place, other

designershave introduced similar playful fountains as a prominent feature in urban public

spaces.

Another example is Centennial Fountain, designed by Dan Kiley with the landscape

architecture firm Team Plan, Inc. and consultant Peter Hoyle, would be the showpiece of the

renovated Clematis Street. The project has been successful beyond all anticipations, described

positivelyby one supporter as "a mob scene" after dark when the area was previously deserted



witheveryone back in his or her houses. Centennial Fountain is an urban element that was

proposedby the designers and backed by the mayor. The fountain, completed in 1994, "quickly

filledup with splashing children, but the mix of visitors also often reflects the city's diverse racial

makeup.The scene there looks more like a multicultural Coca-Cola video than reality". (Symmes

1998) Like all fountains of this genre its identity disappears when the water is turned off, leaving

aboldtriangular paving pattern that visually animates the plaza.

In 1987, the plaza of the Los Angeles Music Center, a cluster of buildings devoted to

symphonicmusic, opera, dance and theater designed and enhanced by the addition of a WET

Designfountain comprised of a grid form of water jetting from holes around a sculpture. WET

Designcreated a fountain that would be an entertaining feature for the cultural center without

ovelwhelming the sculpture that was already in place. While the computer-programmed

fountain sequence looks simple to figure out, the water movement is not as predictable as

people think; those who saunter leisurely through parts of the fountain may find they suddenly

getvery wet. At night, the fountain is skillfully lit from below, the light beams uniting with banks

ofwater jets, which rise and collapse around the sculpture, to create a shimmering, kinetic light

sculpture.



Another WET Design water spectacle in downtown Los Angeles is the California Plaza in

1992.Water-court located at the foot of two office towers. The plaza is oriented around a large

poolin front of an open-air stage used for occasional live entertainment events. Most of the

time,however, the daily performance consists of complex panoramas of magnificent fountain

effects.This theatrical waterworks display pulsates with a chorus of jets of varying heights

sweepingquickly back and forth across the platform. Nearby is another fountain that constantly

createstall spiral patterns of water. California Plaza is one of the few major urban settings where

onecan experience water as a highly multipurpose, and outstanding entertainment.

In 1992, masters of shopping mall design completed Universal CityWalk, a recreational

attraction for Hollywood's Universal Studios. Universal CityWalk is a public space that is part

shopping center and part carnival. In the midst of a variety of stores and restaurants, complete

withflashy neon signs, large cutouts of King Kong and a gigantic electric guitar, is a plaza, which

alsosometimes serves as a stage. When no one is performing, a WET-designed fountain grid of

shootingjets provides surprise entertainment and diversion for children.



The most extreme melding of fountain and plaza is also found in Texas, in Dallas, in

1986,and designed by Dan Kiley and Peter Ker Walker. WET Design, brought the shade of the

forestto the sweltering city and water to its pavement. An open pocket of space that employed

fountaintechnology still in its infancy complements architectural landscape of cascading water

andgranite.

The entire area is covered by water. On top of tiered dams utilizing the difference of

elevationand a small fountain, there stands a mammoth minimal sculpture-like building of

mirrorglass. There is water in the front garden, so that people must use a bridge to enter and

leave.And in the lowest, flat space, there is a water dance programmed by a computer.

Hydraulics consultants WET Design developed the idea for the plaza area, USlng a

computer-controlled grid of 160 water jets to create aqueous sweeps and figures that literally

dancebefore the eyes of the delighted spectators. (See Figure 3.107)

The fields of jets idea, pioneered by WET Design at Fountain Place, find it's most

dramatic and architecturally, satisfying applications in an urban park completed in 1992. Parc

Andre-Citroen is the most recent major green space to open in metropolitan Paris. Seven water

stairs joining the fountain and the pool link the glass houses with the broad central lawn.



Betweenthe two monwnental glass houses that mark the park's eastern entrances, a field of

waterjetsplays in disconnected reproduction.

Fountains have also become prune attractions at major sports arenas. In Kansas City,

Missouti,the Royals Stadiwn Fountain celebrates athletic agility at the Harry Trwnan Sports

Complex for professional baseball games. The enormous two-part water display flanks an

electronic scoreboard to give spectators a unique visual pleasure. The fountain, (1973)

comprisingsix hundred nozzles and colored lights arranged in two tiers and placed high in the

bleachers,presents an eye-catching program of multicolored water castles, cone shapes, colossal

patternsof water sprays, and cascades at every game. Whenever the home team hits a home run,

the fountain engineer activates the controls creating a spectacular spiraling column that grows

talleras the fans' cheers and clapping grow louder.

While elaborate water displays provide a plain air of reality for the creation of artificial

paradises, fountains can also be used as magnificent elements to decorate grand outdoor

drawing rooms or salons. An important example of this kind of fountain is the centerpiece at

New York's Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, having a fountain as a central feature.

Fountain designed by Philip Johnson with Richard Foster and completed 1964. The architects



suggestedthat the Lincoln Center Plaza should be modeled on such elegant European squares

asthat of San Marco in Venice or Michelangelo's Piazza del Campidoglio in Rome. The latter

ultimatelybecame the formal inspiration for the finished space. Drawings show a fountain as the

pivotalaccent in a circular space radiating to the main buildings and the street. (Symmes 1998)

Fountains fill spaces, touching one's senses with their changing nOlse, energy and

coolness,similar to the way glowing fires in fireplaces fill rooms. The sparkling fountains can

add their own movement to architecture, and, like magnets, they also attract people. The New

YorkCity Ballet and New York City Opera, located on the Plaza's south side with a fountain

speciallydesigned. (Symmes 1998)

Also, Igor Stravvinsky Fountain (1983), at the Centre Gorges Pompidou in Paris, is one of

themost colorful and enthusiastic fountains in the world. Integrating abstract geometric form,

wateras the lines of light at nights, and a slow, turning movement, the fountain space defined

withvariety of abstract sculptures. Skulls, snakes, big lips and scrap wheels fill the pool, emitting

soundsand scattering water. To the side of the Pompidou Center in the center of Paris, there is

environmental art by Niki de Saint-Phalle and Jean Tinguely, which is either a carnival or a

maskedball. It curries favor with its primary colors and flashy movements, sends new blood

into,and cheers up the depressive colored city.



Blair Fountain (1982-83) in Tulsa, Oklahoma, is set within a small recreational lake

formedby damming the Arkansas River. Maximizing the advantage of the river's continual flow,

terracedwaterfalls ring the basin containing the Blair Fountain; this exalts the phenomena of

movingwater as it courses downstream. The deliberately human-scaled fountains invite one-on-

oneinteraction that results in an intimate aesthetic experience based on her subtle modulations

ofmaterialswith light, sound, texture, scale and placement. When one stands close by, one hears

thegentle sound of falling water, but to see the water, one has to look through a viewing hole.

Thesewere bored to enable one to glimpse at the water spilling inside the stone, and to allow

oneto reach inside and touch the water. Thus, while the fountain exists in a public setting, the

experienceof the water is intensely private.

Part of the permanent appeal of fountains is the way designers orchestrate water's effects

for our pleasure, so that we are enjoying the present one. The spectrum of fountain design

ranges from recreations of pleasurable paradises and waterworks show the distinctive,

contemplative experiences. In every case, water is the animator, the design element continually



affectedby changing light, physical forces, and weather conditions so that the viewer's aesthetic

appreciationalters with every passing moment.

Charles Moore's explanation tended to be spatial rather than iconographic, usmg

insubstantialplanes to articulate complex configurations of form and space. Moore's

involvementwith water and architecture was already several decades old at the time the Piazza

d'ltalia(1978) was designed, and some years earlier he had served as project designer for

Portland'sLovejoy Fountain discussed later. In New Orleans, however, Moore left the abstract

naturalismof his earlier fountain and looked instead to the architectural history of Europe. With

greatintelligence,Moore used water streams to define the flutes of columns with stainless-steel

capitalsand bases. (Symmes 1998) This

In the Lovejoy Fountain the geometry of the designs is foreign to the streets and buildings

thatsurround the site; this was not a contextual design whose geometry derived from a simple

extensionof the urban or architectural grid. The form of the fountains purposely confronts the

grid,instigating associations with natural and not constructed landscapes. Like the Lovejoy

Fountain,a pathway of slabs sponsors engagement with the water at the auditorium end of the

site.The issue of safety has been an insistent concern, both during design and in the public's

perception of the fountain: "The fountain was designed to appear very dangerous but to be

relativelysafe."

Some fountains are viewed as works of art offering aesthetic pleasure. Many modern

artists and designers have exploited water's manipulability as a sculptural element interacting

withhard, static metal or stone shapes in order to explore new avenues for artistic expression. A

fountain of far different color and material is the Horace E. Dodge and Son Memorial Fountain



inDetroit,designed by Isamu Noguchi. The UFO shaped fountain, which is about to take off

bywaterjets blast, has transcendent being just a simple piece of sculpture and has become for

thefirsttime "environmental art", directly involved with the city itself. This fountain shows the

dynamismof the water on a public space.

Another contemporary fountain is the Transco Waterwall. The water mountain grew to

extreme proportions in Houston, when the Transco Waterwall, designed by John Burgee

Architectswith Philip Johnson, arrived in 1985. Given the moment "a high point in postmodern

eclecticism, architecturally the structures could be termed temple-pastiche." But the project

would not be remembered for its style. Instead it would be remembered, like the Portland

fountains, for the height of the wall and the height of the fall. The idea for the waterwall is

somewhat bizarre, a free standing structure whose sole purpose, which it accomplishes quite

well, is to elevate a sheet of water. The Transco Waterwall has become a tourist destination

almost immediately upon completion. Situated at the base of a high-rise tower, the waterwall

was intended to create a destination on the fringes of the ring road, the Houston Loop.

(Symmes1998)



After evaluating foreign contemporary fountains, some Turkish samples are going to be

introduced.The first one is the Bornova Park Fountain; this fountain was located in the

axonometriccenter of the Bornova Park, which is the breathing laugh of Bornova district. The

fountaincontains several jets and creates a cool atmosphere with the pine trees around the

square.



Second Turkish sample is the Basmane Square Fountain, and this fountain is an imitation

ofthe Uni-Sphere New York. The fountain was located in the center of the Basmane Square,

whichis faced on a gate of Izmir International Fair. The jets are spraying water to the sphere

andmeaningthe Izmir city being one of the most important cities around the Mediterranean.

Third Turkish sample is the Princess Hotel Fountains, and these fountains are located in

thegarden of the four-star Princess Hotel. They create a calming ambiance to the guests with

the green background. The higher-level fountain's water flows to the lower one with the

cascades.And the water line shows the direction of the wedding terraces in the garden.

Of course these three samples are not enough to introduce Turkish contemporary

fountains, but, however many efforts have been spent for building fountains in public and

privateprojects in the recent years, still there is not enough consciousness have been realized for

successiveprojects containing water.



In the previous chapter histatical evaluation of the water utilization has been analyzed.

Andnow the relation with water has been discussed. Also its contributions to our lives,

neighborhoodand architecture have been discussed. Water has a flowing dynamism, and in the

naturewe can meet with it in various ways. A basic classification of the water resources has been

donein this chapter. In this classification water resources have been grouped into two groups.

Theyare natural water resources and man-made water structures. And these groups classified

accordingto their geometrical forms into the subgroups. This classification helped us to

comprehendthe countless features of water and their effects on the settlements and people. Fat

examplethe role of water on the settlements architecture has tried to be emphasize (i.e.

Amsterdam,Paris, Istanbul, Suzhou, and etc.) most of the famous cities are settled next to a

watersource and water helped them to have that success in economy, tourism, architecture, and

culturalactivities. The reason of this is the ability of water to penetrate in every aspect of the city

life.And water has become one of the most important design concepts.

Lakes, natural ponds and pools effect people with their visual and aural beauty and touch

ourmind with their calmness. Physiologically relaxes us. Designers and architects have observed

thesefeatures of the calm waters and used it in their projects.

Oceans, seas and islands also have a great power on peoples' minds. Their relation with

shores,and settlements show the effects of continuity, and eternity. Architects and designers

haveused these remarkable beauties too.

Fountains are the very special man-made water structures. Designers have wanted to

symbolizednature and create masterpieces. Fountains have prevailed this aim, and they have

constituted the origins of the contemporary water structures. This pioneering task has lead

succeSSIveprojects containing water in their designs, that they will be discussed in the next

chapter.

Fountains have such an importance for contemporary architecture, because designers had

started to use fountains for hinting the symbolic meanings by laboring effects of water and then

they have discovered the internal dynamics of the water. By advanced technologies in

engineering and with such those internal dynamics water has been started in the contemporary

applications. And also became an unseperatable component of space and architecture.



WATER AS AN ELEMENT OF SPACE IN CONTEMPORARY

ARCHITECTURE

In the preVlous chapters, mearung of water, water context, and varieties of water

utilizationand water sources has been explained. Also water has considered as an element that

effectsand improves the social facts in the communities. It has been considered that culture,

waterand architecture are sufficient components of design. Different cultures caused the

appearanceof the different designs and water utilizations. Therefore the intersection of water

elementand architecture has been analyzed.

In this chapter the main focus will be the discussion of the water usage in the buildings as

adesigntool especially in the contemporary architecture. Also following questions will try to be

answered.What contributions have been made in third and even in fourth dimensions by the

waterutilization? What kind of reactions has been observed between water, environment,

buildingsand people? What are the results of the designs, which includes water into? Also the

internaldynamics of water elements will be searched and tested in the sample cases and after

exploringthe sample cases aqua-architecture will be described and deEmed.

In the previous chapter fountains have been introduced and discussed as the foci of the

manmade water structures. In this chapter the other man-made water structures will be referred

andevaluated. Also in this chapter water element will be considered as a tool, input, or element

fordesign.

The forms of water in the nature and their effects on architecture, and our lives have been

analyzed.Those resources are the cities located next to a water source, different kinds of pools,

canals, cascades, islands and fountains. The utilizations interrelated to the water, not only

resultedwith the positive effects on the cities, or public but they also have been started to effect

and used with the buildings. Because of buildings are the elements of the environment and



neighborhood, the water objects in the neighborhoods are effecting the buildings as well. This

relationshiphas constituted the water concept in the architectural literature.

Water has judged with all kind of effects and approaches on architecture by architects and

designers.Hence some architects have made some classifications about using water in the spatial

organization. In this part those definitions, classifications, and principles are going to be

analyzed.And the analyses and definitions are going to be discussed on the contemporary

architecturalproject, which are using water as a design element.

Structure of Spatial Images

Water in some forms can easily touch the mind. There is the attacking water of rough seas

thatevokes feelings of strength and fear that strongly and deeply shakes us. There is the spring

waterthat wells up under the hot sun of midsummer that evokes amenability and gentleness and

touchesus softly. There is water that flows, clear water, water floating flower petals and eddying

water;there is water that connects two spaces or separates them. These are the water that affects

uswith its intellectual content that moves us gently but deeply. Water touches the mind, painting

a specific image. The mind is variously changed by water's expression, from a violently

emotionalmood to an intellectually gentle one. (Watabe 1981)

Water is a physical substance. It has no will to affect people. It is people who form an

imageof and are moved by water. Not all types of water move us. Some forms of water affect

usand others do not. This indicates that the image of water is an interaction between the mind

andparticular forms of water.

Among the plazas, shopping arcades, malls and sheltered plazas of today are many

examplesof those which incorporate water. However, the majority does not seem to bring out

water's unique appeal, although the same simple element is used. Their water-space, or space

constructed around the element of water, seems to lack the expression of water that affects the

mind,or the spatial arrangement that produces this expression.

Only when water-space has a particular structural order does it begin to express water's

appeal.And when the water and the spatial order determine the direction of our psychological

response, it makes it easier to recognize a particular feeling and intellectual meaning. To make



waterthus effective, there are some design principles, which must be remembered. (Watabe

1981)

In this part, a brief look at the images of water that affects us will be discussed. Then the

factors,which form these images, limiting our discussion to the physical elements comprising

thearchitecture, will be represented. With all these classifications, the internal dynamics of the

waterelement are going to be discussed with their physical, symbolic and emotional sides.

Images of Water

Nobuhiro Suzuki observed the use of water in modem urban and architectural spaces,

surveyedothers' images in response to these uses of water, investigated references to water in

Japaneseclassical literature and docwnents, and sought out images of water that affect us and

whicharise directly from water's physical characteristics.

It is found that there are three types of images of water that affects us:

./ Images of water itself,

./ Images of water in relation to other objects, and,

./ Images of water used to affect space.

Images of water are images that express the individuality of water as a physical element,

suchas flowing water, flat surfaces of water, clear water. They also include those of wet or cold

masses,or masses with depth.

Images of water in relation to other objects are those that express the work of water as

opposed to other objects, such as attacking water, reflecting masses, and rocking water. The

"other objects" may be people as well as vegetation or small boats. This categolJ' also includes

sweepingwater, caressing water, and engulfing deep bodies of water.

Images of water used to affect space are those that express the work of water as opposed

to space, such as a space-enlarging surface, a space-separating mass, or a space-connecting line.

Theseare images related to spatial order.



The ultimate objective lS to understand vatlous unages of water and its constituent

elements.People limit themselves to describing images of water used to affect space and

investigatingits content and constituent elements, as these images are the most related to

architecture.These images are more directly manageable by means of the physical components

ofspace,and they arise directly from spatial order. It is these with which people are most

concerned.Hereafter, images of water used to affect space will be called simply "spatial images

ofwater."Ten types of spatial images have been abstracted. Furthermore they are classified into

threecategories.(Watabe 1981)

.( Those relating to spatial direction: the space-direction line, the space-supporting

plane, the space-expanding plane, the space-juxtaposing plane, the space-deepening

.( Those relating to spatial unity: the space-unifying point, the space-unifying line, and

the space-connecting line.

Each of these spatial images has an image of water itself as the essential component. And

the diagrams below show such image of the water itself, and spatial orders. They are the

constituentsto be recognized for the formation of the spatial images of water. The spatial image

ofwater differs depending on how people recognize the water as well as the water domain and

its direction and the land domain (the space where the observer stands) and its direction.

(Watabe1981)
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Apart from those waters, which are uncontrolled natural ones, the contact of water with

citiesand space are interrelated with our perception. Therefore the visible images of water are

linkedwith the natural physiological effects of our minds and our personal definitions.

The Space-Direction Line

Water always seeks its own level. Spatially, it flows in one direction, creating a line that

orientsthe space (Figure 4.2). The water flowing in a straight line in the courtyard of the Salk

Instituteorients the space of the garden in the direction of the Pacific Ocean towards which it

flows.

Water need not flow to create direction; a flat surface may also suggest it. Bank plaza

projectdesigned by Lawrence Halprin in Los Angeles. In this project water flows in a linear

formparallel to the slope and it directs people to the esplanade. Hotel Nishiokamoto, in Kobe,

Japandesigned by Moore, Ruble, and Yudell. In this project, water located as a backbone of the

pathway.(Figure 4.3)
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The Space-Supporting Plane

Water is the only element, which can form an absolutely flat plane at the scale of city or

architecture.Such a flat plane is fundamental to man's sense of order.

Water in a horizontal plane in a space supports the space above it and comprises stability

in that space (Figure 4.2). Robson Square project designed by Arthur Erickson in Vancouver,

Canada.Catalogne Plaza project designed by Shamai Haber in Paris. (Figure 4.4) In those

projectswater becomes a space-supporting plane and provides an absolute spatial order for the

The Space-Expanding Plane

The flat plane, which enlarges the angles of vision of the observer, is imagined as a

horizontal expanse because the water surface, which transcends the visual limits of the observer,

functions as a space-expanding plane (Figure 4.5). City Hall Project in Reykjavik, Iceland and La

VillettePark in Paris (designed by Adrien Fainsilber) are the samples for space expanding palne.

(Figure 4.6).
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The SpaceJuxtaposing Plane

Water is continuous, without any breaks. And it is scaleless body. A water surface

interposed between two spaces, therefore, becomes a space-juxtaposing plane (Figure 4.5). In

HotelCamino Real project in Cancun, Mexico designed by Ricardo Legorreta and La Villette

Parkproject in Paris designed by Adrien Fainsilber, water has been used in the designs and the

spacein which the viewer stands, and rest of the place appears to be juxtaposed. (Figure 4.7)

The Space-Deepening Mass

People think of water as something with depth. This quote from the Heian period tale,

Eiga Monogatari (887-1093), offers an example of this image type: "that thought is higher than

Mount Shumi, deeper than the Four Great Seas". When people are aware of the water's depth as

wellas of space, the water becomes a space-deepening mass (Figure 4.8).

In Groninger Museum project in the Netherlands designed by Philippe Starck and Coop

Himmelblau and City Hall project in Reykjavik, Iceland, water has been used in the designs. And

water reflects to the projects as space deepening mass. Consequently the reflective views of the

buildings on the water show buildings larger than they actually are. Especially, successive

illumination at nights exaggerates this feature and adds extra attractiveness on the buildings.

(Figure 4.9)



The Space-Limiting Mass

Water can make people wet and uncomfortable and can engulf us, so people have an

imageof it as a hard-to-trespass element. Water positioned at one side of a space becomes a

space-limitingmass (Figure 4.8). In Fountain Place project in Dallas, Texas, designed by Dan

Kileyand Dade Country Justice Center project in North Miami, Florida, designed by Elyn

Zimmerman, water has been used in the designs for its limiting property. Consequently in

FountainPlace project water is positioned as a limiting axe between building and walkway, and

in Dade Country Justice Center project water used for surrounding the small land and land

laboredas a bridge for reaching water. And in both projects water is a wall of water, which limits

theexpansion of the space. (Figure 4.10)



When it is hard to trespass water cuts across space, that water becomes a space-separating

mass(Figure 4.11). In Williams Square Project in Los Colinas in Texas, designed by Robert Glen

andSwimming Pool project in London, designed by Lifschutz Davidson, water has been used in

thedesigns for its separating property. Consequently in Williams Square Project water separates

thesquare into two parts, in Swimming Pool project river separates the both sides of the land,

andas well the swimming pool lot from each other and also separates the pool place from the

areabeyond the river. (Figure 4.12) There are more than a few examples of rivers serving as

boundariesbetween countries or states, where the river water separates country from countl)'

andstate from state.

Water as an element is possessed of continuity. When water occupies part of a spatial

whole, and when that whole appears within the visual field the water is imaged as space unifying

(Figure 4.11). In Navy Pier project also called Sky Rockets, in Chicago, designed by WET

Design, and Seattle Center in Washington also designed by WET Design, water has been used in

the designs for its space unifying property. Consequently in both projects water becomes a

unifying point, settling in the center of the surrounding space. (Figure 4.13)



The Space-Unifying Line

Flowing is an important feature in the water's nature, and people often benefits from this

feature.Many remarkable cities settled around the linear water sources to get advantage from

water.One of the advantages of this linearity is its space unification. A good sample for the

space-unifyingline is the Barcelona's Master Plan by Norman Foster. In this project water

becomesa space-unifying line. (Figure 4.14)

The Space-Connecting Line

Water, with its continuous nature may become a space-connecting line. A strip of water

straddlingtwo spaces, or that of a flat surface, when it is within the visual field, acts as a space-

connecting line (Figure 4.15). Plaza Las Fuentes project in Mexico, designed by Moore, Ruble,

Yudell,and L'Esposizione Universale di Roma, in Italy, are examples of this type.

Water in Plaza Las Fuentes Mexico project flows in different shaped pools and this gains

the square a directing dynamism. The cascades at L'Esposizione Universale di Roma are

recognized ironically as the line between the past and future. This image may be evoked not only

by visual stimuli but also by psychological stimuli. (Figure 4.16)



This section is a review of the previous chapters and at the same time this will be a

referencefor the following section. To use the potentials of water is a very important for the

designconcept. For using water element in the architectural designs architects should be aware

ofthose potentials and features.

In the previous chapters, water utilization before the contemporary architectural period

has been evaluated. Therefore they pioneered the bases of the contemporary architectural

samples.Another important fact is the need in explaining the internal dynamics of the water

elementin architecture. What are those internal dynamics? The concept defined as the internal

dynamicsof the water is the interrelations and integration of water in its natural way, with the

buildingsand man-made environment \.vith physical and physiological effects. Those effects are

basicallyvisual empowerments, reflection, space deepening, magnificence, relaxing, calming,

cooling, notifying, aural, adjoining, separating, sensual and emotional effects and others. In the

following parts, these internal dynamics of the water will be described in the contemporary

projects.



Architects use materials and forms to communicate ideas. When we make places that

includewater in our designs, we cannot ignore the role that history and symbolism play in

revitalizingconnections among people, water, and nature. Perhaps the greatest lesson of our

centuryhas been that people need connections to the past, and myths or religions, to help make

somesense of our increasingly complex world. If architecture were just built of materials and

composedof empty forms, then fountains, gardens, or buildings would mean nothing more to

peoplethan did the Pompeii fountain for the donkeys drinking there. Clearly this is not the case.

Inreality,materials (stone, plants, or water, for example) and forms (arches, statues, gardens, or

pools)are rich with shared or personal meanings. From the ordering of materials and forms the

observershould be able to understand something about the use of the design and something

aboutthe people by and for whom it was built.

Water is natural material with an unchanging identity, wherever it appears in architecture

ornature, whether in Kyoto, Fort Worth, Amsterdam, or Sebatu, Bali. Its use in architecture

shouldreflect the attitude about the natural world held by the people who design, construct, or

inhabitthe building. Since our own relation to the natural world has superseded the historic

Westernimposition of a geometric order on nature or the Eastern quest for "naturalness", our

useof water in architectural composition will be related to the more complex geometries of our

ownday, which operate in time as well as in space. At the end of the millennium, we are faced

\viththe dilemma of balancing human needs with respect for nature. If water is being used

neid1ermuch nor well in our own architecture, then surely some of the difficulty can be traced

to our confusion over what kind of manner toward nature we are uying to express. Yet if we

caneffectively incorporate water's symbolism, hiStOlY,and physical nature, then our water and

architecture can have a potential for wonder unmatched by any other material that we can

includein our environments.

Architecture and water engage us by letting us see, hear, and touch the water in a

countless of ways. Sight, sound, and contact characterized the beginning of all the places we

have seen - from medieval Chinese gardens to European canal cities to harbors old and new.

Architecture is an intermediaty that negotiates connections or separations between people and

water, communicating sensoty clues through forms and materials. But what combination of

senses make places successful, so that fountains, pools, rivers, harbors, gardens, islands, or

streams inspire, amuse, rescue, frighten, or challenge us? What similar clues lead us to

understand a city's hiStOlY,a fountain's meaning, or a garden's spirit?



Designers at Giverny, Katsura, San Antonio, and even the Piazza di Spagna in Rome, use

reflection,dance, and stillness to create places where people can escape the ordinary, relieve

tiredminds, or block out distractions. The success of Monet's pond derives from its surface,

whichis literally filled with reflection. Gardeners engulfed the banks with flowers, flooded the

surfacewith lilies, and created a canopy of branches and vines, all fusing to make Giverny an

Edenicmicroenvironment. Katsura's success depends on landscaping devices that build up the

shoreswith rich countetpoints of shapes, colors, and textures to achieve a sense of closure. San

Antonio'ssecret is that the waterway is separated from the city by a winding canyon (we never

seeit entirely but have to follow its unfolding course) lined with inviting restaurants, friendly

shops,and intimate theatres. The River Walk disconnects us from the rest of the city and draws

us together along an interactive street. Like nearly all fountains, the Barcaccia casts spells on

peopleby its magical manipulation of water. Through a sleight of hand, spewing shells, squirting

jets,and water sloshing over the decks divert attention away from crazed motorists reeling

throughthe piazza. (Moore 1994), (Berry 1991)

Designers also use the qualities of reflection, depth, or the seemingly infinite surface of

large bodies of water to relieve claustrophobia and expand personal space. Instead of

hypnoticallydrawing us inward, the waters of the Four Rivers Fountain, Shugaku-in, Stourhead

and the garden of the Master of the Nets release our spirits, guiding our eyes into the sky, the

mesmerizingdepths of a pool, or spacious landscapes. The charming liquid choreography of the

FourRivers fountain and the mountain's obelisk-capped ascent lift spirits upward and out of the

crowdedcity.

Water at Stourhead helps to deepen space by pulling the foreground forward and pushing

the background back. The pond's edges, so carefully integrated into the landscape, undulate to



lengthenthe perimeter and make the surface area seem larger than if it were a simple circle or

oval.Unlike Giverny's edges, which crowd out views into the French countryside, Shugaku-in

incorporatesneighboring mountains (always an image of wide open space) and rice fields into its

design,so that the garden communicates with the "authentic" and expansive landscape beyond.

If the stream flowing through Lower Slaughter were an asphalt lane, it would undoubtedly lose

itsmagic:asphalt lanes do not call to mind all asphalt lanes in the world. As a connecting

waterway,however, its currents carry the imagination beyond the town, through central

England,to the infinite ocean. On the other hand, the Master of Nets, with its liquid courtyard,

relievesclaustrophobia by creating a negative space that in the middle of crowded Suzhou is

refreshinglyempty. (Moore 1994), (Watabe 1981)

Like Suzhou, jam-packed Hong Kong constantly barrages the mind with nOIses and

restlesscommotion, but along its long edge, the harbor contrasts the city's hyperdensity with a

wide-openfield of blue that, in spite of ships and boats, grants us a freeing vision of releasing

emptiness.A substantial part of the wonder of the Sea Ranch condominiums is that embracing

courtyardsand sheltering interiors break loose openings, passageways, or windows to the vast

expanseof the Pacific. People can choose, according to their needs or moods, to be in a small,

intimatespace or to stand at the edge of the cliff and connect emotionally with the sea. For

scientistscooped up in small laboratories, the court at the Salk Institute must be welcoming

relief.Tired eyes can follow Louis Kahn's narrow channel, as it becomes thinner and thinner in

perspectiveuntil it falls into Shelley's "unfathomable sea".

There is something about reflection that stirs the heart. Reflection should be used

sparingly when dignifying important buildings, but it can be used generously to make ordinary

buildings seem more pleasing, not every building can be lavished with costly materials, but



reflectingwater can give a building a little extra something. Even though the majority of

vernacularbuildings in Vellice, Suzhou, and Amsterdam are modest, the reflecting water in the

canalsfills them with a magic that the same type of buildings in dearer cities cannot match.

Reflectivewater adds an element of fantasy to architecture by filling shadows with reflected

light,transforming the solidity of stone or brick to shifting water and painting what would

otherwisebe a gray asphalt road with constantly changing color.

People wonder at reflections: narcissus adored his own image in the water, and visitors to

the lavishly Calved and gilded Byodo-in and Kinkaku-ji contemplate visions of the treasured

objectas a heavenly mansion. If the reflecting pool at the Taj Mahal were drained and planted

withgrass, the tomb would lose a great deal of its mystery. Reflective water idealizes places we

buildto symbolize the gods we worship, the heroes we intend to remember, or the ideals we

cherish.Moreover, the pools clear out an unoccupiedable space in front of buildings so that we

canview them free of more mundane components of a city. The water in the Tidal Basin and

the Reflecting Pool signals that the Jefferson, Lincoln, and Washington monuments are very

special and are distinguished from the other monuments, agencies, and landmarks in

Washington,D.C. (Moore 1994), (Toy 1995)

Architects can use the flat plane that water naturally seeks as a decoration for

compositions. Like the Egyptian pyramids standing in their sea of sand or the Statue of Liberty

rising out of New York harbor, Mont-Saint-Michel is a potent three-dimensional object in its

own right, but the two-dimensional sheet of water that surrounds it episodically magnifies the

outline and sculptural quality of the moving image. The magic of the Piazza San Marco in

Venice is due in part to the pavement extending continuous into the flat lagoon as well as the
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apparentflatness of its surface, which helped to eam its distinction as the "drawing room" of

Europe.

Like the purely visual aspects of water, the sounds of water are variable and can be

manipulatedto produce satisfying results. Water makes sound as it splashes against things,

movesover solid objects, or falls into itself. Attention to the audible aspects of water is

important- too little sound can be annoying, and too much sound in confined spaces can be

overpoweringand cliche.

Designs can borrow from natural cycles and sounds already present: Fallingwater is

constandyfilled with the seasonal stream sounds, as Mont-Saint-Michel and the Sea Ranch are

alwayssurrounded by the sounds of the sea. But in the absence of brooks or oceans, designers

canuse water to simulate sounds that allow people to connect with nature, refresh spent minds,

orblockout less desirable noises. The Lovejoy in Oregon is an unexpected surprise in the center

ofPordand for its impressive amount of water seemingly gone out of control. Cascade Charley

at the University of Oregon, designed by Alice Wingwall, is a much sought after neighbor at

lunchtimefor the lively sound of its waters. (Moore 1994), (Wylson 1986)

Figure4.2d Sea Ranch Condominiums, California, USA (GreatBuildingsCom 2000)

Silence, also is appreciated. Water often makes no sound at all, or very litde, so people

findemotional rescue in the rare commodity of silence. Just the right amount of water noise can

take the edge off of silence, producing "white noise". In the middle of Rome, the Tartarughe

Fountain only drip weak squirt of water but is somehow just loud enough to spark the

imagination. At the Alhambra, the fountains are relatively quiet, but the stone cloisters, walls,

columns, and pavements create enchanting echoes and impacts of the trickles. Lakes are

particularly quiet, drawing people to connect with their stillness, or, to commune with the



"indwellingspirit", and the Ryoan-ji garden uses stones to create a world that is completely

soundless.

Water touching our skin is the most personally intimate experience we can have of it.

Degreesof contact variety from being misted by warm steam sprays in San Antonio's Hemis

FairPark, or being splashed by the waterfall walkway in downtown Seattle, to being completely

immersedin the Sebatu baths.

Water meant for contact should, through its architecture, send out messages of invitation.

Itis essential that a fountain's pipes, lights, and wires be safely concealed. Nothing is worse than

toseethe mechanical inner-parts of a fountain or pool, especially when the water is turned off in

coldseasons or dry spells. Water should seem "alive", so that people do not feel as if they are

standingin a limp shower or swimming in an inactive pool. The pools at Sebatu are always kept

inmotion so that they charge the water with vitality and freshness. The up surging jets in the

Fountain Place in Dallas are liquid beacons for people to approach, challenge the water, and

sacrificetheir ch-yness.

To invite contact, still water must seem fresh, clear, sparkling, and clean full of messages

of beauty and health. An effective way to achieve this is to fill the water with dancing color.

Outdoor pools meant for swimming should be exposed to and warmed by the sun. Ricardo

Legorretauses solid planes of vibrant color to make the water seem especially pure, a trick used

by Arquitectonica and Victor Carrasco with similar success. Pools, like the ones in Maui, can

shimmer in the sun and be dramatically illuminated at night so that the colors, patterns, steps, or

reflec ns beat as if the water were alive, inviting people to go down.

While contact with water is an essential and popular aspect of many designs, in some

places physical contact has little to do with its spirit. These days, guards turn away fountain

jumpers who come to the Trevi expecting a swim. Few people would consider the idea of

swimming in Monet's pond or the pools at the Hwnble Administrator's Garden- their still

waters do not convey a sense of being fit for swimming that the waters in Sebatu, the Pink

House, or Hearst's Neptune pool convey. Splashing around the thoughtful reflecting pools at

the Lincoln Memorial, the Taj Mahal, or the Brion Cemetery would disrupt their composed

dignity their sacred intentions, just as skinny-dipping at Stourhead would disturb its tranquility.

(Wylson 1986)



Emotional contact with water occurs when people are allowed to get as close as possible

without actually touching it, resulting in our famous "mental leaning out over." The most

important thing to consider when making designs involving emotional contact with water is the

edge.San Antonio is one of the most exemplary cases of communicative contact with a river.

Even though the river is sunken in a winding corridor, people can walk along its sidewalks and

cross on its low bridges. Often the river is only a few steps away. There may be no railings at all,

with only a curb marking the distinction between land and water. The Fort Worth Water

Gardens would not be as delightful if people were prevented from getting close to the water.

Handrails and barriers would make it seem too safe. Visitors may choose to safely watch from

above as the water rushes into the pit, or from below as it rushes down at them.

From Paris to Tokyo to Fort Worth, every drop of water on the planet takes part in the

water cycle. The cycle guarantees that all water is connected in a continuous global chain, so that

water never remains an isolated incident and never exclusively belongs to any specific time or

place. Even the tiniest drop of water shares a heritage with the greatest ocean. If we could trace

water's movement, we might see water pooling in Kyoto reappear in Hong Kong harbor, or

water gushing from the Trevi Fountain resurface at the Villa d'Este.



The spirit of the Trevi is a celebration of the entire water cycle, personified by Oceanus,

whocommands the release, distribution, collection, and evaporation of the Earth's water. In the

wordsof its architect, Nicola Salvi, the fountain "shows the essential mobility of water, which

never ceases in its operation and is incapable of ever remaining still, even for the briefest

moment." In Kyoto, the image of the bamboo fountain represents the arrival of water from the

vast bodies of water circulating beyond the small garden. "Eternity consists of opposites,"

Senecawrote; to understand the oceanic infinities is to appreciate the finite waterfall. This is

equallytrue for Kahn's Salk Institute plaza, where the thin layer evokes the inevitable return of

waterto the ocean. The Neptune pool at San Simeon is stirring because we see that, although it

isenOlIDOUS,when compared to the ocean it represents only a minute drop. The Ryoan-ji stone

garden performs the greatest feat by making us think of water when we only see stones.

Containedin the rectangular plot is a profoundly simple view of the ocean, perfectly balanced,

perfectlyharmonious.

Inside the Sen no Rikyu's legendary tea garden, visitors would have heard the subliminal

murmurs of an unseen sea. In the stone font, people would have dipped their hands in the

water,perhaps seeing their own reflection rippling across the tiny mirror. Comparing the few

cupsof water with the limited view of the sea invested the garden with a subtle but resounding

message-that every drop of water in the world is connected with all the rest. It was a masterful

combination of the senses. Through the careful arrangement of water and architecture, we can

create for ourselves a place in the nature surrounding us- a place like Fallingwater, the Hearst

pool, the Salk Institute, the Kyoto basins, or the Trevi- connected to the cycle, and all of the

world's water.



In this section we will discuss the opportunities of water in the design context. The

samplecases will be classified by using the features of the water. And the features of the water

willbe discussed and commented. In this research the scale will vary from the size of a building

componentto building itself and to the urban design scale (building and its neighborhood, street

furnitureand etc.).

To introduce the samples, it would be wise to group them, for explaining the relation

betweenwater and design. Consequently, water and space interactions would be categorized in

fourgroups, for understanding the effectiveness of water as a design element. Those four

groupsare:

./ Water as a surface of the space,

./ Water as an element of the space,

./ Water as a reflector element of the space,

./ Water as an element around the building.

A classification like this has been done with the dominant usage type of the water element

in the project. Some samples may contain several classification types but the categorization has

been done according to the main water concept. Water element mostly used around the

buildings(such as; river, lake, pond, sea, pool and etc.) as a visual element but the determinant

thingsfor the classification are the reasons of building water next to the water, and the relation

of water and building. Mostly the differences that came from the distinct concepts can bring

variousqualities.

While analyzing the contemporary water utilized projects, Suzuki's water classifications

about the water's spatial images are going to be introduced. By this consideration the spatial

stlUcturesof the samples would be described.

Contemporary Water Utilization Projects

Wateras a Surface of the Space

British Pavilion, Expo 92, Seville, Spain: British Pavilion project designed by architect

Nicholas Grimshaw, and completed in 1992. Nicholas Grimshaw won the competition to

designa pavilion to reflect the spirit of Britain at Expo 92, in Seville. The design composition of

the architect is based on creating a zone dominated by blue and green colors. The intention
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behindthe initial competition entry was to create a place of coolness and rest on the Expo site,

incontrast with the more Disney-llli:easpects of the event. Climate, method of construction and

programmedwere to determine the kit of pert approach; a primary aim being that the design of

thebuildingwould moderate temperature extremes before any mechanical cooling was used.

The building itself was to serve as an advertisement for British industty, and so the

structurewas constructed with components made in Britain, and transported to the site. This

determined the use of manufactured, lightweight materials, the opposite of the heavy masonry

commonlyused in hot countt1.es to control heat. The white painted, steel structure is designed to

have no site linked, and so structural elements are pin jointed. Apart from the concrete

foundations,the building was almost entirely prefabricated in Britain. (Gl1.mshaw 1995)
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The structure encloses a large, single volume and supports different types of external

"skin" that respond to conditions of the climate, according to their orientation to the sun. The

stmcture is quiet a wide sttucture and the height of the east facade as the focal point of the

building this focal point is a 65 meters wide and 18 meters high aqua wall. The structure of the

building is hidden behind of the glass that water floods from its front. The aim here is to

provide a cool inner space. By observing the heat of the glass water decreases the heat of the

building. Also by spraying water around the outer parts of the building stays cool too. The

building's structure is internal and on the outside water remains to the glass, forming rhythmic

patterns as it runs down the surface. The environmental purpose is to create an intermediate

zone of coolness. The water lowers the temperature the immediate environment by reducing the

surface temperature of the glass, thus reducing radiant heat into the building; whilst, the water

spray cools the surrounding air by evaporative cooling. (Grimshaw 1995)



On the western wall, which receives sun during the hottest part of the day, loads of

shippingcontainers, filled with water, provide the thermal capacity traditionally achieved with

stonework. The north and south walls use another technology, imported from outside

traditionalbuilding constlUction. Polyester fabric, made in the manner of yacht sails, is fixed to

bowed-steel tubes as sails are to ship's masts. A second layer of sailcloth in angled strips

providesadditional protection from the sun, on the south elevation. All of these techniques are

passive,except the solar powered pumps, and requite no external input of energy to function.

Theircombined effect is to reduce the internal temperature by ten degrees, which, in Seville, can

mean the difference between unbearable and pleasant conditions. Localized air conditioning

provides additional comfort in the self-contained pods accommodating the audiovisual displays,

as requited by the brief. The public entered the building through the water wall, over a small

entrance bridge, and was then guided through the exhibition spaces on a series of travelators and

walkways.

In this case water has been used throughout this scheme in two particular ways. It is both

a visual device that enhances the building's aesthetic appeal, and also used as a highly successful,

and innovative, method of climatic control. We are facing with the water's feature of affecting

the space as being an element of the design concept. Besides that being used as visual effects

also water becomes one of the walls of the building by interacting with the building stlUcture. In

this project, water had been used for increasing the aesthetical values of the building, as well as

the climate control. By being used the cooling and animating facilities of water in this design, the

success had been provided.



Water in this project has seen as a surface of the space, and designed with the space.

Therefore the internal dynamics of the water are determined as the concepts of the project, and

that has shaped the design. The internal dynamics of the water in this project are, cooling and

visual effects, the magnificence of the water wall and being different and unique. Also as

functional benefits water controls and balances the heat control. In the Arashiyama Golf Club

the water in the pond was leaking slowly, and naturally. A similar event can be seen in this

pavilion, but with integration through the building structure, and an artificial design, and also a

greater scale.

The Lotus Pond Hall of Honpukuji, Awaji Island, Japan: The Lotus Pond Hall of

Honpukuji project designed by architect Tadao Ando and completed in 1992. With a

revolutionary design executed in 1992, Tadao Ando freed Buddhist architecture from some

2000 years of stylistic chains. Buddhism organized in sects cannot claim to have initiated a great

variety of architectural form in its long history. On entering the grounds of the Honpukuji

temple on Awaji Island, one has to admit that the adjacent traditional buildings have been

reduced by Ando's design to embarrassing ruins of an unproductive and uncreative past.



Ando did not take up the traditional axial alignment of the main temple buildings and

courtyardsof the past. Approaching over a vast open area spread with white stones and facing

the first very high, bright concrete wall, recalls the crawl-through gate at Fushinan, for here also

oneis physically made to feel that one is entering. Even though the gate here is more than large

enough to pass through in an upright manner, the proportion of the gate to the size of the wall

is even smaller than in the case of Fushinan. Where one enters is not immediately disclosed.

Passingover white stones along a second, equally high but curved concrete wall, one enters

againby suddenly overlooking a bright blue oval lotus pond reflecting the sky. There is no

Buddhahall in sight. CAndo 1995)

The lotus is an honored symbol in Asia, the channel of origin of all life in Indian

cosmogony, and the symbol of self-creation in Buddhism. A lotus pond spanned by a bridge has

longbeen part of the temple vernacular, but never before has one had to enter the lotus pond in

order to recall the temple. Not quite literally but experientially the pond is approached by

descending the staircase in its run to access the sanctuary. CAndo 1995)

In contrast to the vastness of the open sky reflected in the pond, the interior of the hall

under the convex ceiling, the bottom of the pond is kept enclosed and soft. Natural light comes

through a light room from due west.

This project is a unique piece of art. The success of integration of water and space with

each other in such sufficiency and hidden cannot be seen in any other projects.

Water is one of the basic objects for the main decisions in the design concept. Actually the

circular pond is the roof of a hidden church. This roof is exactly the space-unifying point of the



building.The stair in the center of the pond is the mysterious way of a hidden sanctuary. The

space-unifying,supporting and directing pond exaggerates the stair with its plain surface. This is

the final step of the Ando's unbelievable water design. The successful interactions in this

buildingare between "the stability and calming effects of water", "buildings mysteriously

atmosphere",and "the dynamic design in the interior parts of the church."

WaterWorld, Floating House, De Veersche Port, The Netherlands: Throughout

history, the idea of living on water has exuded a strong romantic and pragmatic appeal. The

waterlogged topography of the Netherlands has given rise to a tradition of characteristic

houseboats, yet such structures are inevitably constrained by scale and function, rarely rising to

more than a single-storey structure attached to a floating barge.

Since the mid '80s, Herman Hertzberger's studio has been experimenting with the

concept of a large scale-floating villa that could be mass-produced to create waterborne suburbs.

A floating house has the principal advantage of mobility, enabling it to exploit views, privacy and

more particularly sunlight, with consequent energy consumption advantages. Recently the town

of Middelburg commissioned Hertzberger to consolidate his proposals for a prototypical water

house that will initially serve as an information center for a new district, De Veersche Port. This



willconsist of 10 floating villas moored in a lake set in parkland and could act as a model for

futuresimilar developments. (Review 2000)

The house is based on a floatation system supporting various living spaces arranged

around a central void. Living rooms and kitchen are located on the first floor, with bedrooms

and entrance hall just above water level. The roof can also serve as a planted garden. However,

planscan be adapted to suit individual preferences.

Structure is a steel skeleton, with concrete floors. The external skin lS made up of

insulated box-like steel compartments clad in lightweight metal panels, which can be

prefabricated off-site. (Review 2000)

Using industrial and maritime technologies in the best Modernist tradition, Hertzberger

has devised an inventive and environmentally responsive solution to the challenge of mass

housing.

The Netherlands is a country shows one of the best examples of the integration with

water. And the house in this style is compatible with the cities water concept. It is actually

possible to meet simple raft houses on the canals of Amsterdam.



The most attractive point of the project is being a floating house on the water. On

account of this, the pleasures and positive physiological effects on the household are

undebateful.Primarily effect on the house is the reflective beauty of the water. Water acts as a

space-supportingplane. Other physiological features of the water are adding romantics to the

space,relaxingand calming properties on the households.

Wateras an Element of the Space

Prospecta 92 Observatoty Tower, Toyama, Japan: Observatory Tower project

designedby architect Shoei Yoh, and completed in 1992. It is a memorial building for the first

JapaneseExpo. The imposing 30-32-32 meters obselvation tower was conceived as a midair

museumdedicated to the beauty of the earth and universe. The massive structure set within the

landscapeis composed of twelve structural beams and columns, with four vertical members

housingtwo elevators and two stairways. Project creates a simple structure that would provide

visitorswith the opportunity to contemplate the natural beauty of the nearby snow-covered

mountains, while at the same time he wanted to create a dramatic contrast to the natural

environment.

Observatory Tower may be called an open-air theater, but here the spectacle of natural gas

has been replaced by an orchestrated performance of fog, light, water, music and sound that

changes as the atmospheric conditions of the site change. As one of the themes of the

obselvation tower is the cycle of Toyama's cherished water, in the void or courtyard there is a

fog-generating apparatus that creates tiny drops of water, which eventually gather to create a

small stream flowing into a waterfall and eventually pouring into the sea.



The spectacle of observation, as presented, can be enjoyed from one of two levels

corresponding to the eight sides of the frame like cube structure that are parallel to the ground,

from four open walkways at the base of the building, and four glass-enclosed corridor like

observation areas above. With his work with natural phenomenon, Yoh attempts to create one

entityfrom fundamentally different elements. He attempts to create an integrated site, place, or

evencity from our capacity to simultaneously divide and join, to attach and isolate. His idea for

Observatory Tower attempts to be both site-specific and global in his desire to embrace a

notionof nature and water in his architecture. (Yoh 1995)
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In this project, which is quite different than other projects, has used water as the

symbolism. The design concept is containing different forms of water. Toyama is already

famous with the water flowing to the city from the snowy mountains. This obselvation house

has built for appreciating the beauty of nature and landscape. Observation house has built on

four big columns, that two of them are having elevators and other two stairs. This cubic

construction has built for the purpose of exploring the nature, snowy mountains, rainbow,

clouds, rain, thunder, fog and many other natural phenomena. This construction can be

described with the saying that water is life and the circulation of the water is mystery.



Water in this project can be defined as an element of the space. This sample is a good

projectfor the usage the internal dynamism of the water, and effects, and a good reflection of

thetraditional water usage in the contemporary architecture. The design logic of the building is

to construct a tower to present and observe the different forms and movements of the water,

and nature. And building shaped as the forms of water, so water gave uniqueness to the

building.Therefore, water acts in this project as a space-unifying point. And water serves as an

elementcontaining continuity and being a part of the concept.

Miller Residence, Los Angeles, California, USA: Miller Residence project designed by

architect Steven Ehrlich, and completed in 1981. Sunlight and earth, trees, birds and other

animals are the canyon micro ecology that slices through Los Angeles's urban fabric. This

residence asserts the connection with nature by assuming a posture that avoids the obvious

canyon vistas, inevitably marred by telephone poles and passing cars. Instead it decides on for

the more introverted garden and pool. The directness of these connections allows repose and

harmony.



To cross the threshold from the outside world, into a home, is a cleansing ritual,

accompaniedby the sound of waterfall splashing in a slim column over the front door. One

entersa central, three storey, entry atrium that divides the house in two and acts as a light-giving

space.Natural light floods in through a skylight, and penetrates the living areas via see-through

glassblock walls. As if suspended by the light, paths of transparent plexiglass, on steel trusses,

bridgethe atrium, linking the two sides. Shoji screens, in combination with sliding glass that

disappearsinto wall pockets, create a myriad of possibilities in the quality of light, and allow

decompositionsin the barrier between indoor and outdoor space. (Ehrlich 1995)

Water in this project can be defined as an element that space-unifying line. This process

has seen as a simple water usage, but the success of the project comes from this plain simplicity.

And this simplicity is adding extra dynamism and diversity to the building successively. The first

thing that attracts visitors is the falling water from the first floor to a canal on the ground level.

At that point the water unifies the building with its uniqueness. While water moves towards the

canal,it causes various effects, these effects are not only the physiological or aural effects of the

building, at the same time they are the reflections of the building into the water and water onto

the building. When one is in the house, does not have any relationship with water apart from his

feelingsand emotions, but when he exits effects of the water surrounds and welcomes him.



Falling Water (Kaufman House), Bear Run, Pennsylvania, USA: Falling Water

projectdesigned by architect Frank Llyod Wright, and completed in 1936. Falling Water is a very

importantvisual water utilization experience in the contemporary architecture. Frank Llyod

Wrightmasterfully balances sweeping cantilevers against uplifting stone towers, smooth planes

againsttextured stonework, transparent bands of windows against solid walls, and moving water

against stationary architecture. With its cantilevers rigidly frozen in space high over the

streambed,the structure seems to confront gravity. All through the house, Wright invited the

forestin, using local, natural materials. Rocks emerged through the hearth, nice smelly gardens

growunder windows, and beams put back to trees, politely bending around their trunks. Masons

constructed the tower that anchors into the rocks from local stone, setting it in patterns to

imitatethe strains of stone ledges and rough oak-bark textures. Wright also opened the interior

to the outside with walls of glass. Fieldstones paving the interior floors are covered with polish

to simulate the water-glazed stones outside. Light reflected from the stream seems to dance on

theceilings, trees cast leafy shadows onto the walls, and muted sunlight infiltrates dark corridors

throughdiffusing skylights. (Moore 1995)

In Fallingwater sound penetrates to the house on every level, changing in rhythm and

intensity throughout the cycle of the seasons. Before Fallingwater is visible, the covered stream

sends up audible signals that attract visitors into the forest. The sense of touch is also essential

aspect of Fallingwater. At the entry, a font catching a thin jet welcomes visitors; as in a church or

a mosque, it is a place to wash before crossing the threshold. To the left, a pool with stone steps

extends under the house. Trails wander up to the guesthouse, where a swimming pool collects

spring water, or down to the cascade for an outdoor shower. The cascades throw mist and spray



up to the decks, where people can mentally lean out over and psychologically connect with the

stream, a dangerous ten meters drop below. Inside, Wright designed a staircase with a glass

shelterthat descends through an opening in the living-room floor. It is the umbilical cord that

tiesthe water with the architecture. Suspended from metal strips, the steps lead directly into the

stream's path, where the last platform hovers only centimeters above the surface, connecting

peopleto the water constantly moving smoothly by on its natural course. (Moore 1995)

In an age where water has become increasingly domesticated and decreasingly appreciated,

even a short visit to Fallingwater is filled with affirmations of water's untiring magic and

excitement. Actually everything has been said about the effects of water on the building, while

the project is being described. A house that is located on falling water means the integrity of life

and nature. Only a strong integrity can cause that perfect match. In this project, water can be

seen as a space-supporting plane and space unifying line. While water is adding magnificence

and uniqueness to the house at the same time, water identically adjoins stability and dynamism.

Water turns the house into a special place and provides its connection with the nature.

Camino Real Hotel, Ixtapa, Mexico: Camino Real Hotel project designed by architect

Ricardo Legorreta, and completed in 1981; the Camino Real Hotel's site selection was done

from the sea looking towards the shore. Camino Real Hotel is one of the successful buildings of

Ricardo Legorreta. The land possesses a strong personality from which the entire project

evolves. The imposing sea, combined with an extraordinary coastline and rugged mountain

range, was essential to the hotel. The hotel adapts to the site's topography and vegetation

obtaining the maximum benefit from its environment. Once this design constraint had been

established the hotel developed naturally in terraces that adapted to the mountainous slopes.



Three different environments were created in the hotel: the enclosed sleeping quarters; a

coveredterrace suitable for dining, resting or socializing that weaves easily from the sleeping

area,and is separated by ingenious sliding doors and lastly an open patio tbat extends outward to

theMexicanPacific. To create as natural an environment as possible these areas, on the whole,

relyon natural ventilation. Also rather than a typical swimming pool area, the design offers a

varietyof walls, aqueducts, roofs and fountains that surround both sunbathers and swimmers.

(Toy 1995)

The hotel site recalls the forgotten pleasures of walking. The neighborhood of the Camino

Real, overlooking a charming bay, is tied with paths and stairways for those who wish to

leisurelywalk through this magical setting. For those less inclined there are elevators to the

beach. Lastly, it should be mentioned that Camino Real is truly Mexican and reflects the

culture's spirit, forms, colors, building materials and furnishings. In short, like a visualized

contemporary Mexico, it is strong, spacious, romantic and spiritually powerful.



The important point in this project is the special relationship between the architect and

thewater. Legorreta for along time worked on the relations between water and its effects and

mostlyused water in his projects. Here in this hotel water acts as a space-supporting plane.

Projectgives us the feeling that hotel is located in the middle of a water mass. This shows that

water used in this project so brilliantly that with its well coordination, we can perceive it

anythingbut pool. The basic duties of water are its aural and visual outcomes. While walk-paths

aredirecting people to the common spaces, at the same time with the water sound around them,

theygave a physiological relaxation to the users.

Regina Hotel, Cancun, Mexico: Regina Hotel designed by architect Ricardo Legorreta,

and completed in 1991. The climate, the water and sand, the special form of the terrain and its

position between the sea and the lagoon make Conrad Cancun a unique place and the Regina

Hotel, is well adapted to its location. It utilizes simple and lengthened forms that permit the

guests to enjoy, depending on the time of day, the spectacular views of either the sea or lagoon.

The design allows the guests to maintain a permanent relationship with the surrounding water.

Likethe Camino Real, the Regina takes advantage of the sea and breezes and so the majority of

the hotel is naturally ventilated, negating the need for air conditioning.



Pools can make defInite architectural statements in their relationship to the residence to

whichthey belong. Such pools can be part of the physical structure of the hotel, or they can be

builtin close proximity to it, echoing its architectural style and detailing.

The most successful conditions for making the architecture of the pool and the residence

complementeach other exist when the pool and the hotel are being built at the same time, but

add-onpools can also successfully accomplish this uniform look. Centering the pool on the

main line of view to a distant object or point gives a restful integrality to the garden vista,

whetherconsciously recognized or not. Even when the pool as added after the hotel has been

on the property for some time, the garden pattern and pool placement should respect one or

moreaxes, even if only subtly. Some elements of the hotel architecture can be brought our to

thewater by incorporating a shade structure or portico, which can be attached to the hotel or

freestanding,depending on the proximity of the pool and hotel. Paving patterns can also visually

linkthese elements by reaching out from the hotel to envelop the pool. The shape of the hotel

itselfmight extend to embrace the pool and entertaining areas in its grid. (Toy 1995)

Regina hotel is another unique Legorreta approach. The main concept of the project is the

interrelation and integration between building and water. Because of its location next to the sea,

hotelhas further advantages. Those advantages come mainly from the powering force of the sea

to the water activities in the hotel. Just like the Camino Real, in Regina hotel water acts as a

space-supporting plane and space-unifying element. Water elements have been used in various

ways such as, jets, pools on the different levels, and water canals, etc. Water gives the space a

colorful and rich outlook. And while cooling the space at the same time directs the walkways

and adds a determination to the space.



Solana, Southlake, Texas, USA: Solana project designed by architect Ricardo Legorreta,

andcompleted in 1991. On the rolling hills, and the desire of the client, IBM, to design a unique

scheme, a team of four architects, Mitchell Giurgola, Barton Mayers, Peter Walker and

Legorreta,developed a vel)' simple scheme that took advantage of the highway and underpass

thatcrossed the property.

The design concept is a series of buildings and courtyards incorporating and recovering,

the surrounding plain, the highway and underpass to create individual and intimate spaces. The

complexestablished their unity by the interplay of the scale of limiting walls, height, color, water,

and the proportions of the design and disposition of windows and other exterior openings of

the building. This concept permits an overall continuity for the project, whilst retaining each

architect's artistic freedom. Vertical elements were created as directional and entrance symbols,

and careful use of walls, textures and colors humanized the limitless scale of the Texas

landscape. The IBM building consists of almost 3,5 hectares of offices, dining rooms and a

computer center. (Legorreta 1995)

In this project water appears with its space-directing feature by a linear axe. And the thin

water corridors create dynamism and diversity on the geometric order of the project. With



simplewater utilization with those water corridors the face of the project has been changed

positively.This is the internal dynamics of the water element adding to the planned space.

Tokyo Sea Life Park, Edogawa-ku, Tokyo, Japan: Tokyo Sea Life Park, project

designed by architects Yoshio Taniguchi, Shinsuke Takamiya, and completed in 1989. The

uniqueness seems to extend unbroken to Tokyo Bay. Many people probably have a

predominant feeling that any huge body of water should be lower than their feet. The water's

surfacein this park's fountain, however, comes up to knee level of anyone approaching it, and it

continuesright into Tokyo Bay. This setting makes visitors feel closeness with the sea and water.

The escalator at the entrance leads visitors to exhibition spaces in the basement. In this

cave-like area, visitors are astonished by a school of tuna dynamically swimming in a large tank.

After taking in various displays divided into sub-themes such as "oceans of the world", "Tokyo

Bay", and "living things on beaches or in the deep sea", visitors can also see behind these

displays. About 60% of the total floor area at the marine park is occupied by water treatment

equipment and facilities. At the end of the tour, there is a restaurant and a tended deck where

visitors can enjoy the sunset. As they climb up to the "Sky Plaza", which is above the restaurant,



a fantasticdome structure reflected on the water represents the climax of aquatic architecture.

(Suzuki 1990)

The order in between water and space causes the success of the project. Sea Life Park

pretentsas if it is an island in the middle of the sea. Sea Life Park is a very special island that

evetythingon it is planned in harmony with the sea. The life in this park is containing water

conceptin its architecture. The main topic of the project is water and its image like the Suzuki's

categoty.Water acts as space-directing line and space-supporting plane. Water increases the

relationof sky tower plaza with the other units; the reflection of the plaza on the water is the

firstthing that has been seen by visitors. The task of the water element is not limited with the

reflection only. Existing planning provides widespread water utilization and as a result of this

utilization, the park seems to be a larger place than actually it is. The neighboring position of

waterand building is in a circular form that starts from the center and spirally groves around this

center. This location form widens the complex park and water acts as space-deepening mass.

Because, at the sunset the reflection of the sun from the water, shines on the building and

createsan amazing panorama, and deepens the space.



As another water image type in the park the space-separating mass could be observed. Sea

splitspark from the main land, and determines the park as a private and special place and

consequently attracts the visitor by this mysterious concept.

But the most striking and defining image of the park is about the spatial units. Because of

project is unique and located out of the city life, describing water as a space-unifying mass will

be a correct portray. A project like the Sea Life Park that uses water in every detail of design is

verydifficult to see and as explaining the internal dynamics of the water is a good sample.

Water is not only placed exteriorly but also interiorly has been designed, such as water

streamedwalls, hidden pools, fishponds, aquariums, cascades, canals and so on.

Water as a Reflector Element ofthe Space

Eppich House, Vancouver, Canada: Eppich House project designed by architect

Arthur C. Erickson, and completed in 1988, and the residence were designed for the owner of a

manufacturing firm, specializing in metal fabrication. The intention was to construct a steel and

glass building using the materials, and labor available at the plant. The structures comprise three

levels, set at right angles to the slope of the site. The main living level including pool and
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recreationfacilities separates the other levels. To complete the composition, the series of pools

oneach of the terraces above a creek, bordering the south end of the site was diverted to create

areflectingpool. (foy 1995)

The integration of the house with water is the pool in front of it. Many buildings have

poolsbut what differs this building than others is the purpose of locating the pool. The building

ismade of glass and steel and the pool reflects the facade of the building. The house has three

terraceform floors and the facade is designed according to the reflections of the facade from the

pool.The form of the house continues in the reflection of the water surface. Water has a space-

deepening effect here. Water acts as a space-deepening and expanding plane. By acting like a

space-deepening and expanding plane, water widens the house, and gives to the house fOlIDits

finalposition.

Sttetto House, Texas, USA: Stretto House project designed by architect Steven Holl,

and completed in 1992. Stretto house is placed adjacent to three spring-fed ponds with existing

concrete dams, the house reflects the character of the site in a series of concrete blocks, or

"spatial dams", with a metal framed, or "aqueous space", flowing through them. Flowing over



thedams, like the overlapping in music, the water is a reflection of the landscape outside as well

asthevirtual overlapping of the spaces inside.

Consisting of four movements, the pIece has a distinct division between heavy, bass

beating, and light, strings. Where music has solidity in instrumentation and sound the house

attempts an analogue in light and space. The building is formed in four sections, each consisting

of two modes; heavy orthogonal masonry and light and curved metal. The concrete block and

metal recall Texas vernacular. The plan is orthogonal whilst the section is curved. However, the

guesthouse inverts this; the plan is curved and section orthogonal. In the main house "aqueous

space is developed by several means; floor planes pull the level of one space into the next, roof

planes pull space over walls and an arched wall pulls light down from a skylight. Materials and

details continue the spatial concepts in poured concrete glass cast in fluid shapes, drooping glass

and liquid floor covering. Arriving at the space via a driveway bridging over the stream, a visitor

passes through overlapping spaces of the house, glimpsing the flanking gardens arriving at an

empty room flooded by the existing pond. The room, doubling its space in reflection, opening

both to the site and the house, becomes the asymmetrical center of two sequences of aqueous

space: arriving finally at an empty flooded room. (Holl1995)



Water is a reflection of the landscape around the house, and the house reflects the

characterof the settlement with its concrete blocks. Building and nature is joined each other by

usingthe reflection property of the calm water of the pond. Besides that water acts as a part of

thebuildingand building and nature embrace each other.

Water in this project acts as a reflecting element. This can also be recognized as the space-

deepeningmass, from Suzuki's categories. However water is not deep, and the house is not very

high,the effects of water on the house, shows the building a lot wider with its reflection on the

water. It is not possible to say that there is only one effect of water here. The pond and house

are so successfully joint each other that the space-juxtaposing plane property can be seen easily.

atural and man-made environment are used very sufficiently together that the question comes

to our mind what other element can accomplish that goal apart from water.

Lowry Arts Center, Salford, England: The Arts Center project designed by architect

MichaelWilford and partners and completed in 2000. Building has been located at the end of a

pier between the Manchester Ship Canal and the Huron Basin. Lowry Center by Michael

Wilford and partners dramatically scaled monument to urban regenerations which, thought at

the end of a peninsula, can be reached in three directions: from a new footbridge over the canal,

a new metro station on the Huron Basin and the road which runs up the spine of the pier. These

converge on a new piazza, which fronts the Center.
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Visitors approach the Center from the piazza under a huge metal entrance. This leads to a

big and complex multi-level foyer that invites visitors to visit three main elements of the

complex.A lyric theatre, and an adaptable theatre together form an axis terminating in the chum

ofdle smaller space, which celebrates the termination of the promontolJ'. Flanking each side of

theaxisand emphasizing the triangular parts are galleries, which provide a great range of spaces

and lighting conditions for displaying changing exhibitions and the city's collection of LOWlY

paintings.(Review 2000)

All the disparate elements are connected by an intricate three-dimensional weave of social

spaces and public routes. Bar, cafe and restaurant, which serve all elements of the complex, are

on the south side of the building, overlooking the calm and now pollution-free waters of the

canal:on summer days, they can extend out onto terraces. There is a dress bar over the entrance

serving the upper levels of the lyric theatre and overlooking the piazza; other bars selve the

adaptable theatre and, at ground level, the foyer. Promenades link all these places and the

entrances to the main volumes. Gentle ramps connect the foyers of the two theatres and offer

views down into galleries. At the top, the entrance hall of the adaptable theatre circles its curve

and allows views west down tlle water. Then, a long terrace allows access to galleries on the

Huron Basin side, and views of the regenerating city over the water, then a return to the ground

level foyer down escalators. The sequence of public spaces is moving and one of the most

sophisticated to be found in all the major millennium projects. (Review 2000)

Project covered from its both sides by water, and water has been used as if it is a

component of the design. Water in this project plays the role of magnificence reflector, and this

property adds to the art center brilliance. Water acts as a space deepening mass.



Odyssey Project, Belfast, Northern Ireland: The Odyssey project designed by Consarc

designgroup and will be completed in 2000 November. Belfast waterfront, like those of most

otherWestern seaboard cities needs new uses as industry changes. The Odyssey Millennium

Projectis intended to bring back life to the harbor and fOim a focus for community. With water

ontwo sides, the Queen's Quay site comes to a top at the junction of the Lagan River and the

AbercornBasin, and forms the gateway to the largely redundant shipyards on Queen's Island.

Justto the south is a new weir across the river, which makes it non-tidal in front of the side, and

at the same time provides a pedestrian path that puts the Odyssey within five minutes' walk of

thecitycenter. (Review 2000)

Seen from across the river, the complex is signaled by a sweeping, shield-like wall of silver

metaland glass. This is the public front of the Science Center, one of the three main elements of

theproject. The others are a sports arena and the Pavilion, a large commercial entertainment and

retail complex. Approach will be mainly from the south from the bus route and car park. The

main entrance leads into the central court of the Pavilion, what promises to be a lively 25m high

space topped by a peaky fabric roof. The entrance is signaled by canopy and flagpoles. There are

separate ones to both science center and arena, so the different parts will be openable separately.

It must be admitted that, from this side, the building with its varied forms, and red clay mud tiles

coheres less well than from the north, with each element ttying to signal independence from its

siblings.



Like the Lowry Arts Center, this project is also covered from its both sides by water, and

waterhas been used as if it is a component of the design. Water in this project plays the role of

magnificencereflector, and this property adds to the science center brilliance, and beauty. In this

sciencecenter Water acts as a space deepening mass and space supporting plane.

Church on the Water, Tomamu, Hokkaido, Japan: Church on the Water project

designedby architect Tadao Ando, and completed in 1988. According to Ando nature is an item

or material, and plain geometry. Because of water is a component of the nature, Ando used

water element frequently in his projects. His one of the most successor project in Japan is

Church on Water. In this project, a world of abstraction created from water and concrete

extends into the expanse of nature. The site seems to have been low-lying a place water collects.

In complete isolation, the sound of the stream and the singing of the birds awaken as image of a

sacred place, and a huge pool apparently symbolizes the spot where the spirit of man dwells.

(Ando 1995)

The pool, located behind of the church, is as shallow as almost two centimeters. Water

bubbles up from the side of the church, quietly flows over the gravel bed of the pool, rises over

a small grade, and finally returns into the earth. The mirror-like water reflects a cross and the

church while small waves move its surface. Building diverts water from the nearby stream

created an artificial pond.

An L-shaped wall is partially wrapped around the squares. With the pond in view, one

climbs a gentle slope and reaches an approach area surrounded on all sides by glass. In this box

of light, four separate crosses stand under the sky. From here one descends a curving, darkened

stall-way that leads to the chapel. The pond is spread before one's eyes, and on the water is a

cross. One may unconsciously feel a desire to touch the concrete columns that are similar to the



Toriigate and wishes to approach the cross. However, there is an atmosphere, which the water

isunmercifuland this prevents us from doing so. (Suzuki 1990)

This project is a sample for very exclusive water utilization. Water can be determined in

this project as a reflecting element as well as being an element around the building. Water

attracts us with its space-deepening, and space-defining features. The church was designed so

plainlyand purely that water in the project surrounds the church and reflects this purification.

By its reflection on the pond the church looked like a lot bigger than actually it is. The

reflections on the building makes it much more attractive.

Japanese belief on seeing water and nature as noble concepts according to their religions

has reflection on this project. Ando sees nature and water as components of life and as a result

of this vision he had used water in this project, and integrates it sufficiently. The water in this

building has a space-deepening function and is a space-deepening element.



Ken Domon Museum of Photography, Sakata City, Yamagata, Japan: Ken Domon

Musewn of Photography project designed by architects Yoshio Taniguchi, and Shinsuke

Takamiya, and completed in 1983. There is an artificial pond in the Limoriyama Cultural Park.

To the southwest of the pond, where swans and ducks swim cheerfully, the Ken Domon

Musewn projects towards the water. The geometric configuration of the museum contrasts well

with the gentle curve of the mountains. Looking more closely we can see a reflection of the

musewn on the water, suggesting that the sophisticated aim of the designer was to incorporate

nature in his design.

There are various, seemingly accidental, inventive combinations of water and structure in

the design, which calm our inner feelings as we walk through the museum. In the courtyard, a

statue quietly gazes at the flow of water and listens to its sound. The light reflected from the

water's surface filters into the exhibition hall through the windows. The memorial hall looks as if

it is floating on the pond, and dry landscape garden representing flowing water opens out in

front of the auditorium. A skillfully designed aquascape has been developed in and around the

museum, and visitors notice the converging and diverging of nature as they proceed through the

museum along the usual route. (Suzuki 1990)



Water in this project can be defined as an element around the building. The water usage is

so successfully that one can think of this building could not be exist with out the artificial pond

around. The pond is also reflecting the sun on the building, and putting the building in the focal

point. Also water serves as a bridge between the man-made structures and natural environment.

The pond is separating building from the land, and also hridging the gap between them. Water

separates the land and provides a passage between man-made building and nature. Water

integrates the land and constlUcts harmony between pond and building. Water acts as a space-

deepening mass and space-supporting plane. As a conclusion it can be said that the museum is a

very good sample for the integration and compatibility of the building and nature.

Water as an Element Around the Building

Chiasma - Helsinki Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki, Finland: Helsinki

Museum of Contemporary Art project designed by architect Steven Holl, and completed in

1998. The site for the new museum lies in the heart of Helsinki, at the foot of the Parliament

Building to the west, with Eliel Saarien's Helsinki Station to the east and Alvar Aalto's Finland

Hall to the north. The challenging characters of this site followed from the joining together of

the various city grids and form the triangular shape that opens to Toole>Bay in the distance. The



concept of Chiasma involves the interconnecting of the building's mass with the geometry of

thecity and landscape. An implicit cultural line curves to link the building to the Finland Hall

whileit engages a "natural line that connects it to the landscape and bay" . (Toy 1995)

The bay has been extended up to the building and will provide an area for future civic

development along this thinning body of water, while also serving as a reflecting pool for the

Finland Hall and new development along the south edge of the water. The horizontal light, of

the northern latitudes, is enhanced by a waterscape that will serve as an urban mirror linking the

new museum to Helsinki's heart. The changes in elevation proposed with the water extension,

and its shallow depth, would allow for parking decks and highway linkages, which are presently

part of various planning considerations. (Toy 1995)

This water extension from the bay intertwines with and passes through the new museum.

The rectangular water that is proposed along the west elevation of the new building is the source

of a slow circulating system, which lowers the water level gradually from three meters elevation

to the base level of the bay. The gentle sound of moving water can be heard when walking

through the building section, which will remain open for passage all year round. These ponds

are not intended to be drained as is conventional in Finland. Instead, they will be allowed to



freezein winter, utilizing a detail that allows the water's inevitable expansion during freezing. At

nightthe west pond would reflect the intemallight radiating from the museum which has been

designedto express a "spatially of night." During the early evening hours of the winter months,

glowinglight escaping from the interior of the building along the west facade would invite the

publicin.

It is obvious that the veq first task of water in this project is that providing visitors a wise

and colorful atmosphere. By locating the museum next the shoreline, the connection between

buildingand water has been established, and there are no other relations with water. But the

formand location of the museum is well planned and the details of reflection in and from water

have been realized masterfully. The reflection of the building on water reflects backlight on the

buildingand creates a phenomenon on the museum. So the water element in this project acts as

a space-deepening mass and space-supporting mass.

Arashiyama Golf Club, Okinawa Island, Japan: Arashiyama Golf Club project

designed by architect Shoei Yoh. Arashiyama Golf Club is located on a tropical hill of Okinawa

Island, populated by the Ryukyu Dynasty, which has a long histoq of traditional customs and

thought and is famous for the coral stones it produces. Rainwater flows down the hill to the

Coral Sea, across the surface of hollow coral stone, which is similar to Italian marble, shinning,

glittering and bubbling under the strong sunshine. As the clubhouse is in a tropical climate it was

necessaq to employ Huipun. This technique fuses concepts from nature and Ryukyu Dynasty

and is a thoughtful device that maintains privacy whilst remaining welcoming to guests and most

importantly allows a cooling breeze to circulate.



Huipun involves a free standing coral stone wall in front of the entrance, a feature which

is repeated all over forming a strong axis throughout the site. Water falls on the wall very quietly,

but constantly; as the breeze passes over the wall it is cooled. On closer approach to watch the

waterfall tiny bubbles, creating pleasant sounds that recall the memory of a coral leaf under the

sea. (Toy 1995) Typically, as with most Japanese design, this water feature is understated,

beautiful and functional.

Water in this project can be defined as a space-juxtaposing plane. Water has a huge

volume and so, water and building designed and placed in the same platform. But they

recognized as two different spaces in the same platform. One of the most important features of

the water is its quietness feature. This calmness and quietness gives building refreshment and

coolness effects, and has physiological effects on the visitors. The answer of the question "what

water changed in this building?" is that water added spatial symbolism, deepness, quietness and

calmness to the building.



Niigata Art Center, Niigata, Japan: Niigata Art Center project designed by architect

Itsuko Hasegawa. The "island hopping" term can be used for determining the free and orderless

dynamism, and the uncertain nature of the project. Contrary to the closer systems, "island

hopping" describes the choose of connectedless of the paths and connections. That is basically

the presentation of the view of the floating green island. In the Niigata project, seven water

drops had been chosen as the motives and inspiration. The zones chose to the sea had a great

potential for being a model of the social spaces. In Japan, most of the settlements are located in

the area that fruitful rivers flow through the harsh mountains to the ocean and the place near

where the river meets ocean. And Japan is a country that contains many islands and archipelagos

in the ocean. This geographically complex islands and areas show seasonal changes and for

human settlements and social relations, and as a result of this for art incubates suitable

atmosphere. Niigata is a water city, settled at the sides of the Shinano River. The

transformations of the river have a direct affect on the city. (Hasegawa 2000)

Niigata had the chance of setting relations with other cultures by being a port that keeps

the connection between other parts of the world. Water canals are connecting the city to the
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riverand ocean. Niigata is a port city that contains the orderless natural facilities and settled

around them. In the course of time the canals turned into the streets. Gaining its previous

propertiesfor the new development zone and the whole city by the archipelagos concept is the

aimof the project.

The project area was not suitable for the below ground or water level usages. And new

planningunits should be taken old structure under its concept. By considering those two facts

Niigata'snatural landscape had been enhanced by terrace gardens. These terraces are connected

to the other terraces and buildings, by bridges and grades. And those are heightened with the

columns in the shape of trees. Those floating gardens are used for visual panorama, open-air

performances, and others. And they are created by the concept of Japanese word "harrapa"

meansopen space. They have set a very strong relation in between river "water" and gardens.

(Hasegawa2000)

The importance of the project that is designed as a floating island is the relation between

grades and buildings. It is surely proved by the view of water complex that contains water

games;the water concept is a very important component of this project.

In this project water can be analyzed as an element around the building, and also space-

separating mass. Because building block is located in the middle of a stream. The bridge between

the land and this small island is ironically the water itself. As it is nodded earlier in the "water as

a boundary element" part, the islands' contact points were described as the edges. However

edges are not enormous areas, the effects of the surrounding water on the buildings of the

islands are wonderful. In Niigata project water has a similar task and also water has an ordering

power on the land. The reason is that small land has a beauty on the surrounding huge water



andland has the symbolism of mythical power. In this project same symbolism can be seen and

waterconcludes the buildings and the city.

European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg, France: European Court of Human

Rights, project designed by architect Richard Rogers, and completed in 1995. In 1989 Richard

Rogers and Partners won the competition to provide the expanding Council of Europe with

courtrooms, conference facilities and offices that would respond to its forthcoming needs. The

building enjoys an impressive position along the seeping curve of the River III. The site was

donated by the city and is close to the Palace of Europe and the European Parliament.

The two main court chambers, which are housed in lightweight stainless steel, clad drums,

float above the public hall supported by concrete tripod frames. The administrative offices are

accommodated in stepped linear blocks, which curve along the banks of the river III. The public

hall is a large circular glazed room with a commanding view overlooking the river. With its sense

of transparency and openness, the hall is the very antithesis of the private nature of traditional

legal buildings. (Rogers 1995)



In this mature period work of Richard Rogers, project is located according to the water.

Water actually the stream shore affects the position of the building in the project layout. Rogers

at the design stage had been decided to use water and stream shore and their softening, cooling,

calming, relaxing and many physiological characteristics, for shaping and softening a building

that contains social attributes. Besides that, with the space-directing facility of the water, building

has been spatially affected like the previous cases. In the project that the facades made of steel

and glass, water acts as a space deepening mass. The reflection of water on the glass makes a

softening and smoothing effect on the building. Building form is in such brilliance that the

integration with water has been established successfully. The building is in a form as if it is a big

boat on the river. And this image is the proof of the water's space supporting property. Perhaps,

the surprising differences between the buildings name its image, and its usage causes the success

of the project.

Sabanci University Campus, Tuzla, Istanbul, Turkey: Sabanci University Campus

project designed by Cannon architecture and Turkish partners and completed in 1999. The

campus is located at the southern east of Istanbul on a land that is 136 hectares and takes its

character from the Mirnar Sinan. Like the Sinan style, shadowed arcades, courtyards and the



symmetryof the geometric forms are played important roles in the university design. Those

design principles gave the campus competitive features between all other ones. The basic

principle in the campus plan is constructing a bridge and balance between future and past.

(Cannon2000)

At the center of the campus there are academic buildings that are faced to the Marmara

Seaview. At the western part there is a pond that will be the center for recreative and sportive

activities.A special attention has been paid for the landscape design. At the entrance of the

campus there are two pools at the both sides of the gate welcoming the students and visitors.

Those pools are designed with the water jets to salute the incomers. Those pools at the gate are

quitesimple but are giving the visual and aural refreshments to the people. (Cannon 2000)

The pools in front of the library, dormitory and the one other are delighting the campus

with their effects. However, their sizes are not very big, they are answering the physiological and

aesthetical needs.

The huge artificial pond has mostly the sea effect on the campus. In this pond there is a

jet tllat can pump water 25 meters high. And it can be seen almost everywhere in the campus.

Also the falling water tUllS from the granite platform to the pond. In this pond is available for

the water sports such as sailing, canoe, and rowing. (Cannon 2000)

In this campus water has been used as a design element and positively affected the

campus life. Campus has provided important opportunities, especially for the students, being a

relaxing place, and let them have a special place for sports and calming. Water acts in this project

as space directing line and space unifying points ~e the Salk Institute water turns the boring

zones into more exciting and amusing places. There is a sinUlar aim here to keep students and
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lecturers in a positive mood. Perhaps in this campus water is not used as good as the Salk

Institute,but the same goals have been traced.

Shimosuwa Municipal Museum, Nagano, Japan: Shimosuwa Municipal Museum

project designed by architect Toyo Ito and completed in 1992. Among the projects

memorializing the anniversary incorporation of Shimosuwa, a town in the center of Nagano

prefecture, this is a reconstruction of the municipal museum on the shore of Lake Suwa. The

design was selected in a designated competition held in June 1990. The new museum had to

accommodate two permanent collections: the first consists of materials and artifacts on the

history and natural environment of Lake Suwa, while the second is the existing collection of

materials from the life of the local poet of the Araragi school, Akahiro Shimaki. Additional space

was created to house other planned exhibits, practical educational programs, research and a

storage area. (Kidosaki 1994)

The building, designed in a similar way to the shape of the site, consists of two volumes.

On the lakeside, the permanent exhibit spaces are housed in a linear volume, while on the

mountainside the special exhibition rooms and storerooms are accommodated in a cubic
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volume. A distinctive architectural element is the aluminum panel covering the boat-shaped

volume at the front, giving it the appearance of an upside down ship floating on the Suwa Lake.

This curved surface resembles the hull of the ship cutting through the water's surface. This

covering is particularly welcome in the cold climate and provides a double layer of

waterproofing. The form of a three-dimensional curved surface is decomposed in order to

generalize it into a collection of neutral flat panels.

Inside, exhibits are laid out along the flow of space. Fishing implements and skates, used

on the lake, are attractively arranged on bases of frosted glass, suggesting the frozen lake surface.

In contrast, blue carpet is used in the showcases holding the manuscripts and photographic

materials of Akahiko Shimaki, a ground chosen to suggest the waters of the lake in summer. The

scenery of the lake is projected on the glass screen inserted in parallel with this flow and it is

reflected on the thin layer of water filled in the courtyard, creating an illusion similar to that of

the exterior. Like ripples in a lake, the layers of this illusion on the flow of people, coordinated

with the spatial flow, generates a tranquil state of balance like an interfered wave, filling the

space beneath the membrane. The environment is therefore integrated with the building, which

as a whole becomes a flowing space. (Kidosaki 1994)

The building reminds us with its location besides the lake, a whole on the shore with the

different and curved form. This surprising form of the building introduces the relation between

water and building. The form looks like a whale and the main construction element of the

building, which is steel, simplifies the reflection ability of the building on the water and delights

the view. Water element acts as a space-deepening mass in this project.

Reconstruction of Potsdamer Platz, Berlin, Germany: The Reconstruction of

Potsdamer Platz project designed by architects Renzo Piano and Christofh Kohlbecker and

completed in 1996. Potsdamer Platz is the most important square of the Berlin city and is an
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architecturalshow off axe that presents the architectural identity of the city. Project had been

chosenwith a competition. The project area is the largest and most prestigious area of Berlin.

PotsdamerPlatz straddles the line between East and West Berlin. The project envisaged not just

theurbanistic reclamation of the district, but also the reconstruction of over half the buildings in

it.One of the rules in the urban development plan was that of conforming to Berlin's traditional

pattern of city blocks. The underlying philosophy was to try to bring the historic buildings and

street of Berlin back to life, to seek to reinterpret their models and establish a bridge with the

past.Water has been used in this square to help prevailing this philosophy.

In the plan that Renzo Piano and Cherstoph Kohlbedeer had been prepared, the water

and natural elements has been used as symbolic tools for constructing relations between past

and present. Especially the buildings that surround the northern west parts of the square (such

as Renzo Piano's Debis Building, Arata Isozaki's Berliner Volksbank, Theatre and casino

buildings and so on) are playing very important role with their designs. The opening ceremony

and a great public celebration for the project was organized, when the construction of the Debis

tower was complete, at the end of 1996.



Potsdamer Square is not a traditional square that aims collecting task, contrary an axial aim

hasbeen provided. This task has realized with a large pool in the middle of the square. This pool

definesthe square and organizes the circulation around. Renzo Piano used water for bridging

the gap between past, present, and even with future. Potsdamer Street run around the eastern

edgeof the square, and curve along the edge of the canal. This canal also helps the continuity of

thewater axe in the project. Apart from the pool and canal, around some of the buildings water

has been used as narrow streams. And the relation between water, buildings and pedestrian has

beenestablished.

This project has importance in urban design as well as architectural design. Square, water,

buildings relations can be analyzed as space- unifying line and surface. Also saying water act as

space-supporting surface will not be wrong.

Glasgow Science Center, Glasgow, Scotland: In 1995 BDP won a national

architectural competition to design the Glasgow Science Center at the Pacific Quay, a spit of

land on the south bank of the River Clyde. The Center aims to bring together scientific



knowledge, existing technology and future developments, through a senes of exhibition and

cultural facilities.

The scheme consists of three discrete elements. The largest is a long, pond-shaped form

housing an exhibition space, planetarium and two theatres, together with an assortment of cafes,

shops, offices and workshops. Nuzzling one end of a huge pod is a theatre, housed in an

organicallymutated dome-like structure. The third part of the triumvirate is the Wing Tower.

Through its inventive employment of materials, structure and services the entire center

forms a kind of "super exhibition", intended to illustrate the role of science and technology in

buildings. Environmental considerations encompass natural ventilation through the stack effect,

a concrete structure to increase thermal mass and the use of river water as a cooling agent. There

will also be provision for photovoltaic systems and a series of external exhibits that harness

wind, solar and tidal energy, to disseminate the message of environmental responsibility. The

Science Center is one of the largest Millennium projects of its type and will form the hub of a

network of similar centers in Scotland and beyond. (Review 2000)

The project seems to be a peninsula and grate light works have been done for reflecting

the fa<;:adeon the surface of the water with great performance. With these effects water acts as a

space-deepening mass. But, in this project other effects of the water has been used. Vantilation



is a good sample for this and with this effect building stays cool in the summers and warm in the

winters.

Semi open spaces simplify the physiological effects of water on users. The open exhibition

areasof the building promote good vistas for visitors and also the sound of water effects people,

giveselegance to the building, and keeps it attractive.

Water Worlds Exhibition Pavilion, Nee1tje Jans, The Netherlands: Historically, the

Dutch have enjoyed a very particular and intense relationship with water. Much of the

Netherlands' low lying terrain is below sea level and, over time, a complex network of dykes and

embankments has been engineered to keep the sea at bay. Without these man-made barrages,

there would be catastrophic flooding. Water management is therefore a subject of national

importance and this curious hybrid pavilion designed jointly by Nox and Oosterhuis Associates

aims to educate and inform the public about the latest technical advances, as well as to celebrate

water's more luxurious properties. It forms part of a larger project to upgrade the recreational

and educational facilities, a former construction island for the partially complete Oosterschelde

dam. Located in the far southwestern province of Zeeland, the tiny, remote island lies at the

mouth of the tidal basin, which will eventually be bridged by the huge dam. (Cleef 1998)

The pavilion is divided into two sections, housing salt and freshwater exhibition zones.

Surrounded by an undulating landscape of sand dunes, the amorphous, impenetrable form

resembles a strange, beached sea creature. The two volumes are clearly articulated. The salt-

water pavilion is a brooding mass, like a deformed hull, while freshwater pavilion is a shiny,

silvery structure that contorts energetically among the dunes. The two parts merge into each

other, like a giant, mutating organism, the shimmering metal cladding of the freshwater element

forming a lightweight foil to the dark, opaque bulk of the salt-water pavilion. (Cleef 1998)



The fashionable cyber-baroque computer-generated forms are the antithesis of the

Netherlands' ordered, gridded polder landscape. Geometry is deliberately warped and fractured

to surreal effect, an impression enhanced by the remoteness and bleakness of the site on the

edge of the North Sea.

The fluidity of the architecture extends to internal exhibition spaces. Visitors enter the

tapering north end of the freshwater pavilion into an interior realm articulated by series of

canted and deformed planes. Nothing is horizontal, everything is convulsed and with no

windows to orientate you, the experience is similar to promenading through the innards of a

giant slug. However the exhibits of real and virtual water are both ingenious and diverting. In

the freshwater pavilion, the real water takes many forms; spraying mist, a frozen glacier tunnel, a

sheer pool that continually drains across the floor surface, a rain basin with showers and a well

containing tons of water. Virtual water is experienced through a series of interactive systems

controlled by sensors distributed throughout the pavilion. Visitors can manipulate the sensors to

transform their environment through light, color, projection and sound. In the freshwater

pavilion's curved spine, hundreds of blue lights generate a saturated, dreamlike, underwater

atmosphere.



The route through the adjoining salt-water pavilion describes a huge figure of eight over

two levels. Visitors enter under a wave of water at lower level that washes over the "Wetlab"

exhibition area. From here, you ascend a panoramic platform with views, making a brief

connection with the external environment. The final part of the tour immerses visitors in the

"Sensorium", a specially devised light and soundscape controlled by multi-colored fiber-optic

cables set behind the pavilion's inner skin. This enables projections of virtual water on the floors

and walls to be perceived as direct extensions of the building. Visitors navigate through slow-

moving ice, shoals of water molecules, a whirlpool and changing cloud formations. Informed by

potential of computers and fiber optics, the pavilions are a contemporary manifestation of the

same Dutch ingenuity that over centuries has tenaciously reclaimed and protected precious land

from the clutches of the sea.

Almost contains the similar effects like floating house. The building is located next to a

river and it looks like a snake or a reptile crawling along the water. There are no windows on the

facades and people in the building cannot see the water but symbolically feel it. Because in the

pavilions many advanced technological effects have been placed for introducing the visitors the

properties of the salty and fresh water. In this project water is mostly used virtually to describe

its features. Water concept can be described as space unifying point. And because of the

position of building and its form with water has a strong relation; water acts as a space-

supporting plane.

WET Design Company, Los Angeles, USA: Perhaps the most striking architectural

company that uses water in almost all of their projects is the WET Design Company. In the

previous chapter some of the fountain designs of this company have been presented. Some of

the selected remarkable water utilized contemporary architectural projects around the world

from WET Design Co. are going to be introduced below.

Gas Company Tower, Los Angeles, California, USA, Completed September 1991:

An icon within the Downtown Los Angeles context, the Gas Company Tower is the site of the

water feature. WET Design, conceived water texture as an extension of architectural finish.

Granite, wood, glass and water merge to create a synthesis of material, providing the site with

elements rich in form and finish. Slender elements of WaterUnderGlass animate the interior

space while in the exterior atrium thin membranes of water sheath black granite in quiet repose.



In faultless connection with the architecture, the linear feature transitions from lobby to garden,

reinforcing the ambiguity between interior and exterior. (Kahn 2000)

Jewelry Trade Center, Bangkok, Thailand, Completed February 1995: Large,

singular drops of water are emitted from the ends of each rod at programmed intervals. The

myriad of drops, in their choreographed variations, result in intricate rain patterns. A reflective

pool, flush with the atrium floor, captures the droplets as they fall from a height of four stories.

Second pool located slightly above ground level cascades water to the pool below. White light

entrains the mass of falling drops, enhancing its reflectivity and jewel-like quality. Fog emanates

and descends to settle above the second pool, before dissipating throughout the space. (Kahn

2000)

Mccormick Convention Center, Chicago, Illinois, USA, Completed December

1996: Numerous Laminar Streams compose a linear water sculpture located in the building's

main lobby. The streams weave through the space interacting with the architecture as well as

with the visitors who circulate through the lobby. The Laminar Streams and their foundation of
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WaterSkins create a crystalline and delicate appearance that contrasts the surrounding granite

hardscape.A field of kinetic, pulsing water columns is located at the opposite end of the atrium

spline. The WaterSkins beneath the jets reflect the choreographed sequences, as clusters of

robust, vertical water patterns exceed two stories within the interior environment. The exterior

feature is composed of linear water columns that contrast with the geometric grid arrangement

on the interior. Located in a semicircular plan, this arc of Shooters creates elating progressions

ofwater activity that by evening become vibrantly illuminated. (K.ahn 2000)

Millenia Walk, Singapore, Completed May 1994: Millenia Walk is a project where

water responds to a canted wall of banded granite and glass. Situated atop an elevated plaza

within the multi-use complex, the design premise incorporates water texture as building finish.

Water, cascading down textured granite and smooth glass, mingled with the interplay of light,

contrasts opacity with translucence. An expansive plane of water lies at the base of the feature,

in a synthesis of water feature and site. (K.ahn 2000)



The Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Singapore, Completed May 1994: This project contains an

expression of water in horizontal and vertical planes. Two planes of water are juxtaposed

horizontally at the entrance to the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. The fIrst plane overflows a vertical edge

to become a wall of water that sheaths black granite, and is interwoven into a grand elliptical

staircase in the interior. The second plane of water evolves into a curtain of rain on the exterior.

Each of these vertical planes of water alternately meets its horizontal companion, completing

the form. (K..ahn 2000)

Rose Garden Arena, Portland, Oregon, USA, Completed October 1995: Two stone

towers are located within the plaza. A ring of forceful water jets, illuminated in a spectrum of

color, emit from one stone tower while spherical bursts of fIre in a range of fIve colors loft into

the air from the other. Fire and water are joined within the environment in a statement of

dynamism and kinetics. (Kahn 2000)

Tokyo Dome, Tokyo, Japan, Completed May 1991: The fIfty-fIve meter long water

feature wraps the forefront of the Tokyo Dome Sports Stadium in an exuberant display of water
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and color. Combining kinetic water jets, a textured water cascade, fog, light and music, the

feature is designed as a vibrant event for the stadium's main entrance. (K.ahn 2000)

Crown Casino, Melbourne, Australia, Completed May 1997: The water features are

located at Crown Casino, a vast complex extending along the Yarra River between Southgate

and the Melbourne Convention Center. Composed of interior and exterior work, the water

features range in form, choreography and technology. Eight columns composed of alternating

faces of polished steel and textured granite emit giant spheres of fire at orchestrated intervals.

Thirty feet in diameter, these magnificent flames emanate light, sound and heat, animating the

promenade and river's edge. Gendy flowing water veneers the textured granite faces inset within

stainless steel fins. The water, quiet and textured, appears as an animated fmish. These water

walls, contrasting with the enormous flames, are complements, creating a mood of tranquility

Of the many different materials found in nature, water is the most flexible, and changes

shape and form according to its vessel. For this reason, water is much easier to systemize and
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structure than materials such as stone and trees. In recent years we have witnessed the

widespread popularity of water structures controlled by computers. Unfortunately, however,

water that has been controlled and structured in such a way has the destiny of becoming quickly

outdated. Although the viewer is surprised and impressed at first, this feeling quickly changes to

a sense of familiarity, and finally boredom. The initial excitement disappears after several of the

above cycles have been repeated. It is hue that for special occasions and for various expositions

it is necessaty to control and structure water, but in general this is not favorable, since the

unexpected wild and natural characteristics will be destroyed.

Water is characterized by whirls, turbulent flows, and other catastrophic natural

movements; aspects that believers of solid architectural thought, which concentrates on

homogeneous time and space, stiff substance, repetition and identity are not comfortable with.

The fact that landscape architects and other artists and creators are bringing natural

waterscapes into our cities proves that they are beginning a small revolution against cities, which

are suffocating from such homogeneous time and space. The message here is the necessity to

understand the waterscape as an individual scene, and to sense what is behind the actual scene.

When utilizing water as a design element, and considering its characteristics within a total

landscape design, one realizes that its main characteristic is its flexibility and variety. Designs

using water appear to be quite simple at first glance, while in fact they are extremely difficult. It

is also hue that water is quite intangible, as if it is running through a sieve. On the other hand,

we often find that the planned design is accomplished through the use of water with vety little

effort. Those of you who are involved in designing water on a daily basis no doubt understand

and appreciate the ambiguity of water.

However water is considered on a universal scale, it is impossible to discuss water without

considering its basic relationship to human beings. Although this may seem to be common

knowledge, people have always wondered the world looking for water, building villages nearby

rivers and the ocean, which finally lead to our ancient culture and the coexistence with animals

and plants. In today's extremely urbanized world water has been controlled as live material

expressing the collection of mankind's wisdom and intelligence. With this background in mind,

it should be designers' mission to take advantage of water's natural characteristics and deciding



how to incorporate them in a design. Depending on how it is used, water can either be the main

or supporting element of a design element.

We have come to a stage in which techniques involved with water have been highly

researched and developed. It is my belief that the most important thing now is to return water to

its more primitive stage, and reconsider it in a more simplified mode. It is our job as architects

to use this concept as a basis for introducing waterscape designs to the public.

In other words, it is felt that water should be considered the "spring of life," and that

"leisure" and "playfulness" should be incolporated into our designs more often. Touching and

experiencing water remind us reminded of something we learned and acquired as children. It is

our responsibility as adults to pass this experience on to the children of the world, who are

inevitably going to be responsible for the future of this world. This has been the dream of

mankind since ancient times, as well as the "play space" within a design.

The same can be said about waterfronts, a popular concept within urban design. As long

as the ancient topic of familiarity to water is fully inc01porated, the waterscape within the total

landscape will be given a life of its own. Water awakens activity within people and this activity in

turn provides variety to water. The power and preasure of the water have been determined the

dynamism of the architecture. For instance in the Stretto House in Texas by Steven Holl; this

house is an suitable and integrative building with the water front (actually a water reservoir).

The architect wisely used to water by using its reflection and that caused the integration of

the man-made environment with the nature. Using water with the help of high technology also

can increase its attractiveness such as in Prospecta 92 in Toyama by Shoei Yoh the incredible

beauty of the water in the design supported by the high technology has made the building much

more attractive. Like wise another example a swimming pool has been built with glass at the

roof of a hotel gave an impression to the users, and the viewers that this building challenges the

gravity. That transparency makes a difference and creates the attractiveness. Also the usage of

water and glass that are bought transparency makes viewers use their imagination.

Another feature of water is its calming and soothing. By using water the ordinary building

can return into a much more soft and symphatetic buildings. Water adds the building an extra



meaning and space. In many contemporary projects water had been used for benefiting these

effects on the buildings and textures.

Besides waters visual features its aural features are also causing positive conclusions. But

it's very necessary to set its volume. A low voice of a water sometimes drip and a high wave

voice maybe distributive. The voice of water has a relaxative feature and this feature takes

people to the hearth of the nature.

The theme of the water is mainly, relaxative and peacefullness. Integraty is very important;

for the integration with water and human, the designs should let them connected. (user can

touch water element) This integraty, also causes sensitiveness and sentimentalism. Running

water and the motion of the water, stability and shine in the water are effecting human

physiology in different ways positively.

In the human nature, there is the physiological need of touching water. People provide

this need by building, pools, fountains, jets and made their life more colourfull. Also architects,

after analysing this basic need, they started to use this element a lot more in their designs. They

used light and movement etc. features to attract the water element a lot more. It is also an

important fact that the water should be clean and healthy. Ricardo Ligoretto tried to emphasize

the shaken movements and natural colours and he tried to show the purity site of the water as

an attractive fact.

With a revolutinal temple design executed in 1992, Tadao Ando freed Buddhist

architecture. Tadao Ando used water as an important design element in many of his buildings.

For example church on the water designed by Tadao Ando takes water from a brook in the

vicinity. Water is pumped up from the brook, led underneath the church, and discharged into a

large, shallow basin in front of the building. The beautiful water reflects the surrounding

scenery. It reflects sky, mountains and white birches. At night, it mirrors the stars and the moon.

These reflections in the water give the scenery greater depth. The water is designed vast and

calm that the reflected skyline of mountains and trees enters our eyes from the water.

Water is life and circulation of water such as; rain, waterfall, cascade, sea, evaporation,

clouds and the way rain reflects the sunlight causing rainbows and fog makes life circle. And

water is being used as an important element of architecture. The water reflects its light and



relaxingcharacter to the site and the building, so to the users of that building. And it is hopeful

that day by day in many new projects water is being utilizied more successfully, and its

importance in architecture seems to be increasing.



Water is the source of life, and the earth is called a water planet. In the development of

urban civilization, people previously sought water for their daily life, lived beside rivers and at

the water's edge for their work and existed as one with nature.

However, people are now living in an urban environment which has changed too much

and which is the exact opposite. Cities have been flooded with artificial things, while nature has

been utilized and plundered. People have finally started to perceive the destruction and pollution

that has been produced.

What should people do about their relationship to nature? People have done nothing at

all, despite the fact that mankind has been handed an ultimatum from nature. And it is now

being forced to finally take action. The only way for mankind to survive is to outline to nature a

clear stand as a partner in associating with nature.

In the modern artificial city space, it is not possible to encompass large-scale real nature,

and it has been proved by various examples that artificially expressed nature harmonizes better

with cities and its buildings. City people have already begun to think that the only way for a city

to survive is to create a creative urban environment with nature as the base. In order to save

cities, not only sensitivity, but also philosophy and intelligence are needed.

And more than anything else, people arrived at the conclusion that the joy, mental serenity

and peace of mind obtained from associating with nature with the five senses, which have

continued to be inputted ever since the birth of mankind, cannot be gained from the hard,

11l0rgaruc, monotonous space of cities, no matter how much the material satisfaction is

increased. The more urbanization advances, the more nature must be incorporated in

proportion. People have realized that city life is impossible without nature, even if that nature

may be fake nature, imitation nature or artificial expressions.



Furthermore culture of the societies shapes the living spaces, so if there is no culture in a

city, there is no meaning in living in that city. Culture, which cannot be owned by an individual,

is possible if it is the common property of all the citizens. With the twenty-first century coming

up, what kind of city is a hwnan city with nature? All countries cannot help, but try to create a

model of a city of the future.

Today a responsible appreciation of the water element is fundamental to ecological and

environmental values. With the scale and potential damaging effect of modern industrial and

urban outflow, there is a limit to the indiscriminate use of water as a depository for waste. The

long-term effect could be "immeasurable".

Since the beginning of the civilized cultures, the settlements that are positioned next to a

water line are always spreaded faster than other settlement. The main reason of this rapid

urbanization is interrelated with the opportunities come with the water (i.e. transportation,

leisure, trade and so on). Also the rapid urbanization affects cultural, economic and aesthetical

issues mostly by considering both quantitative and qualitative aspects. Water effects settlements

positively. The cities benefit from water as additional factor in increasing their identities,

economic structures, transportation choices, and aesthetical values. Today, most of the civilized

and rich cities are settled next to a water source. New York, London, Tokyo, Paris, Istanbul and

Amsterdam can be given as examples in many others.

Historical attitudes have identified values concerning water and the way in which it can be

enhance the immediate surroundings. There has been the reverence for the naturalistic context

found in the oriental world, the Baroque capacity to control, manipulate and entertain with

water and the architectonic quality of water features integrated into the Islamic palaces. In

contrast to the anonymity of "modernist" commercial buildings, some contemporary design

makes reference to these traditions. Dynamic water display in mini-parks has provided a

distraction from the traffic-dominated city environment of American cities. Delicate landscaped

areas utilizing the water element in Japanese projects echo a tradition that othelwise appears to

have been ovelwhelmed by modern urban development. River corridors and architectural

heritage of derelict historic waterfronts are seen for their amenity potential. New machinery for

water filtration and circulation has increased the scope for moving greater volwnes of water

either for leisure activities or for visual effect. An increase in leisure time encourages the capacity



to enjoy a visually attractive and sympathetic environment that is synonymous not only with

resort development, but also with urban renewal.

Aquatecture, the architecture of the water element, cannot only identify the visual and

experiential pleasures that water can convey, it can also affirm man's custodial role. The value

that is placed on the waterfront, the water feature, water resort, water-park or natural

watercourse is an index of continuing human enlightment and integrity.

Since the different perceptions have been anticipated, only the direct response to water

have been discussed, and touched little upon the developmental image. It is imagined that

people who share the same culture would experience similar direct images of water or water

spaces and those individual differences would be small. On the other hand, It is expected that

develop mental images would be diverse, rich, and differ between individuals according to their

experience and knowledge.

What is important is that a vivid substantial itnage of water has an impact, which allows

people to develop it into a variety of images, whereas unclear one does not have the potential

for such development. This impact seems to depend on the immediacy between man and water.

Prominent aquatecture create the itnmediacy between man and water by their design and help

people feel the substantial nature of water and its role in a space.

Water have not been seen only as an urban land mark and recreative element in urban

plans of the cities, but also used lavishly in the interior spaces with cascades, pools, falling

waters, fountains, jets, sebils and so on, as magnificent work of arts. In the past water has been

used itl parks, villa gardens, and squares for improving to quality of the space and those places

turn into show off places. New technologies support opportunities in water based recreative

facilities, and indirectly caused widespread water utilization. However in these places new

technologies have used, the origins of the water symbolism has been rooted to the past of the

society. New technologies that are improved, the ability in water filtration and circulation caused

easy storage, infrastructure, drainage electrical system usage and control of huge volwnes of

water.

The great value of water features in urban spaces is that they can provide visual pleasure

and establish contact with water as a natural element. The consciousness in understanding water



as an architectural element as much as a natural one causes, water usage illcrease ill the

constructions.

In this study the magical power of water (that has an undeniable importance on our lives

since the beginning of the mankind) on the architecture has been emphasized. And also in this

thesis, the features of water are determined with its visual, aural, symbolic and physiologic effect

and called as the internal dynamics of the water. Those internal dynamics have been observed in

the foreign water utilized projects magnificently. In those piece of arts water has been used

grandiosely and suited in their design concepts. Those amazing pieces have given and still giving

inspiration to the architects using water element in their projects. The design criteria of the water

utilization in the analyzed project have tried to be designated and explained. By considering this

study in our country, which is a big peninsula, water would be used in the cities and buildings

with more consciousness. And the positive contributions of water to the cities and our

neighborhoods should be understood. And projects containing natural elements like water and

other should be taken into account by local administrations and public. By using water as a

design element, very positive results could be gained.

It is understood from the case projects that if water element could be used properly, this

would add its internal dynamics into the space and as a result of this the space enlightens with

the perfectness. And also numerous features of water can be involved in the architectural

projects for benefiting from those dynamics. And one important point should not have

forgotten that people do not deserve to be pushed in living in the nature excluded cities. To

prevail this condition, at least water should be utilized in architectural projects to keep citizens in

touch with the nature.

This thesis emphasizes the importance and positive effects of the water utilization in the

architecture as a design element, and its positive effects on the public and private lives. And also,

this study shows the importance of living connected with the nature or its' resembles in our

routine city lives.

In this study the necessity of the usage of water has been classified for its effects on the

building environment, users, and society. And the importance of paying more attention for

making designers to understand water's features and its importance in the design concept has to

be underlined.
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